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Abstract 
The purpose of this project is to analyse how 10 selected mechanisms can support the process of making the 
manufacturing industry of Peninsular Malaysia more energy efficient. 
 
We have done this through a development of 10 grouped mechanisms, which are awareness, minimising import tax on 
energy efficient equipment and labelling, establishment of energy related data and benchmarking, as well as cheap 
loans, Best Available Technologies, a three-step Energy Efficiency programme, forced openness and sale to the grid. 
 
The analyses of the project are divided into three parts. The first is a discussion of general conditions in Malaysia that 
defines our framework for the conclusion. This has been done since general conditions have an influence on how the 
selected mechanisms, should be formed to turn out most suitable for regulations in Malaysia. The second part of the 
analysis is an examination of the conditions within the 18 interviewed companies, which the selected mechanisms are 
pointed towards. The interviewed companies were then divided into four categories to determine whether the selected 
mechanisms would have an effect on them. The third part of the analysis contains the description and argumentation of 
actors and specific practical obstacles and possibilities for each of the selected mechanisms. 
 
The project concludes how 10 selected mechanisms in a developed form can have an effect on the interviewed 
companies. The answers in our conclusion have been based on considerations of the local actors influence, Malaysia’s 
culture together with a certain grouping of the mechanisms that will minimises the obstacles, which will support the 
process of making the manufacturing industry more energy efficient.  
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1 Introduction  
Over the past three decades the South East Asia region has gone through a major development. This 
is a result of a steep rise in the economy and the international society considers the development as 
an economical miracle. Malaysia is one of the countries, which has had high economic growth rates 
since 1960, and up to 1990 it annually constituted an average of 6.3% [Mahathir, 1991]. From 1990 
and up to 1996 it grew to 8.5% per annum [EPU, 1999:v]. During this whole period Malaysia have 
also been moving towards equity and structural transformation in an ethnically diverse society. 
 
In the course of this expansion, Malaysia has turned into a form of modern industrial economy, 
where manufacturing in 1997 accounted for 34% of GDP and 80% of export. [EPU, 1999:18 & 
154] Nevertheless Malaysia’s rapid development has had its consequences such as an unsustainable 
environmental development [Sani, 1993:20]. Therefore one can find a range of environmental 
problems in Malaysia that need to be solved. Some of them are related to the use of energy. Getting 
started on solving some of the environmental problems in a country with rapid growth could seem 
to be a foreseeable assignment, but since July 1997 the economic growth has been diminishing 
which has caused an unstable economy and development. In May 1999 signs of economic recovery 
are beginning to emerge, but Malaysia still has to continue to strive to ensure a sustained economic 
recovery and restore of the growth momentum [EPU, 1999:vi]. A challenge in the years to come is 
therefore, to re-establish economic growth combined with a sustainable environmental 
development.  
 
In Malaysia environmental legislation is present, but the enforcement of it is poor due to lack of 
human resources [Pers.com. source confidential]. Right now the main concern for the government 
is to get the economic growth back on course. The vision for the country is not just to get back on 
course, as before the crises, but also to be a fully developed country by the year 2020. The Prime 
Minister YAB Dato’ Seri Dr. Mahathir Mohamad formulated vision 2020, as it has been known, in 
February 1991. The objectives paramount everything and all the country’s politics are made in 
consideration to this vision [Pers.com. Kristoffersen, 22/1-1999; Hvid, 13/3-1999]. The one-sided 
economic priority and wish for development gives the market and business production a 
considerably higher priority than the environmental problems.  
 
The reason for dealing with energy consumption related problems among the variety of 
environmental problems has to be found in the increasing attention to the environmental problems 
caused by energy utilisation that is seen today in the international arena. There are numerous 
reasons for working towards a reduction of the energy consumption. The world of today depends 
heavily on fossil fuel and it is important to keep in mind that fossil fuel is a limited resource and 
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therefore the consumption of it has to be rational. In the last years the focus has primarily been on 
CO2 emissions. Organisations such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Changes (IPCC) and 
the United Nations (UN) are putting pressure on governments all over the world to get the attention 
drawn towards especially energy related environmental problems. This was what happened at the 
Kyoto summit in 1997, where a protocol was signed on climate change and a lot of countries, 
among them Malaysia, committed themselves to reduce the increase of CO2 emissions in the years 
to come. By signing this protocol Malaysia has obliged itself to adopt appropriate measures to 
reduce the emissions of green house gases. [JBE&G, 1999:2] One of the important contributions 
towards this objective is to increase energy efficient improvements in different sectors. [Kyoto, 
1997:art 2A, i]. A lot of the developing and newly industrialised countries, called upon the right to 
give economic development a higher priority than environmental concerns [CNN, 1997]. This 
means that they, altogether, can increase their CO2 emission, but not as much as they would have 
done without addressing the problem. This also counts for Malaysia. 
 
The potential global warming caused by the greenhouse gasses from burning of fossil fuel is the 
primary reason for the international concern about the high level of energy consumption. The extent 
of the problem, of course, depends on the source used for producing the energy. The source that 
creates the most CO2 is coal, then oil and finally gas, were gas creates about ¼ less CO2 than oil 
[dk-Teknik, 1997]. In Malaysia the energy primary used is gas and oil. Especially the burning of oil 
is responsible for creation of large amounts of CO2. The primary fuel used for producing electricity 
in Malaysia, is natural gas. From an environmental point of view Malaysia is, therefore, not among 
the worst countries in terms of CO2 emissions. Gas is expected to account for almost 63.3% of the 
electricity generation in year 2000. Oil and coal account for 29.0% [EPU, 1998:307]. In the years to 
come, coal will partly take over the expansion in the electricity production. This is because 
Malaysia does not want to be too heavily dependent on one source of energy and the other is the 
fact that within recent years there has not been located new gas reserves. [Pers.com. source 
confidential; Yin, 10/3-1999]  
 
We are fully aware that is in not scientifically proven that CO2 is responsible for the global 
warming that is measured on our globe. Many studies indicate it, but there are also studies that do 
the opposite. The world of today has chosen not to wait for the hard evidence and governments and 
organisations around the world have made it a political priority to try to cut down on the emissions 
of greenhouse gasses.  
 
In 1998, Malaysia’s electricity peak demand was 9,304 MW and the year 2000 prognosis has been 
adjusted to 10,679 MW [EPU, 1999:306]. According to the forecasts, the electricity demand is 
expected to increase at an average of almost 7% per year, during the period from 1998 to the year 
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2020. Today Malaysia is a net-exporter of energy, but according to the predicted forecasts for the 
consumption of energy, Malaysia will be a net energy importing country before the year 2020. This 
means that what today is an important part of the country’s income will be turned into expenditure.  
 
The potential for optimising energy consumption is present in Malaysia. This is shown by the fact 
that the energy intensity in Malaysian is much higher than it is in for example Japan and the United 
Kingdom. Malaysia uses 18 MJ per GDP while United Kingdom uses 13 MJ and Japan only uses 6 
MJ per GDP [JBE&G, 1999:1].  
 
The consumers of energy in Malaysian can be divided in three main groups; industry, transport and 
private consumption. Industry and transport are almost the same in size and have a higher 
consumption than the private sector. The industry is responsible for more than 1/3 of the total 
energy consumption. In ASEAN 2020 - An energy outlook up to the year 2020 - [Malik, 1996] the 
industrial sector will over the period from 1998 till 2020 have the largest share of the country’s total 
final energy demand, roughly around 50%. The average annual growth rate of the industry’s 
demand over the period is around 6.3%. ASEAN 2020, which also includes an efficient scenario 
where the industry’s demand is slightly lower, around 5.7% per year [Malik, 1996:67]. In 1994 the 
Malaysian government and the Asia Development Bank carried out a study jointly. According to 
the study, the energy savings potential in some of the industries can be as high as 50% [Moggie, 
1999:4]. This means that if Malaysia starts to work with energy efficiency within the manufacturing 
industry the increase in energy demand, in the manufacturing industry, can be reduced. 
 
Therefore we find it interesting to work within the field, energy efficiency. It is especially important 
to work with the industry’s energy consumption in developing countries because their heavy growth 
and related increase in the energy consumption will make them the main contributors to the CO2 
emissions in the years to come. Another reason is that we have been interested in finding out how 
regulation towards the industry can be made in a country that has economic problems and is 
depending heavily on the industry to get the country out of economic problems. The challenge is to 
come up with suitable mechanisms to regulate and restrain the industry, without damaging its 
competitive situation. Actually we see a connection between energy efficiency and increased 
competitive situation for the industry as a whole. We find it more interesting to work with the 
consumption of energy than the production, because a decrease in energy consumption saves money 
for the country, since the demand for and therefore the need for investments in new electricity 
generation plants will be lower.  
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Consequently we find it important to secure planning and regulation of the consumption of energy, 
especially the part that the industry accounts for. Right now the Malaysian government has put a 
focus on the industry as a factor that is important in relation to the CO2 emissions of Malaysia.  
 
These are the main reasons why we have chosen to work with the regulation of the energy 
consumption in the manufacturing industry. We want to determine selected mechanisms that can 
push forward an optimisation of the industrial energy consumption. In a country where the energy 
consumption of the manufacturing industry is high and the cost of energy – in this case electricity -
is relative low, we believe that it is necessary to stimulate a change of attitude. As a result of the 
above outlined problem field, we will be addressing the following problem: 
 
“How can selected mechanisms support the process of making the manufacturing 
industry of Peninsular Malaysia more energy efficient?”  
 
We see the selected mechanisms as an element, among others elements, that can support the process 
of making the manufacturing industry more energy efficient. The process refers to the planning and 
implementation of different elements that can make the manufacturing industry of Malaysia more 
energy efficient.  
1.1. Clarification of terms 
In this chapter we will specify the words used in our formulation of the problem that, if interpreted 
differently, can give the wrong impression of the problem that we intent to deal with. It concerns 
the terms: selected mechanisms, manufacturing industry and energy efficiency.  
1.1.1. Selected mechanisms 
We will briefly present the 10 mechanisms we have chosen to work with in the project. Later in the 
project we will in chapter 7 discuss the mechanisms more thoroughly. In figure 1, found on 
following page, we have illustrated the grouping of the 10 mechanisms and their most suitable 
chronological order when being implemented. The mechanisms shall be seen as complementary to 
each other, but some of them are necessary to introduce in the same time period and these have 
been placed horizontal to each other. At this point we would like to stress that the analysis and 
argumentation on each of the mechanisms first will be carried out individually. Afterwards they will 
be grouped again and the reason for placing them in the suggested time perspective will be 
described. In this project we will make an analysis of these selected mechanisms in the time order 
presented below. In that way we will be able to conclude on them and their ability to support the 
process of making the manufacturing industry of Peninsular Malaysia more energy efficient. 
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Figure 1: Our selected mechanisms in a time frame 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Awareness programme  
We pre-suppose that Malaysia has a lack of awareness in the matter of energy efficiency. In order to 
address the above-mentioned problem and to be able to speak about it, one of the selected 
mechanisms is an awareness programme. The intention is to make it possible to inform at all levels 
within the country in respect of both governmental and public persons. 
 
Awareness programmes are the first things that should be introduced. It will simply create the 
interest and knowledge that is the foundation for getting the manufacturing industry to start working 
with energy efficiency. If the effect of the other mechanisms should be optimal, spreading of 
awareness will be essential. It also means that almost all of the mechanisms below, to some degree, 
build upon the necessary awareness in the industry. 
 
• Sale to the grid 
In Malaysia it is not possible to sell power back to the national grid for companies that have a 
surplus of self generated electricity. If sale to the grid were possible more companies would maybe 
be interested in generating their own electricity based on biodegradable waste or for instance 
remaining steam from the production. 
 
Three step EE programme Forced openness 
How can selected mechanisms support the 
process of making the manufacturing industry 
of Peninsular Malaysia more energy efficient? 
Awareness Sale to the grid 
Labelling 
BAT - Best Available 
Technology 
Cheap loans for energy efficient 
equipment 
Establish energy related data 
Minimising the import tax on energy 
efficient equipment 
Benchmarking 
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The mechanisms “Sale to the grid” can be introduced at any time, only taking into consideration 
that an agreement between TNB and the potential new power producers has been in place before it 
can be introduced. 
 
First group: 
• Minimising the import tax on energy efficient equipment 
Most energy efficient equipment comes from abroad. When a company wishes to buy modern 
equipment produced in another country it is subject to import tax. Generally the equipment is more 
expensive than domestic produced products, and with the import tax added on these items therefore 
gets uninteresting.  
 
• Labelling 
In order to get the most energy efficient equipment, a market scan must be done when buying new 
equipment. We see a possibility in labelling more general items relating the facilities e.g. light 
bulbs, air-conditioners. 
 
Labelling and minimising the import tax on energy efficient equipment will support each other in 
gaining effectiveness. This is when general items are labelled, the companies will know which 
equipment they can buy on minimised import tax and when the import tax is minimised more 
companies can afford new energy efficient equipment. 
 
Second group: 
• Establishing energy related data 
A foundation of getting into energy efficiency must be that the company is aware where the energy 
is actually consumed. First step will be getting the necessary data and reflect to them.  
 
• Benchmarking 
A centralised benchmarking system where the companies could compare their plant with other 
plants within the same branch could lead them in seeing the potentials of energy optimisations. It is 
difficult to relate to the term “energy efficient” if they do not have anything to compare to. 
 
The establishment of energy-related data and benchmarking are closely related. As it is today there 
are a lot of companies that have a minimum of data that is related to their energy consumption. 
Therefore it can be difficult for these companies to come up with fulfilling data that can be used for 
benchmarking. Introducing a demand on the level of data will then make it possible to introduce a 
benchmarking programme and expect it to be suitable for all the relevant companies. If the 
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benchmarking programme is launched before there is sufficient data in the industry, it will 
unavoidably reduce the effect of the programme. 
 
Third group: 
• Cheap loans for energy efficient technologies 
Malaysian companies are, like all other companies, under the influence of a limited investment 
potential. One way of solving some of these problems could for instance be, to establish financial 
support where the companies would get access to cheap loans. 
 
• BAT – Best Available Technology 
Establish a more or less centralised, Best Available Technology Centre for more complex 
production equipment. The purpose is to get the companies to contact the BAT centre instead of 
scanning the market themselves when buying new technology. 
 
BAT and cheap loans for energy efficient technologies are connected because when companies 
decide to invest in new technology a loan is often necessary. Some might want to invest but has 
limited investment potential and in such cases the cheap loan will support the BAT transformation. 
 
Fourth group: 
• Three-step Energy Efficiency (EE) programme 
The three-step programme is a full concept model. It contains energy audit, development of a 
strategic plan for energy efficiency and a plan for implementation.  
 
• Forced openness 
The Malaysian business culture is quite closed compared with western standards. If one company 
made innovations in energy efficiency, others could by seeing it get inspired. We see a possibility in 
getting the companies that for instance receive some kind of financial support to open the company 
for outside visitors. 
 
Companies that have received financial support and carry through the audit model shall be forced to 
be more open. This forced openness will help to spread knowledge and know-how to other 
companies about energy efficient equipment. 
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The abovementioned mechanisms are the central core for the project. As mentioned it is important 
that they are introduced in the same grouping that they have been presented in here, and for the 
most optimal situation also in same time order. 
1.1.2. Manufacturing industry  
The manufacturing industry in this project includes 18 companies in different geographically 
selected industrial areas of Peninsular Malaysia. Actually we have interviewed 19 companies, 
which are listed in table 1, but at one of the interviews we ended up with a person from a division  
(1) The Number of employees varies due to the seasonal  
employment 
 
Table 1: Our 19 interviewed companies 
Company Name Number of employees 
Antara Steel Mills 
Amsteel Mills 
Asian P. Microspheres 
973 
800 
600 – 1,000 (1) 
75 
500 
290 
50 
700 
360 
720 
Not available 
2,000 – 2,500 (1) 
4,300 
1,000 
5,000 
8 
200 
300 – 400 (1) 
Ayamas Food Corp. 
Central Sugars Refinery 
ENCO Engineering 
ENG Technology 
Hume Fibreboard 
Hwa Tai Industries 
Jebsen & Jessen 
Nestlé 
Straits Timber 
Southern Acids 
QEP 
Proton 
Perodua 
Penfabric 
ASTEC 
Xie-Li Dying 60 
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that did not manufacture anything. The interviewee person was dealing with process engineering 
and customer contact. Due to the limited knowledge about the manufacturing production of the 
company we have chosen to exclude that company from the sample of companies where we point 
our mechanisms. The company will still be used as a part of the empirical foundation for the 
project. The remaining 18 interviewed companies differ in size and type of production for what 
reason a more detailed description of them can be found in Appendix 1. 
1.1.3. Energy efficiency 
In this subsection we will describe which categories of energy efficiencies we include in the project. 
We work with three different categories: Simple efficiency measures, utilisation of energy reserves 
and complex efficiency measures.  
 
The first category is simple efficient measures, which mean measures taken to become energy 
efficient in areas that do not influence the production directly. A lot, but not all, of the energy used 
in these areas are more or less constant and are not influenced by increase or decrease in the 
production itself. It could for instance be a case of isolating the buildings and warehouses to save 
energy used on air-condition, using less electricity for lighting by shifting to fluorescent tubes, 
minor changes in some of the routines by the employees or changing already existing equipment 
into being more energy effective etc.  
 
The second category of energy efficiency is the utilisation of energy reserves. In this context it 
could be the reuse or recycling of energy from production itself. If a company has a surplus of 
energy from production in form of for instance, heat, pressure or flammable waste it can be used for 
other purposes in the production. Energy like heat and pressure can typically be used directly 
without any conversion, whereas waste usually needs to be burned to generate the wanted energy 
for instance electricity or pressure. Using such a method will help the company to save money and 
at the same time reduce the total amount of energy that is necessary to generate.  
 
The last category of efficiency is complex efficiency measures. The complex measures are entirely 
related to the production and when implementing these they will have a great impact on the 
production. It could, for instance, be changing the production methods or a shift in raw materials. 
Implementing such a measure could result in an overall reduction in the energy used per produced 
unit. 
1.2. Delimitation 
In relation to this project and the formulated problem we have made some delimitations, which will 
have influence on our project. Therefore we will now explain what areas we have excluded in our 
study. 
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Our focal point is on the manufacturing industry, but because this is a broad area with many 
possibilities for optimisations, we are also compelled to make some delimitation here. One of the 
most noticeable delimitations is that we do not examine the product’s possibilities to become more 
energy efficient. It is strictly our purpose to analyse the possibilities of reducing the amount of 
energy used for producing the different products that the manufacturing industry of Malaysia does 
today. 
  
Furthermore we have chosen not to get into the matter of the sources of energy that are entering the 
company and in which form. We are aware that a lot of emissions can be reduced by fuel 
substitution alone, but we have chosen only to investigate the possibilities to become efficient 
inside the company. We see the company’s energy consumption as the only object to work with the 
whole production of energy with the possibilities and options for the companies to choose other 
energy sources have been delimited in this project. 
 
Another area, which has been delimited, is the industries transport use. It is a whole different sector, 
and as stated earlier, we are interested in dealing with regulation of the manufacturing industry. 
This area is just as important to deal with, but private consumers use a great part of the energy used 
for transport in Malaysia. This means that if the result of a transport regulation has to be successful, 
it would have to be pointed at the industry as well as the rest of the population. Furthermore most of 
the statistics on energy consumption related to transport, do not specify the consumption in public 
or in industry separately. 
 
The final thing that we have delimited is the area of Malaysia that is located on Borneo; the two 
states Sarawak and Sabah. In these parts of the country the industrial development has been slower, 
and as a result of this, there is a big difference in the level of industrialisation between Sarawak and 
Sabah and Peninsular Malaysia [Pers.com. Kristoffersen, 22/2-1999]. According to the Statistic 
yearbook 85% [Department of statistics, 1998] of the manufacturing industry of Malaysia is located 
on the peninsular, which also is one of the reasons for choosing the Peninsular. Consequently the 
selected mechanisms that we will work with in this project are only pointed at the manufacturing 
industry of Peninsular Malaysia. 
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2 Method 
The purpose with this section is to describe how we solved the problem of our project. The 
formulation of the problem is:  
 
“How can selected mechanisms support the process of making the manufacturing 
industry of Peninsular Malaysia more energy efficient?”  
 
The first part of the method will argue which analysis that is necessary to carry out in order to solve 
the problem of the project. The second part of the chapter will describe our course of action. The 
analysis contains of three parts.  
 
The first part of the analysis is on specific Malaysian conditions concerning e.g. historical aspects, 
environment, economic situation, present energy situation and legislation and institutions. 
Furthermore the general obstacles and possibilities are located in relation to this area. This part is 
analysing the framework for the conclusion.  
 
The second part of the analysis will examine whether the selected mechanisms fit into the 18 
interviewed companies. This analysis includes a general examination of the conditions within the 
companies. Then the 18 interviewed companies are divided in four categories made from a pattern 
in the answers from the interviews (see section 6.2.). These groups tell us something about the way 
Malaysian companies respond to energy efficiency and regulation. This makes it possible to direct 
the regulation and to find out whether the selected mechanisms are suitable to fulfil the function of 
the regulation. This part draws up the connection between the industry and the selected 
mechanisms.  
 
The third part of the analysis is the expansion of the mechanisms from an idea form, into a form that 
includes Malaysian actors and practical conditions for each mechanism. Furthermore there is a 
discussion of more specific obstacles and possibilities for each mechanism. This is done to develop 
the selected mechanisms in line with the Malaysian conditions. A description and argumentation of 
the actors that are active in relation to the implementation of the mechanisms will be included in 
this part-analysis. This third part will present the mechanisms in a form that is influenced by the 
results from the first two part analyses. Together the three part analyses, will lead to the conclusion 
of the problem that is formulated above. 
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2.1. Analysis 
The purpose of this project is to introduce energy efficiency in the manufacturing industry of 
Peninsular Malaysia. The selected mechanisms are from the first point only in an idea form. To 
develop the selected mechanisms so they actually can support the process of making our 
interviewed companies more energy efficient, it is necessary to make an analysis to find the most 
suitable design of the selected regulatory mechanisms. We will use regulatory theory to argue for 
the analysis we make in order to solve the formulation of the problem. We have primary used David 
E. M. Sappington’s theory on “Principals of regulatory policy design” that focuses on which things 
to consider when regulations are made. The theory was created in relation to a background paper for 
the World Development Bank to encourage the exchange of ideas about development issues. It is 
not stated explicit, what kind of countries the theory is written for, but since it is a part of this World 
Bank background paper about development it indicates that it, to a certain degree, also can be used 
on developing countries such as Malaysia. 
 
The regulation in this project is pointed at the specific companies, mentioned in section 1.1.2, but 
such a regulation can differ in many ways. According to Sappington [1994:1] there are three 
dimensions that have to be considered when regulation is made: form, function and scope. In this 
case the function and scope has already been decided through the formulation of our problem and it 
is only the form of our selected mechanisms that we have to develop.  
 
The function of regulation refers to its basic purpose. A regulation can be designed to enforce a 
specific action of the company or enforce the company to change behaviour in a specific way. 
Different regulations can also be made with the same function, but in different forms. [Sappington, 
1994:1] This is the case with our selected mechanisms. They have the same function, since they all 
in one way or another seek to make the manufacturing industry work with energy efficiency. 
 
Regulatory scope is also one of the dimensions where a regulation can differ. The scope can either 
be comprehensive or partial. Comprehensive refers to a regulation pointed at many of the regulated 
company’s activities. Comprehensive regulation is primarily pointed at state owned companies or 
companies with a monopoly status. The partial scope refers to a regulation that is used only to 
control one of a company’s activities. [Sappington, 1994:7] In our situation the scope of the 
selected mechanisms is partial, because the focus of the regulation is only on one activity. The 
activity in this case is to make the company work with promotion of energy efficiency. 
 
As mentioned before, it is the form of our mechanisms that differs among the mechanisms. It is the 
form we want to develop through the different analyses.  
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The form of a regulation is closely linked to the regulatory goal. [Sappington, 1994:3] The 
regulation can be divided into three overall forms; normative, economic or informative. 
[Søndergård et al., 1997:310] A normative form designate rules or norms of behaviour that tend to 
restrict the industry's freedom of action. If the function of the regulation is to enforce something, the 
form of the regulation will most likely be command-and-control. This could for instance comprise 
laws and standards. The relation between the regulated company and the authority is very strict as 
the authority control if the regulated company acts in conformity with the rules. A normative form 
often involves a lot of administrative work. Another form takes its quotation in the economy. This 
form comprises economic incentives such as taxes, grants and subsidies to carry out certain actions. 
If the function of the regulation is to make a company change behaviour in a specific way the form 
can be an incentive regulation or subsidising. In this case the relation between company and 
authorities is less strict than with the normative form, because the company can do whatever they 
want as long as they pay for it. One can say it is the market that is the regulator, and therefore the 
administrative task is minimised. The intention with the informative form is to affect the company’s 
knowledge based on incentives to do specific actions. The authorities have a much more loose 
relationship to the company, because the form is based on the idea that as long as the regulated 
company has knowledge, they will act in accordance with this. [Søndergård et al., 1997:310 & 
Kræmer, 1997:54]  
 
The form of regulation is, according to Sappington [1994:1], influenced by the different factors that 
is categorised below. It is important to notice that each category can consist of many different 
factors:  
 
• The conditions within the industry for which regulation is contemplated 
• The resources of the regulating authority 
• The structure of the institutions in which regulation is imposed 
 [Sappington, 1994:1]  
 
It is what Sappington calls, factors that we will analyse, because they have influence on the form of 
our selected mechanisms.  
2.1.1. Conditions 
The first factor to examine is the conditions within the 18 interviewed companies, because it is 
these companies for which the regulation is contemplated. Conditions include aspects like the 
production technology, the competitive situation and the information structure in the industry. The 
term technology refers to the company’s technique, knowledge, organisation and product [Rostgård 
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et. al. 1991:30]. It is conditions within our 18 interviewed companies, which we have to examine to 
develop the form of the selected mechanisms, because they have influence on the form.  
 
The information structure within the industry can affect the regulatory process. When many 
individuals, other than the regulator, possess information that is relevant for making decisions, it 
can be important to have an open regulatory process. Here the many individuals are given the 
opportunity to provide information to the regulator before regulatory policy is determined. It can be 
very difficult for a regulator to remain well informed about a regulated company’s activities, if the 
company is in a technology changing process. If such a situation is present, an open regulatory 
process is needed and collaboration between the regulating authorities and the company must be 
prioritised. Another possibility is to send a delegation to the regulated company with alternative 
plans for different changes the company can make to prepare them for a specific regulation that is to 
be introduced. In that case the regulating delegation does not have to know the company’s 
technology in details and the company can by themselves decide which plan that fits best when 
taking its present economic and technological situation into consideration. [Sappington, 1994:21]  
 
Another aspect is the information structure within the industry. If a group of consumers, for 
example represented by the industry, needs information about a product, it will often be cheaper for 
them to collect the data at a central authority or institution than for the individual companies to 
collect the information one by one. Besides the industry’s increased economic savings they will also 
experience an optimisation of resources such as time and work force. One problem that we see is 
that a central information unit, only in a limited way, can deliver specific information. That means 
that not all kinds of information can be gathered in central information units. If, on the other hand, 
the monitoring is centralised there can also be introduced standards for the products.  
2.1.2. Resources 
The resources of the regulator include size, the educational training and experience of the regulatory 
staff. How large, well trained and experienced the staff is, is determined by the research and 
understanding of the environment in which they operate. It is also important for the regulator to 
have information about current operating technologies, potential alternative technologies and 
consumer preferences if regulation should be designed to be effective. Furthermore, information 
about the regulated company is also needed if regulation is to be a success.  
 
Lack of information causes an ineffective regulation, which will not fulfil the objectives. The 
regulating authority can e.g. invite the regulated company to a hearing or as mentioned send a 
delegation of decision-making authorities to the company to obtain information. The point is that it 
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can be very difficult to create successful regulations, which fill in fixed objectives, if collaboration 
with the regulated company, to some extend, is not present. [Sappington, 1994:9] 
2.1.3. Structure 
Aspects of the institutional structure are the ability of the regulator to fulfil promises and the set of 
complementary actors that are in force inside the institution. A regulation is only effective if it 
actually influences the activities of the regulated company. To do that there must be a link between 
the company’s activities, its financial well being and that the regulatory announced threats and 
promises actually are carried out. It can some times be difficult for the regulator to fulfil the 
promises, especially when the leaders of executive or legislative branch of government, rather 
easily can replace the regulator. Furthermore, political pressures can conflict with the regulator’s 
promises.  
 
Complementary actors include other standard or regulation-making bodies. In our case it is for 
instance the power sector, ASEAN and UNDP. The meaning is that these standard or regulation-
making bodies influence the institutional structure within a country. The regulator then has to 
follow decisions made outside the institution. Sometimes this will lead to complementary 
understandings of function or form of regulation pointed at a company. 
 
From this theoretical point of view we have examined the aspects that have influence on the 10 
selected mechanisms and discussed the different obstacles and possibilities to point out in what way 
they have influence on the form of the regulations. In order to get the empirical data that is 
necessary to support the analysis outlined above we have made a range of interviews. We will now 
describe the theoretical background for these interviews. Then we will present the course of action 
that includes the interview techniques we have used and how we gained contacts with the 
companies and the governmental institutions. 
 
The network theory from Søndergård et al. [1997:293] has been the framework for our interviews 
but Sappington [1994] has also to some degree been used as an inspiration. Finally we let us inspire 
by Michael E. Porter’s figure of “The Determinants of National Advantage”, which he designates 
the “Diamond” [Porter, 1990:72]. These theoretical basics guided us both in the selection of areas 
where we should make interviews and have also been a guideline for which questions to ask. Porter 
[1990] is used in the description of the network theory in Søndergård et al. [1997]. The reason for 
mentioning Porter’s “Diamond” model is that the graphic illustration has worked as an inspiration 
in relation with the reading of the network theory.  
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Sappington’s [1994] three main categories; conditions within the industry, resources of the 
regulator and structure of the institutions refer to the network relations business, authorities and 
information in the network theory in Søndergård et al. [1997]. The differences between 
Sappington’s [1994] theory and Søndergård et al. [1997] is that Sappington focus is on the 
regulatory process, which is most suitable in analysing how to form and design regulation. Instead 
the network theory focus on the actors involved, which for that reason is most suitable in the 
selection of the areas in which we should make interview and guidance for the questions included in 
the interview guide. Therefore we will give a short presentation of the network theory. These 
sources of inspiration refer to how the interview guide was designed (see Appendix 2). Nevertheless 
we changed our interview guide continually during our stay in Malaysia as our knowledge 
increased.  
 
Network theory aims to spread out the focus from the individual company to the company in its 
context. Here context is understood as the relations that the company is a part of, via its productive 
activities. [Søndergård et al., 1997:299] From a regulatory perspective it give us the possibility to 
support the direct regulation, with some other methods that can force the industry indirectly to 
change behaviour and strategy. Our aim has been to find out whether there were any actors in the 
network relations that could be decisive for motivating the industry to make some energy efficient 
innovations.  
 
The network relations in this project are all the companies, official institutions and other 
organisations that each company has some kind of relationship with. Some parts of the network are 
of course closer connected, than others but they will all have some sort of relation to the company. 
The network relations are divided into three different parts, which respectively are: 
 
• Business relations, where parts of the regulation will be implemented in such a 
way that the regulation has a focus towards the industry.  
• Regulatory relations, describes the industry’s connection to the authorities and 
regulation in general. 
• Development relations, represent actors whose main purpose is to develop 
knowledge within energy related areas. 
               [Søndergård et al., 1997:300]. 
 
It is important to stress that the different network relations to some degree are overlapping each 
other. That is why many of the stated relations can be matched to more than one of the three overall 
categories. Figure 2, on following page, shows a diagram of the network relations for the 
manufacturing industry in Malaysia.  
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 Source: Modified after Søndergård et al [1996; 301]  
 
According to this model we will work to examine the relations between these actors, and it is on the 
basis of these thoughts that we designed our interview guide. 
 
The reason why it can be useful to map these relations is that there is dependence among the actors. 
[Søndergård et al., 1997:299] It can for instance be seen as an investment for the industry if its 
business relations know about their specific needs. Therefore the industry is not always willing to 
give up some of these partners even if the industry, for example, can get a cheaper service from 
another potential business relation. The reason is that the bounds are relatively strong and that 
common communicative code, over time, is made between the partners, and thereby it eases the 
communication.  
 
The aim of the regulatory relations is to examine the communication between the manufacturing 
industry and the governmental institutions.  
 
The  
Manufactoring
Industry 
In 
Peninsular 
Malaysia
- Economic Planning Unit 
- Ministries such as Ministry of          
Energy, Commmunication and           
Multimedia and Ministry of Primary    
Industries 
- Department of electricity and gas     
supply, Department of environment 
- Energy suppliers: TNB, Petronas 
- ASEAN 
Regulatory relations
- Consultants as Energy Service   
companies 
- DANCED 
- FMM 
- Malaysia's Energy Center 
- Universities 
- NGO's 
- Technological centres as SIRIM 
- UNDP 
- MIDA
Development relations
 
 
 
 
- Customers 
- Suppliers 
- Market revivals 
- Financial actors like banks 
Business relations
Figure 2: The manufacturing industry’s network relations 
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The development relation is determined by the industry’s own interest in optimising their 
production process. Nevertheless it is also possible for the actors to establish contact to the industry, 
for instance when they want them to join research programmes.  
 
It can be difficult to foresee all the different relations a company has and what effect it might have 
on the strategy of the company. Working with the principles of the theory and revealing the network 
relations, has given us a profound picture of the industry and its understanding and relation to its 
network. 
2.2. Course of action  
We have gathered and analysed a lot of information and empirical data. Some knowledge and 
information was gathered in Denmark before or after our field study. All the empirical data was 
gathered during our three-month field study in Kuala Lumpur in the period 5th of January to the 6th 
of April 1999. 
 
Before our departure to Malaysia, we studied different kinds of regulation. It was mainly a general 
theoretical study on regulation. Apart from the theoretical approach we have looked into specific 
kinds of energy regulation projects from many different countries. Denmark was one of them, but 
also Canada, Japan, UK, Sweden, USA, Belgium, Finland, France, Holland, Italy, Portugal, South 
Korea and Thailand. The experiences from these countries along with the theory, served as the 
source of inspiration for the way we worked with our problem. 
 
Secondly we wanted to get an overview of different ways of becoming energy efficient. This was 
done mainly through study of literature, but also through concrete experiences made by ourselves 
and our supervisors in various projects. We needed this kind of knowledge for two reasons. One 
was when we were visiting companies we wanted to be able to talk about energy efficiency. The 
other reason was that we wanted to achieve understanding of the technical possibilities for making 
energy efficient innovations. Therefore it was necessary to have a profound knowledge of the target 
the regulation should accomplish. 
 
Once we came to Malaysia we started to work with the more specific part of our problem. During 
our stay in Malaysia we made literature studies parallel with getting the necessary empirical data. 
We needed information about the regulatory practice, the industry and their attitude towards a range 
of different areas like energy and regulation, and contacts to other relevant organisations or persons.  
 
Regarding the Malaysian regulatory practice, we needed to understand how they usually plan and 
regulate, so that we could adjust our proposals for regulatory mechanisms according to the national 
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practice. It could be that their regulatory practice was at variance with the use of some types of 
mechanisms, or openly calls for use of others. We collected facts about Malaysia’s regulatory 
practice partly by studying literature and through interviews with persons from the governmental 
institutions (see table 2 in section 2.2.3.). During our interviews, we also asked for the industry's 
view on the way that regulation usually is made in Malaysia and how they would prefer regulation 
to be. 
 
One of the things that we started to put a lot of effort into from the beginning was getting contacts 
with the industry and arranging interviews. Once we were out interviewing we asked questions 
related to their attitude towards environmental issues, their energy consumption, investment policy, 
relations towards the regulatory authorities, and about their business and information network (see 
Appendix 2). 
2.2.1. Interview 
In this subsection we will present which interview techniques we have applied. In our project the 
interviews played an important part in the information used for solving the problem we worked 
with. 
 
The majority of our interviews have been with the industry. All the interviews are inspired by the 
network theory as described above. 
 
The purpose of the different interviews was to gather information, which it was not possible to get 
from literature studies. The type of interview technique we have applied was a combination of semi-
structured qualitative interviews and informant interviews [Andersen, 1990:13]. The qualitative 
interview is a method that seeks to expose opinions and understandings of specific coherence. The 
question in a qualitative interview are asked as an open sentence on a given subject, so that it gives 
the interviewee the possibility to talk about the things that he or she finds relevant for the topic. The 
informant interview seeks answers to more direct questions. [Andersen, 1990:29]. The interviews 
we made were a combination of these two types of theoretical understanding within interview 
technique. We have used a mix of these two types of interviews, because different kinds of 
information were needed to answer our problem formulation. The first half of a specific interview 
was regarding data about the company in general e.g. number of employers, how they were 
organised, how their business relations were and their energy consumption. The same was the 
situation with the governmental related companies, information centre and ministries. The question 
asked in these institutions refers to the techniques of informant interviews.  
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The other type of information that we needed was the interviewee’s people’s view on energy 
efficiency, environment and regulation. This was where we asked questions according to the 
qualitative interview technique. The main purpose through this kind of structure was to make room 
for the interviewee to speak freely in a comfortable way. 
 
Before each interview we prepared an interview guide based on themes we wanted to get 
information about. The themes in the interview guide arose from the thoughts from the network 
theory from Søndergård et al. [1997] and Porter’s “Diamond” model [1990] as described earlier. 
The interview guides for the authorities were more detailed than the one for the companies. This 
was because the information needed was more specific. Furthermore each interview with the 
authorities was seen as a chance to get the needed specific information they had and hear their point 
of view on the subject. With the company interview it was more like each interview was one in a 
line, where each of them contributed to the whole picture and a comprehensive understanding.  
 
Using a tape recorder when interviewing is not always suitable for the collection of data in 
Malaysia. The first interview we had we used a tape recorder and it seemed like the person was 
comfortable with such a situation. Our next interview we tried without a tape recorder. The person 
was then willing to give us information that was his personal opinion and not an official one. 
Whether the difference can be ascribed to the tape recorder or not is hard to say, but anyway we 
decided not to use a tape recorder for the rest of the time. This was because we wanted to get behind 
the official facade most of the Malaysian business people and institutional workers have and we 
would not risk missing that because of a tape recorder. We found that many people were afraid of 
having a different opinion than their boss or government, so the problem with the tape recorder 
could easily come about.  
 
This had of course its disadvantages and we are aware of the possibility that we have missed some 
of the points because we could not hear it on tape again. To make sure that this had not affected the 
usability and context validation we introduced the following working method. During the interview, 
two of us were present. One person was asking the questions, while the other was writing down 
notes and further checked if the interview guide was fulfilled. At the end of the session the 
interviewers consulted each other and further questions were asked if needed. When the interview 
was finished all the collected information was discussed together with the interview guide and our 
own working notes were turned into a summary of the whole interview. Sometimes we went out to 
an interview where all four of us participated. In such case two persons were writing while the other 
two asked the questions.  
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Finally we made efforts to break down the expected communication problems from interviewing in 
English. These were considered widely and we discussed in what way we could avoid 
misunderstandings during our interviews. Before each interview we therefore sent out a letter, 
which contained an introduction to the themes that we wanted to achieve knowledge about. In that 
way the respondent became aware of the topics that the interview was going to be about. On a few 
occasions we did not succeed in getting this letter out before we came to the interview, and some 
times that gave us some problems in the beginning of the interview. We had a situation were the 
respondent had misunderstood the subject for the interview, and therefore we had to start by sorting 
the misinformation out. It did not turn out, as a problem, but it showed us how important is was to 
pass on this knowledge. 
 
As mentioned, earlier we used an interview guide for all the interviews. The constructing of the 
interview guide was of course essential for our final findings, which is why the theoretical 
background was used to structure it. Before we went to Malaysia we had an expectation of which 
environmental understanding the companies and authorities would have. We thought that both 
parties did not know, or care much, about the environment and energy efficiency. Furthermore we 
expected that it would be difficult to get in touch with the companies and gain the necessary 
information. Finally we thought that it most likely only would be a few companies that would have 
an environmental policy. These pre-assumptions are the primary reason for asking the companies 
questions about their environmental policy and the motive for having or not having an 
environmental policy. The interesting thing though, was not only what kind of environmental 
understanding the companies had, but also why they had a certain understanding. It is very 
important to obtain such information because it affects the successive degree of making the 
manufacturing industry more energy efficient. All of the above lays behind the construction of our 
interview guide from the beginning. As mentioned earlier it was changed several times during our 
stay, as new knowledge came along.  
 
2.2.2. Contacts to the industry 
Several persons told us, before departure to Malaysia, how difficult it would be to get in touch with 
the manufacturing industry. This was told to us by our Danish supervisors who have experience in 
working with the industry in developing countries, among them Malaysia. Furthermore we found 
out that the same attitude was present among a DUCED delegation of professors from Malaysian 
Universities that were visiting Denmark shortly before our departure. 
 
In the beginning of our project we intended to interview around 10 companies. This was revised 
after our meeting with the Malaysian DUCED delegation that told us that it would be almost 
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impossible to interview that many. Instead we decided to use a model with six companies that were 
as close to a pre-made specification of an optimal company for our project and where half of them 
should be interview twice. The Malaysian group as well as our Danish supervisor stated that even 
this was an optimistic plan. Before our departure to Malaysia we tried to get in touch with the 
Standards and Industrial Research Institute of Malaysia (SIRIM) because we wanted them to help 
us get in contact with the needed companies, but without any success. This meant that we arrived in 
Malaysia with no contacts at all. It is in that context that the gathering of our interview companies 
shall be seen. First we tried to establish contacts through Universiti Malaya (UM), which we were 
attached to, but that did not get us anywhere. It then turned out not to be possible to select 
companies that could fulfil the pre-made specification of an optimal company. This was because we 
did not know where to search for these specific companies information and thereby get the needed 
contacts.  
 
We then decided to contact all the different companies, consultants and organisations we had 
business cards on from previous field studies made respectively by one of our Danish supervisors 
and fellow students. We finally got success in establishing a contact with the company ENCO 
Engineering that is working together with a Danish company. We asked this company for 
references to other possible interview companies that were or had been their customers, and got four 
contacts. During our stay in Malaysia we finally managed to get in touch with SIRIM and they also 
gave us a relevant list of companies to contact. From that point we started to ask every company we 
interviewed, if they might know a company that had a high energy consumption and were interested 
in giving us an interview. The response to that question was prevailingly positive. In that way we 
got most of our interview companies through recommendations and they are therefore more or less 
connected. That of course had both a positive and negative impact on our study. A positive part is 
that it gave us access to a lot more companies that it would have been possible if we had done it 
another way. The negative part about this way of gathering data is that it is not possible to work 
according to guidelines for the companies that should be contacted. 
 
The first companies we interviewed had a close relation to either DANCED1 or SIRIM. That meant, 
that the companies already had made environmental innovations primary related to wastewater 
treatment, but some of them had also received support to make the energy consumption more 
efficient. Even though we gained a lot of useful information from these companies, we wanted to 
search for some that were not supported and affected by DANCED and SIRIM activities. Because 
of the contact problems we had in the beginning, we followed up on every possible interview 
                                                 
1 Danish Cooperation on Environment and Development. The co-operation makes various environmental projects in 
developing countries, among them Malaysia. It is indirectly the same co-operation that sponsored part of our field 
study. 
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company we received. Furthermore we kept on asking for new contacts, which meant, that we in the 
last half of our empirical data collection started to move away from the DANCED and SIRIM 
related companies. At that point we found out that it was not that difficult to get access to the 
industry, and we started to work according to a common methodology. It was still recommendations 
from the interview persons that determined which companies we could try to contact and it was 
difficult for us to control and decide what should be gathered.  
 
The methodology that we started to work with was expressed by self-confident choices on which 
companies to contact and which to expel in our examination. The methodology was never written 
down but served for selecting the companies so that we got a broad range of branches and never 
more that two companies from the same line of business. Furthermore it included a specific demand 
for energy intensive companies. Finally it contained a geographic selection, where we not only 
decided to interview companies from industrial areas around Kuala Lumpur, but also in the other 
industrial areas of Peninsular Malaysia. This was primary done in order to find out whether it was 
possible to find different environmental attitudes and lines of actions through out the country. The 
geographical selection of companies resulted in two interviews in the state Johor and three 
interviews in the area around Pulau Penang (see Appendix 1).  
 
Besides getting contacts from the interviewees we have also been in contact with the Malaysian 
Industrial Development Authorities (MIDA)2 who helped us with contacts to companies without 
relation to DANCED and SIRIM. Through there we were able to decide which branch the 
companies should operate. Furthermore our Malaysian supervisor attended in a seminar on energy 
efficiency in February 1999 for what reason we gained access to an address list of the companies 
that had participated. 
 
Generally we approached the companies through sending them a fax with a description of our 
project and a request for some of their time for an interview. This was followed up by a phone call 
where the details were arranged and they could ask questions related to our project and 
investigations.  
 
We have also tried to establish contact with some consultant companies and NGO's, but with a 
limited success. We have actually had a concrete arrangement with a person from a consultant 
company, but both times he cancelled because of sudden interference in his work. Regarding the 
                                                 
2 Malaysian Industrial Development Authorities (MIDA) is the Malaysian government’s principal agency for the 
promotion and coordination of industrial development in Malaysia. 
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NGO’s we tried to establish contacts, but unfortunately we did not succeed. Instead we attended a 
panel discussion about the four major NGO’s role in the Malaysian society.3   
2.2.3. Contacts to the governmental institutions 
We have also interviewed persons from different governmental institutions as seen in table 2. This 
was in order to gain knowledge about the regulatory practice and traditions, future energy efficiency 
plans and finally to hear their view on the industry’s willingness to work with energy efficiency. 
The institutions are listed below. For more information see section 4.5.  
 
         Table 2: Interviewed governmental institutions 
• Department of Environment (DOE) 
• Department of Electricity and Gas Supply (JBE&G) 
• Economic Planning Unit (EPU) 
• Malaysian Energy Centre (PTM) 
• Ministry of Energy, Communications and Multimedia (MECM) 
• Ministry of Domestic Trade and Consumers (MDTC) 
• Ministry of Primary Industries (MPI) 
• Petronas  
• Standards and Industrial Research Institute Malaysia (SIRIM) 
• Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) 
 
The methodology chosen as to which ministries, departments and other related institutions we 
should try to get interviews with was different from the one used for the companies. The first 
authority we contacted were the Ministry of Energy, Communication and Multimedia (MECM), 
which we knew from the start, had a direct relation to the energy field. We asked during the 
interview with MECM which other governmental institutions the energy section worked with. We 
managed to get a list over ministries, departments and other governmental institutions that the 
energy section in MECM had a working relationship with. This list combined with a literature study 
determined which other governmental institutions we have interviewed together with the 
requirement that the institutions should have a direct relation to the energy field.  
 
It can be discussed whether there are other relevant authorities to interview for our project. The 
positive thing about the methodology we choose to work with was that it was stringent and made 
sure that all the energy related authorities were interviewed.  
 
                                                 
3 In unspecified order the NGO’s were: Environmental Protection Society Malaysia (EPSM), World Wildlife 
Foundation Malaysia (WWF-Malaysia), Environmental Management and Research Association of Malaysia 
(ENSEARCH) and Malaya Nature Society (MNS). 
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Individual argumentation for each authority in Malaysia would have been a coincidence whether or 
not all the non-energy related authorities should be interviewed or not. We did not have enough 
detailed knowledge about their working areas to choose institutions to interview from above 
mentioned point. Our ideas and preliminary conclusions would have driven it. On the other hand it 
could have given us some interesting information that we do not have now.  
 
The practical way of getting interviews with the authorities has been the same as with the 
companies. Here we have also tried to get recommendations since we had such a great success with 
this practise with the companies. This person was then faxed and telephoned as described above. 
We also had some meetings with different persons who is working area was related to our project 
and finally we attended some interesting lectures. (See the section 10.3 and 10.6) 
2.3. Target group 
The project is expected to address a broad target group. We state this because we think that it could 
be very useful to read for both students in Denmark, which have an interest in this study field and 
for the Malaysian authorities as well. Seen from a Malaysian perspective it would be possible for 
the energy related actors that are developing the country’s energy planning to be inspired by our 
presented mechanisms in their adjusted form. By facing some of the obstacles and possibilities that 
we have identified, for making the industry more efficient, they would most likely pay attention to 
some of the problems that might not be visible for every Malaysians, since they are so close and 
integrated part of the problem. 
2.4. Method critiques  
The focus in this project report is on regulatory mechanisms. Technical obstacles and possibilities 
for energy efficiency are secondary and therefore not too detailed. This is mostly because the 
overall task in project on our present level in education is focusing on regulation and legislation. 
 
The data we have from companies with a connection to DANCED are facing validation difficulties; 
some of the information we gained though these interviews deviate highly from what actually could 
be expected of them to say when comparing them to some of the other interviewed companies. On 
some areas as environment and energy efficiency they seemed too positive. When it especially 
concerned their environmental understanding and how much they think about environment when 
they invest in new equipment, it almost seemed like they more or less had adopted the goals of 
DANCED, environmental development, and knew quite well which answers we were looking for. 
Maybe the companies felt that they had a responsibility towards DANCED, because they from this 
organisation have received money to make environmental friendly innovations.  
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The last thing that we will mention concerns the data we have with us from the various companies’ 
consumption of energy. We asked about the total cost of energy in relation to the total production 
cost, but along our stay we found out that the people we interviewed had different understandings of 
the term “total production cost”. Therefore we cannot be sure that the percentage we obtained can 
be aggregated. That is of course something that we should have defined more carefully from the 
start.  
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3 Malaysia and its development 
As an introduction to the Malaysian context we will describe some of the country’s most important 
demographic characteristics. Furthermore we will summarise the most influential political, 
economic and development events from the beginning of 1957, the year where Malaysia obtained 
their independence, from British control.  
 
Besides focusing at these historical facts, we will also illuminate some of the current problems 
Malaysia is facing today and on how they, through their development plans, intend to solve these to 
achieve further growth. Later in the chapter we will present a description on how the country has 
integrated environmental considerations in their development plans and its relation to energy 
planning. 
3.1. A multiethnic society 
Malaysia covers an area of almost 330,000 km2 where four-fifths are covered by tropical rain forest. 
Malaysia is a compound of 13 states. The mainland is Peninsular Malaysia that has 11 states and 
covers approximately 133,000 km2 of land. The two last states are located on Borneo. The country 
lies entirely in the equatorial zone and its history has been determined by the strategic position at 
one of the world’s major crossroads. [Information Malaysia Yearbook, 1997] 
 
Malaysia, had in 1998, a population of 22.179 Million registered people and these are mainly 
centred on the West Coast of the Peninsular with Pulau Pinang, Johor Bahru and the capital Kuala 
Lumpur as the major cities. [Department of Statistic, 1998:35] Malaysia is a multiracial society and 
the mixture in inhabitants has been historically determined. Malaysians are the generic term for the 
countries three big ethnical groups; Indians, Chinese and the most dominant group the Bumiputras4 
who are the aboriginal population. The various groups are represented with 12.8 Million Malays 
(57.7%), that is followed by the Chinese society that consists 5.5 Million (24.8%) people and the 
1.6 Million Indians (7.2%) [Department of Statistic, 1998:35]. 
The official language is “Bahasa Malaysia”, but it is far from uncommon that many are able to 
speak their native language along with English. [Udenrigsministeriet, 1996:12] 
 
The national religion is Islam. According to the Constitution, Islam is the religion of the Malaysian 
Federation. However, the Constitution also provides the people with the right to practise their own 
religion. The Malays are primarily Muslims, while most of the Chinese practise Buddhism, which is 
                                                 
4 The designation Bumiputras, embraces Malays, the aboriginal population and natives of Sarawak and Sabah. It was 
introduced with the “New Economic Policy” described later in the chapter. We will mainly use the expression, if we 
expect that there in the text could arise incomprehensible formulations that can be mixed up with the generic term 
Malaysians that consists of Bumiputras, Chinese and Indians.  
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the second largest religion. Finally Hinduism is practised among the Indians. Generally the Malay 
population often dominates politics and public administration [Wangel, 1997:107] The Chinese are 
more involved with the private sector where they posses a strong position in respect to economic 
and industrial activities.  
 
Even though the different sections of the population have had a long history of interaction a 
common culture has not arisen; the Malays, Chinese and Indians have more or less maintained their 
distinct ethnic and cultural identity. It is said that this separation probably is caused by a mutual 
distrust as a result of the division of economic function between the ethnical groups. [Chowdhury, 
1997:46] Others ascribe the many spoken languages as being the problem, since language is the 
foundation of culture. [Navaratnam, 1997:4]  
3.2. Development in a political and economic perspective 
Malaysia is a former British colony that became independent in 1957. With the country’s first 
election the government consisted of three major political parties. The dominating United Malays’ 
National Organisation (UMNO) represented the Malays, where as the Chinese and Indians created 
an ethnical political balance with the parties Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA) and Malaysian 
Indian Congress (MIC). [Navaratnam, 1997:4]  
3.2.1. Five years planning policy 
In 1963 the Federation of Malaysia was created and included apart from Peninsular Malaysia and 
Borneo also Singapore who’s membership was very short. The structure of the economic planning 
was made with the First Malaysia Plan in 1966 that has been renewed every five years. The 
Malaysia Plan is the superior policy-framework in Malaysia. They each run for five years and right 
now the seventh Malaysia Plan is in function. Through the years there has been implemented 
several different policies to push forward the economic growth and to minimise the social 
differences in the society thus it has been the foundation for the Malaysian macro economic 
planning. [Navaratnam, 1997:5] 
 
By definition the Malaysian Plan is a plan without any detailed policy measures, programmes and 
projects, but the plan includes Malaysia’s major developing issues. As stated the present five-year 
plan is the Seventh Malaysia Plan. Most of the objectives in the Seventh Malaysia Plan are the same 
as the previous Plans: Economic growth with price stability, more equitable income distribution, 
and alleviation of poverty and restructuring of the society. The new object in the Seventh Malaysia 
Plan is to raise productivity. [Navaratnam, 1997:81] 
 
Another new object in the Seventh Malaysia Plan is to modify the educational system. The 
education system has to be more technologically and quality oriented. This is because educated staff 
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is needed within the industrial sector, if the object about higher efficiency is to be achieved. The 
raise of efficiency is not only aiming at the industrial sector. The government and the private sector 
have to work together in order to develop training programmes and expand research within this 
field. Furthermore the government is planning to introduce ISO 9000 to improve the efficiency in 
the governmental subsections. The key word in the Seventh Malaysia Plan is “efficiency” within 
both private and governmental sectors. [Navaratnam, 1997:81] 
 
The Malaysian Plan is being reviewed halfway through its period of existence, even though it is 
supposed to be a midterm evaluation the review for this present period (1996-2000) has just been 
released in May 1999.  
3.2.2. Economic equality policies as a source to growth  
As a consequence of economic inequality, demands from the new Malay generation and the 
Chinese dissatisfaction with the negligible political influence, bloody race riots broke out in May 
1969. [Chowdhury, 1997:46] As a reaction against the race riots, the government introduced “The 
New Economic Policy” (NEP). The immediate aim with NEP was to make a balance between racial 
equality, ownership and employment within the different sectors that should adjust the structures of 
the society for 20 years. [Navaratnam, 1997:8] The policy could be characterised as a positive-
discrimination programme, with, among others, a specific target of increasing the Bumiputras 
shares to 30 percent of commercial and industrial capital. [Chowdhury, 1997:46]  
 
In the year 1990 the equality policy was supposed to be re-considered. Nevertheless the politicians 
postponed the decision about considering how its existence in the Malay society should be in the 
future. Instead, the politicians incorporated parts of the equality policy, which excluded the target 
about 30 percent ownership, into the National Development Policy (NDP) from 1990. Today the 
NDP still gives the Malays preferential treatment in form of for instance cheaper loans and house 
[Pers.com source confidential]. Even though most of the policies there have been carried out in 
relation to the NEP and NDP primarily concerned the country’s economic growth, both of them are 
responsible for the minimisation of the social diversity in the Malaysian society. [Navaratnam, 
1997:8] 
 
Together with these national policies there have in the years after the independence been founded a 
number of other policies. These have focused on reducing the poverty, building up the 
infrastructure, supporting the industry that is based on Malaysia’s own resources and to strengthen 
the social stability in the society. [Navaratnam, 1997:8] Together with Malaysia’s import 
substitution, the country’s privatisation objectives have also contributed to the developing progress. 
Shortly before the independence, the British initiated the privatisation policy and since Malaysia has 
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among many other things partly privatised the Electricity- and Telecommunications sectors and 
some major Highways. The privatisation policy has delegated some of the governmental tasks to the 
private sector in order to reduce the number of employed and thereby save money on the state 
expenses.[Navaratnam. 1997:11] 
3.2.3. Vision 2020 - The way forward 
On the 28th of February 1991 Prime Minister YAB Dato’ Seri Dr. Mahathir Mohamad presented in 
front of the Malaysian Business Council some thoughts for the future, under the title Vision 2020 – 
The way forward. In this speech he announced his ideas of a general long-term goal for Malaysia 
for nearly a 30-year period. The overall goal of this vision is for Malaysia to be a fully developed 
country by the year 2020. [Mahathir, 1991] This is stated as the ultimate objective for Malaysia and 
today the paramount vision of every development aspect, is considered, in all made policies and 
politics [Pers.com. Kristoffersen, 22/1-1999]. There can be many definitions of a developed 
country, and looking at the developed countries of today it is easy to see that they are very different. 
Dr. Mahathir comes up with his definition, but opens up for interpretations. The Prime ministers 
definition of Malaysia as fully developed is that it shall be developed like the other developed 
countries of the world but it is important that it is in their own mould. This means that he does not 
want Malaysia to turn into a Western society, but to become a developed country with the moral 
and ethnic values of its own. Furthermore he stresses that Malaysia should be developed not only in 
economic sense but also politically, socially, spiritually, psychologically and culturally. [Mahathir, 
1991] 
 
There are challenges to overcome before Malaysia can become a developed nation, but at that time 
Dr. Mahathir did not speak about how to overcome them. According to Jomo K.S, who is Professor 
of Economics at the University of Malaya, these challenges are not new to the Malaysian people 
[Jomo, 1994:52]. At the same time he claims that the nine challenges can be seen as a reformulation 
and combination of the “National Ideology” and the NEP which both were announced in 1970. The 
primary difference is that the first two tried to make distribution of welfare through a progressive 
state, whereas vision 2020 shifts the responsibility to the family and then focus on industrial 
development. This shift of focus to industrial development is important for our project, since it 
shows that the government will seek to use the industry to develop the country. Among the nine 
challenges that are presented in relation to the country’s future vision can be mentioned the 
establishing of a scientific and progressive society that is innovative and economically just society 
[Mahathir, 1997]. 
 
According to Dr. Mahathir the necessary financial development is feasible. The background for 
such a statement is the economic development Malaysia has had in the years before the 
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announcement of vision 2020. The growth rate has been as high as an average of 7.8% in the 1970’s 
but dropped to and an average of 5.9% in the 1980’s due to the world wide recession. What he calls 
a realistic goal is to almost double the gross domestic product every 10 years between 1990 and 
2020. The GDP in 1990 was RM 115 billion and the GDP in 2020 should therefore amount to RM 
920 Billion, in real terms, 1990 prices. The requirement for these figures is equal to the fact that 
Malaysia is supposed to have an annual growth at seven percent in the three decades to follow. With 
that in mind, the country, with a roughly assumed 2.5% annual growth of population until 2020, 
will become four times richer (in real terms) than in 1990. [Mahathir, 1991] 
3.2.4. Industrial and economic downturn 
From a basic primary producing economy, where rubber, tin, palm oil and timber constitutes the 
countries staple products and exports, Malaysia is emerging as an industrialised nation. Another 
area where Malaysian business succeeds is within the labour intensive electrical and electronic 
industries whose business mainly is located in the new Multimedia Corridor in Pulau Pinang. 
[Navaratnam, 1997:15] This is a result of the 1980´s objective to get foreign investments to enter 
the Malaysian market, where the abovementioned industries were giving most attention. Today 
Malaysia is one of the leaders in production of electronic chips and air-conditioners. [Navaratnam, 
1997:15] 
 
The long line of fine results for Malaysia’s industry ended along with several other Asian countries’ 
more or less in the summer of 1997 with the outbreak of an economic crisis. In October 1997 the 
government estimated that the growth in 1998 would be 7%, but by the end of the 1998 it turned out 
to be minus 1.0% [EPU, 1998:31]. Since then many companies have closed down and for the first 
time since 1989 there has been a contraction in the manufacturing output. In November 1998 the 
drop was predicted to 5.8% for the whole of 1998. [EIU, 1998: 28] This change in the economic 
environment has to some extent set back the objectives of being a fully developed country by the 
year 2020. In a speech held by Dr. Mahathir’s before the parliament he say that:  
 
“The turnabout from a high growth, flourishing economy with strong fundamentals 
to one with negative growth has been to say the least, shocking, and devastating to 
the national confidence. Nevertheless…no crisis can be allowed to halt Malaysia’s 
progress” [Mahathir, 1999] 
 
What seems to be the most important measure taken from the government to get over the crises is 
the National Economic Recovery Plan (NERP) from August 1998. Generally the recommendations 
regarding the industry in the NERP regards development in export oriented companies and the 
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Small and Medium Scaled Industries (SMI)5. This is combined with different measures to keep the 
reinvested capital in Malaysia, for instance getting the manufacturing industry to prioritise using 
local raw materials where possible. [EPU, 1998:103&151] Apart from getting the industry to 
produce more, the plan also speaks about upgrading the manufacturing industry in order to be better 
prepared for the future and the competition in the market. Here they especially think about the post-
year 2003 situation, where tariffs and non-tariff barriers will be removed among the ASEAN 
countries. Examples of the upgrading are education of the labour force and more use of IT 
technology. Furthermore the report recommend that there should be provided financial incentives to 
facilitate the transfer of clean technology and the importation of pollution control equipment. At the 
same time they speak of the need for development of a database on cleaner technology relevant to 
Malaysia. [EPU, 1998:141&151] 
 
As a status for Malaysia’s present economic situation several things indicates, according to 
economists, that the crisis has reached its lowest level and that growth is on its return [Condon, 
1999]. As mentioned before even Dr. Mahathir express, in the latest review of the country’s estate, 
that there have been signs of economic recovery are becoming evident. [Mahathir, 1999]  
3.3. Environmental regulatory authority  
In this section we will give an introduction to Malaysia’s environmental development. Before the 
next chapter more detailed description of the country’s energy policies and structures, we will 
shortly explain how their environmental activities have been developed in parallel with the 
economic growth. Finally we will describe the connection between the environmental and energy 
policies.  
    
In the first phases of Malaysia’s development little attention was paid to the growing environmental 
concerns [DANCED, n/a:7]. In spite of this, there has been some sort of environmental awareness 
since the beginning of the 19th century. At that time the purpose of the environmental legislation, 
was to protect the natural resource for instance water. Since the enactment of the Environmental 
Quality Act in 1974 (EQA 1974), a much more comprehensive and broader environmental approach 
was adopted. In the same year the regulatory agency, Department of Environment (DOE), was 
established under the Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment, whose purpose among 
other things is to administer and enforce the regulations and orders under the EQA 1974. [Pers.com. 
Hanssan, 6/4-1999]  
 
                                                 
5Small-scale industries are manufacturing establishments that employ between 5 and 50 full-time workers and has an 
annual sale that do not exceed RM 10 million. Medium-scale industries are manufacturing establishments that have 
between 51 and 75 full-time workers and an annual sales turnover of between RM 10 million and RM 25 million. [EPU, 
1999:281] 
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With the establishment of DOE the environmental management took on a formalised and structured 
form. When especially focusing on the environmental policy papers made by the Malaysian 
government, they have addressed a great deal of effort towards environmental issues that are a 
mixture of problems related to industrial pollution, natural resource depletion and other 
consequences of incompatible development. [DANCED, N/A:8] As in other countries the 
environmental authorities have, with the introduction of the Environmental Quality Act 1974, been 
reducing emissions, discharges and waste through traditional end of pipe solutions. During the last 
couple of year’s signs have shown there are regulations on the way that are built up on other 
methods such as prevention, reduction and recycling at source. This is a result of the increasing 
awareness among the authorities that by solving the problems at the source they can prevent, rather 
than treat, the symptoms. [Tuang, 1996:49] 
 
As we described earlier in this chapter, the nation aspires to be a fully industrialised country by the 
year 2020. Such a change will demand greater productivity through improved usage of the 
traditional sources of revenue and enhancement of industrial manufacturing capacity. Although this 
is said to be possible, the environmental degradation, shortage of energy and depletion of natural 
resources could act to constrain the progress towards achieving the “fully developed” status [Hasan, 
1992:431]. To prevent such a trend the government has sought, through the country’s overall 
national development policy, to improve the environmental policies, institutional and legislative 
framework in order to: 
 
“Ensure that in the pursuit of economic development, adequate attention will be 
given to the protection of the environment and ecology as to maintain the long 
term sustainability of the country’s development” [Hasan, 1992:421] 
 
Even though the Malaysian government seeks to set themselves forth very positively in their 
development plans etc., many of their former objectives on environment and energy are far from 
fulfilled. This has primarily something to do with the Ministry of Science, Technology and 
Environment’s (MOSTE) and also Department of Environment’s (DOE) rather weak political 
position compared with other industrial related ministries. This will of course affect the 
environmental authorities working conditions. As an example of this it can be mentioned that 
Malaysia only has around 500 environmental employees compared to Denmark’s 2700 people. 
[Pers.com. Schriver, 2/4-1999] 
3.4. Environment – Energy Integration 
Even though there have been created a lot of policy papers, environmental quality has a rather low 
priority for which the environmental impacts of for example, energy production and use have not 
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been given the necessary focus for which these problems have tendered to grow. Since the 
government of Malaysia primarily focuses their policies for environment towards the energy supply 
activities, the total energy production costs for the country and the environmental impacts of the 
energy production are much higher than necessary. These conditions can be lowered by changing 
focus and include planning considerations on the consumption of energy that sets the nations energy 
level. Such a change in attitude will, in the long run, minimise the overall energy consumption, 
make the impact on the environment less, and save the industry and the country some resources and 
money that can be used elsewhere in the developing process. [Ramani, 1992:xxxiii]  
 
One regulation applicable to the energy sector is the Environmental Quality, Clean Air Regulations 
from 1978. This aims to control pollution of the atmosphere mainly from industrial sources, but it is 
necessary to point out that it primarily addresses the energy supply side activities. The energy 
producing plants have to respect the required emission level and furthermore it embraces a monthly 
documentation report of their emission observations, which should be sent to DOE, who then will 
control if their activities agree with the regulation. According to the Principal Assistant Director of 
DOE, Abu Hanssan, the problem they are facing is that none of the power plants have ever sent in 
the required reports. As a result DOE is simply not able to control their activities. Furthermore the 
Clean Air Regulation describes that penalty and fees should be given if somebody exceeds the 
emission level, but surprisingly enough it also state: 
 
“Payment shall not be required in respect of plant or facilities wholly owned by 
the government of Malaysia” [EQA , 1974:87].  
 
This means that the energy producing units such as Petronas that are owned by the government 
cannot be given fines if they do not respect the law. On the question why, DOE has been ignoring 
the breach of the regulation, they stated that it was due to the limited capacity and that issues like 
open burning were more important. [Pers.com. source confidential]  
 
The focus in The Environmental Quality, Clean Air Regulation is only on the demand side 
activities. The future task for the energy planners is to focus on the energy supply and use, and on 
their effects on the biological, physical and social environments [Ramani, 1992:xxxviii]. The 
separation of the Ministry of Energy, Communication and Multimedia and Ministry of Science, 
Technology and Environment and the lack of communication between them makes it difficult to 
integrate these two planning areas. In actual terms though, environmental factors have played only a 
marginal role in influencing energy decisions. [Ramani, 1992:9] It is a fact that energy planers have 
experienced considerable difficulties in integrating environmental factors into the energy planing 
and policy-making process, yet it is widely accepted that this is a necessary prerequisite for 
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formulating sustainable energy options and sustainable development strategies in a broader sense. 
[Ramani, 1992:49] As the energy planners have found it more difficult to brush aside these negative 
impacts on the environment, they have started to focus on demand-side energy management and 
other similar initiatives.  
3.5. Sum-up  
 
• With the first Malaysia Plan in 1966 the economic planning took structure. In the 
period 1996 to 2001 the most important objectives of the five year plan are 
productivity and efficiency both in private and governmental sector but also in the 
education system. 
• Since Malaysia’s independence privatisation has been a policy that has attracted 
great attention. Of other policy-economic initiatives can be mentioned the New 
Economic Policy, Import Substitution and foreign investment policy. 
• In 1991 the Prime Minister presented his thoughts for a future Malaysia, under the 
title “Vision 2020 - The way forward”. This includes general long-term objectives 
for Malaysia where overall goal is to be a fully developed country 30 years from 
when the plan was announced. 
• In the summer of 1997 an economic crisis broke out which affected most sectors 
in the country. In order to overcome the crisis and get the country back on course 
to economic growth, the National Recovery Plan was introduced in April 1998. In 
1999 signs of recovery were a fact. 
• The Environmental Quality Act was together with DOE introduced in 1974. From 
that point the environmental authorities have been reducing emissions, discharges 
and waste through end-of-pipe solutions.  
• The Environmental Quality, Clean Air Regulation only focuses on energy demand 
side activities. Therefore DOE faces problems with controlling the demand side 
activities due to lack of capacity and other priorities. In the future the energy 
planners have to change focus and begin to look on both the energy supply and 
consumption in order to achieve a sustainable energy planning. 
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4 Energy in Malaysia 
The purpose of this chapter is to give an overview of the energy situation in Malaysia, which 
includes describing the ministerial actors and policies that are within the area. The actual energy 
situation is the frame within which energy policy priorities are made. Therefore we will start with a 
description of the present energy situation, which include Malaysia’s energy resources, energy 
production, the energy prices and the different sectors. In addition to this the future energy 
development plans and programs are presented. 
4.1. Present energy situation 
Malaysia is well supplied with various types of energy resources such as oil, natural gas, coal and 
hydropower. The many successful onshore and offshore explorations that have been done on these 
resources, notably oil and gas, have significantly contributed to the expansion of the Malaysian 
economy.  
 
In terms of number of years of reserves6, crude oil has the lowest reserves with 17 years. This is 
followed by natural gas that can supply Malaysia for 82 years and finally coal is expected to 
provide the country with energy resources for approximately 3300 years. [Malik, 1996:20] 
In reference to the present energy diversification strategy Malaysia is in the future expected to 
expand the usage of coal in the energy production, but these activities will primarily be based on 
importing coal from Australia, Indonesia, China and South Africa and not on the country’s own 
resources. [TNB, 1997:4] At first sight the political decision about importing coal can seem like a 
very illogic decision, since the abovementioned surveys have shown that Malaysia is well endowed 
with coal. Again, it is important to emphasise that it has an inferior quality and that the estimated 
coal reserves of 3240 years only represent 0.3% of the total primary energy production, for which 
the diversification decision can be justified. Seen from an environmental point of view, coal is 
relatively the most polluting among the other fossil fuels. The future coal usage would in a bigger 
extent than today, contribute to the countries environmental degradation. In order to prevent an 
unnecessary emission increase, it is the energy planner’s intention to import “clean”7 coal. 
                                                 
6 Figures are based on the 1993 production fuel and modified after the estimated reserves enlightened in the Seventh 
Malaysia Plan p. 388, 391 and 397. 
7 “Clean” coal refers to the technology called FGD that is used to minimise emissions to environment. The coal for 
power generation is clean i.e. that the coal are washed to remove impurities such as pebbles and other rubbish that can 
come together with the coal. [Pers.com Rajoo, 30/3-1999] 
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4.2. Energy and demand 
The primary energy production in 1996, is shared out on the different resources as follows, crude oil 
accounted for 47.0%, natural gas for 51.2%, coal & coke for 0.3% and hydropower accounted for 
1,5% of the primary energy production in 1996 (see figure 3). 
 
Malaysia also has a non-conventional renewable energy source of primary, biodegradable waste and 
solar energy currently contributing about 10% of the total energy consumption/production. The 
renewable energy sources are in the first place used for producing electricity and heat within the 
industry to be used on the spot. Biodegradable waste is basically from the wood and palm oil 
industry and solar energy is primarily located in rural areas where transmission net is not 
established. [JBE&G, 1998:3] 
 
In 1996 the total primary energy production was 76.2 Mtoe, but the total commercial energy supply 
was only 35.5 Mtoe. The difference expresses that Malaysia is exporting large shares of oil and gas, 
but also the energy in shape of electricity. In 1996 Malaysia was exporting more than 50% of their  
 
Figure 4: Malaysia's Energy Trade in the period 1990 - 1996 
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primary energy production, which made them a net exporter (see figure 4). Even though the country 
depends on the energy export for foreign exchange and government revenues, it is still mostly 
prices and trades of commodities other than energy resources that influence the economy. [Sharma 
& Fesharaki, 1991:45]  
 
The price for electricity went up 8% in the second half year of 1998, and further price increasing is 
not expected because it is said to affect the industry’s productivity [EIU, 1999:30]. The pricing of 
oil and gas follows closely the international markets, and are subject to periodic intervention by the 
Ministry of Domestic Trade and Consumers, in the case of petroleum products and liquefied gas 
sold to private consumers. [Pers.com. Ayu 18/3-1999] 
 
The industrial sector’s share of energy consumption in Malaysia has not changed significantly since 
the first oil crisis in 1973. [Sharma & Fesharaki, 1991:30] As it can be seen in figure 5 with 
reference year 1996, the industry and transport sectors compose the largest part of Malaysia’s final 
commercial energy consumption. The industrial sector was accounting for 48.3% of the final 
commercial energy consumption (including agriculture), the transport sector accounted for 37.0% 
and together the commercial and the residential sectors together accounted for 14.7% of the total 
commercial energy use.  
4.3. Malaysia’s energy policy today 
In this subsection we will describe Malaysia’s main energy policies. The purpose is to show how 
Malaysia prioritises energy as a political topic.  
 
The present basis for all decisions and implementations related to the energy field is the energy 
chapter in the Seventh Malaysian Plan, where the objectives are quite clear but not specified. The 
ministries we interviewed and the papers we have read all focus on formulations from the Seventh 
Malaysia Plan. Furthermore there are a number of activities, or sub-sector-oriented formulations, 
48,3%
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Industry Transport Residential & Commercial
Figure 5: Final energy consumption in 1996 
Source: [JBE&G, 1998:3] 
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that collectively can be viewed as constituting Malaysia’s energy policy, [JBE&G, 1998:7] for 
instance UNDP’s Industrial Energy Efficiency Improvement Program (IEEIP), which we will 
describe in chapter 4.5.3. 
 
All policy making in Malaysia is in some way related to the Vision 2020. In proportion to other 
areas, the energy policy has a stronger relation, to Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir’s future 
development objectives. Seeing that economic growth attaches big importance to Malaysia’s 
development possibilities, the energy field also has a high priority. This is because there is a general 
belief in the Malaysian government that economic growth always will be followed by a proportional 
growth in the energy consumption. This attitude was more difficult to find accepted in the Ministry 
of Energy, Communication and Multimedia where some said that it would be possible, but very 
difficult to achieve economic growth on 7-8% per annum without having the same growth in energy 
consumption e.g. 5-6% per annum. [Pers.com. Rajoo, 30/3-1999]  
 
In the light of this the highest political priority, within the energy area, is to ensure a sufficient 
energy supply. This objective includes cost-effective energy supply, developing indigenous energy 
resources, both non-renewable and renewable energy sources and diversification of the supply.  
The diversification of the energy supply includes a four-fuel policy, which represents gas, coal, oil 
and hydro. The four-fuel policy was first introduced after the oil crises in 1973, but its actual 
adoption into the energy policies took place in the mid-1980s with the worldwide slump in oil 
prices. [Sharma & Fesharaki, 1991:103] The purpose of the four-fuel strategy was to shift away 
from oil both as a major source of export revenue and as a domestic fuel to other indigenous energy 
resources. The abundant natural gas offshore Malaysia and the vast potential of hydro and coal in 
Borneo, have until today offered attractive options to minimise the dependence on oil. The 
promotion of energy diversification has succeeded in the industrial and commercial sectors. 
[JBE&G, 1998:9] 
 
One of the objectives in the Seventh Malaysian Plan is to introduce alternative energy sources such 
as renewable energy and energy efficiency8. In that way it would make the four-fuel policy to a 
five-fuel policy. During our interview with the Malaysian Energy Centre (PTM) (see section 4.5.4.) 
the director surprisingly expressed that the implementation of the five-fuel policy already had been 
accomplished. Among interview persons from the Ministry of Energy, Communications and 
Multimedia the attitude was different. Here they explained that it still should be seen as a future 
objective.  
                                                 
8 Normally energy efficiency would not be characterised as an alternative energy source and equalised with renewable 
energy, but as a mechanism to achieve energy savings. Among our interview persons within the ministries the 
perception has been opposite.  
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The second priority in the energy policy is the utilisation objective. This includes the promotion of 
efficient utilisation of energy, elimination of wasteful and non-productive patterns of energy 
consumption. [Tamin, 1998:1] Even though this objective does not have the highest priority, the 
Malaysian government has started energy efficiency activities. The energy efficient activities are 
related to the future money expenditures for Malaysian energy use. With the increase in energy use 
it is expected that 2 billion RM a year of capital expenditure will be spend on expanding the 
electricity capacity and in the search of indigenous energy resources. [Business Times, 1997] As 
written in the introduction if one compares Malaysia with Japan and United Kingdom the Malaysian 
energy intensity is much higher. It shows that Malaysia could use their energy capacity much more 
efficiently. The government has in a way realised that it is necessary to focus on energy efficiency 
of the manufacturing industry, if Malaysia is to be able to compete on the regional and world 
market.  
 
The third priority in Malaysia’s energy policy concerns the environment. The objective is to 
minimise the negative impacts on the environment as a result of the energy production, 
transportation, conversion, utilisation and consumption. As mentioned the Malaysian government 
has incorporated the environmental element in the Seventh Malaysia Plan, but the objective have 
seen limited initiatives. [Tamin, 1998:11] It was intended that the objective should be directed 
against all major energy development projects and on environmental quality standards to assure a 
sustainable energy development. First mentioned are subjected to the mandatory environmental 
impact assessment, where as the other area concerns the environmental consequences in relation to 
noise, discharges and emissions. Through out the interviewed authorities and also in official 
documents, we have met a general excuse, which protects Malaysia’s less stringent environmental 
quality standard [Pers.com. source confidential]. The excuse is: 
 
“Malaysia’s environmental quality standards are not as stringent as in many 
developed countries but a direct comparison will not be fair as the forest cover as 
well as the body of water surrounding the country serve as a large sink with an 
immense assimilative capacity” 
[Tamin, 1998:11] 
 
We find it problematic that a governmental institution has a statement like the above in their 
publications. 
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4.4. Energy legislation  
The present energy policy is a result of the energy situation from the world oil crisis in 1973. As 
many other countries Malaysia was economically influenced by the crisis. Malaysia’ energy 
policies have advanced over the years since 1973, but the main objectives are still the same. 
 
The three described energy objectives, which respectively were the supply, utilisation and 
environmental objective, were first formulated in the national energy policy from 1979 
[AEEMTRC, 1996:28]. The main goal with the national energy policy was to reduce the 
dependence on oil as a source of energy by developing and using alternative energy sources. 
Subsequent to the national energy policy the four-fuel/diversification policy from the year 1981 was 
formulated [AEEMTRC, 1996:28]. These policies are still in force because they are included in the 
Seventh Malaysia plan. 
 
Subsequent to the privatisation of the electricity supply industry, in 1990, the electricity supply act 
of 1990 was implemented. The Electricity Supply Act of 1990 forms the backbone of the 
framework. The purpose of the regulatory framework is to regulate the privatised power sector. This 
is to ensure that the electricity supply industry can function effectively and efficiently. [JBE&G, 
1998:11] 
4.5. Institutions related to energy planing and development 
The purpose of this subsection is to outline the way the different institutions are related within the 
field of energy supply and demand. Seen from a higher level Malaysia’s energy planning is 
structured on a three-tier framework. At the top of the hierarchy the Cabinet Committee on Energy 
is located. This energy policy-making unit is linked to several different ministries and energy 
related agencies that commonly support Malaysia’s energy planning and development.  
4.5.1. First level – Cabinet Committee on Energy and EPU 
Highest in the political system in Malaysia is the Prime Minister. The members of the Cabinets 
committee on energy are appointed on advice of the Prime Minister who also is the chairman. The 
members of the Cabinet must be members of Parliament. The Cabinet is collectively responsible to 
Parliament. The Parliament and Cabinet include members of various ethnic communities and 
representatives of various States. The government of Malaysia only includes the party of the Prime 
Minister, which is United Malays’ National Organisation (UMNO). [Harding, 1996:119] 
It is within this level that final recommendation on all energy issues, policies and guidelines is 
drafted, and sent for final approval in the Parliament. The Cabinet Committee also evaluates 
national energy plans and energy statistics data. Furthermore the Implementation and Co-ordination 
Committee on Energy who provide comments, support the unit. The Energy Unit of MECM has 
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been selected to manage secretarial affairs. In the context of energy, one important planning, 
implementation, and co-ordination body is directly located under the Prime Minister’s Department: 
the Economic Planning Unit (EPU). [Sharma & Fesharaki, 1991:100] 
 
The EPU is responsible for the co-ordination of the national economic planning within the state 
apparatus. As mentioned EPU is closely connected to the Prime Ministers Department and they 
therefore play a very important role in policy making. EPU has to approve all new laws before they 
are passed on to the parliament for a final vote of acceptance. EPU decides how the money is 
distributed between the different ministries. Besides that EPU is responsible for the creation of the 
Malaysia Plan. EPU has an energy section that is involved both in energy projects outside the power 
sector and manages power-related matters. Furthermore they write the energy chapter in the 
Malaysia Plan as described earlier. This energy chapter is setting the parameter of the energy 
activities within the other ministries. The objectives in the Seventh Malaysia Plan’s chapter on 
energy can be interpreted in divergent ways. This causes ambiguity among the task within the 
energy field. The specific tasks the ministries are responsible for within the energy field are not 
explained in detail and this means that the ministries themselves more or less decide their own 
tasks. The lack of a structured co-ordination has negative impact, with the result that some energy 
relevant issues are not given any attention. The initiatives to make the tasks more clear have to 
come from EPU, because EPU is the co-ordinator and distribute the tasks to the ministries. [Sharma 
& Fesharaki, 1991:100] 
4.5.2. Second Level – The Ministries 
At the ministerial level five of the 24 ministries have energy policies as portfolios. The MECM 
attends most of the related energy policies and tasks in proportion to our project especially though 
in terms of electricity. Whereas the energy section in EPU is a national development co-ordination 
unit, MECM is an administrating and regulation unit. Among other things they prepare energy 
statistics and co-ordinate the power-sector planning in collaboration with the electricity supply 
industry, which at Peninsular Malaysia is Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) (see section 4.5.4.). 
MECM is separated in three parts where energy represents one of them but only with four people 
directly attached to the area. As a result of the mentioned different energy conceptions throughout 
the ministries, the energy section in MECM is only working with electricity. Under MECM the 
Department of Electricity and Gas Supply (JBE&G) is located. JBE&G were formed under the 
electricity act of 1990 as an implementing unit. JBE&G are separated in electricity and gas, but it is 
actually only the electricity section that is administrated under MECM. [Sharma & Fesharaki, 
1991:100] In the near future they have plans in separating the department in two and move the gas 
section to a still undecided ministry. [Pers.com. Yin 10/3-1999] 
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The government has allocated a sum of RM 5.0 million to JBE&G under the Seventh Malaysia Plan 
to carry out energy efficiency programmes. Activities related to the industry have been carried out 
in 1997 and in 1998 together with Japan International Co-operation Agency (JETRO). These 
activities included support for the private sector to carry out energy audits and other energy related 
services and encouraging the private sector to conduct training in energy efficiency. The activities 
have been limited to selected sub-sectors as: textile, steel, cement and food (sugar) companies. 
[Moggie, 1999:8]  
 
The Ministry of Domestic Trade and Consumers has their attention pointed towards downstream 
energy activities. This means that they are responsible for setting the energy prices on petroleum 
products and liquefied gas that approaches the local consumers. Regarding the energy prices for the 
industry they negotiate to a certain extent their own prices with the electricity supply industry and 
refineries. Besides monitoring and controlling the energy prices they are also responsible for 
subsidising petroleum products. [Pers.com. Ayu, 18/3-1999] 
 
The Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment (MOSTE) and its connected Department of 
Environment (DOE) are in respect of energy only monitoring and controlling emissions from the 
energy supply and consumption side activities [Pers.com. Schriver, 2/4-1999].  
 
The Ministry of Primary Industries and The Ministry of Finance are respectively involved in energy 
pricing and financing of energy projects. 
 
Petronas is Malaysia’s National Oil Corporation and is wholly owned by the government of 
Malaysia. Petronas has a unique function in the oil/gas sector since it is entrusted with exclusive 
rights in the ownership and operation of the nation’s oil and gas resources under the Petroleum Act 
1974. In 1975 the national petroleum policy was formulated through the petroleum development 
act. Production-sharing agreements have been signed with Shell and ESSO and the corporation is 
directly responsible to the Prime Minister, like the other ministries. The numerous of agencies, units 
and subsidiaries set up by Petronas in oil/gas exploration, production and marketing tend to 
replicate the monolithic structure that has long burdened Malaysian energy planning. [Sharma & 
Fesharaki, 1991:102] & [Pers.com. source confidential]  
4.5.3. Third Level – Energy, research and development agencies  
This level represents energy sector agencies. 
 
TNB is Malaysia’s largest and first build electricity supply company. The government established it 
in the year 1949 under the title Central Electricity Board, but today the company’s name has 
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changed to TNB and its core activities are in the transmission, production and distribution of 
electricity. Since 1992 where TNB became privatised, Independent Power Producers (IPP) have 
taken part in the production of electricity. Nevertheless TNB still remains the major electricity 
producer as TNB has the largest generation capacity, around 8,100 MW, accounting for more than 
66% of the total power generation in Peninsular Malaysia. In the Mid-term Review of the Seventh 
Malaysia Plan the prospect is to create an Independent Grid System Operator (IGSO). With this, it 
is expected that a more competitive tariff will be put in place for the benefit of electricity consumers 
[EPU, 1999:325].  
 
The board of directors determines the corporate direction of the company’s business affairs. At 
present time there are 11 directors where the Minister of Finance elects five of the members and 
other Shareholders elect the rest. Of the 11 members, two are represented by the company, one from 
each of the Ministry of Finance, MECM and MIDA while the remaining six are individuals with 
vast experience in business, finance and corporate affairs, elected from the community. 
Stockholders own TNB where the Malaysian government holds 66.6% of the total Shareholdings, 
20.9% is held by Domestic Shareholders and finally Foreign Shareholders accounts for 12.5% of 
the stocks. [TNB, 1999:37] 
 
Malaysia’s Energy Centre (PTM) was registered on 12th of May 1998 as a non-profit company. 
During its formative infancy, MECM’s task is to administer PTM. The rational behind PTM’s 
establishment was to fulfil the need for a national energy research centre that can co-ordinate 
various activities, specifically energy planning, research and development undertakings in the 
energy sector due to the long lead time for energy projects to come on line. However, the activities 
are not confined to research and development only but include data gathering, compilation and 
strategy/policy analysis, a “think-tank” group for the government as well as becoming a one-step 
agency for linkage with industries on energy matters. [PTM, 1998:1] 
 
PTM will co-ordinate research in database development and energy planning, implementation of 
national energy efficiency programs. The first PTM has started in collaboration with TNB is the 
“Energy Efficiency Program including DSM”. It is a public awareness programme, which among 
other things include television commercials [Pers.com. Zamzam, 2/2-1999]. The second 
programme, which shall be administrated by PTM, is the “Industrial Energy Efficiency 
Improvement Program” IEEIP that has an estimated starting date in May 1999. The launching has 
in the meantime been delayed according to Mr. Rajoo [27/5-1999]. PTM is expected to establish 
linkage with other energy-related organisations in Malaysia and abroad in pursuing its objectives. 
PTM’s board members comprise eminent individuals representing the public, academic, private and 
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non-governmental bodies. Among them are EPU, Petronas, MECM and TNB presented. [PTM, 
1998:1] 
 
PTM is presented as the part of the energy sector that has been missing; a coordinator of energy 
related activities within the various institutions. It must be kept in mind that PTM is newly 
established and is by now not working according to the intention. PTM has too many tasks to fulfil 
and that is one of the weaknesses of PTM [Pers.com. source confidential].    
 
The Standards and Industrial Research Institute Malaysia (SIRIM) is a national institute that carries 
out different projects such as environmental pollution control, energy audit, monitoring of co-
generation plants and current international collaborative projects. SIRIM has many technical 
facilities and services available. The research institute is divided into different centres, among them 
the SIRIM Environmental & Energy Technology Centre. Their purpose is to carry out research and 
development, consultant work and promotional activities relating to appropriate, sustainable waste 
treatment and management processes and systems, as well as clean, efficient energy utilisation and 
management for industries and other applications. SIRIM also collaborate with PTM. [SIRIM, 
N/A:1] 
 
As shown in this overview there are many energy-related institutions in Malaysia, which gives the 
picture of a complex and divided sector planning organisational structure where PTM has been 
established in order to act as a link between them. In the same vein there is a necessity of 
implicating environmental considerations in the energy planning to achieve a sustainable 
development.  
4.6. Future energy plans 
In the Mid-term Review of the Seventh Malaysia Plan it is mentioned that focus will be given to 
productive energy utilisation through improvements in plant, equipment and processes as well as 
end-use improvements in the manufacturing industry [EPU, 1999:325]. There are two future plans 
concerning the energy efficiency in the manufacturing industry. One is the Energy Efficiency 
Regulation, which is mentioned, in the Mid-term Review of the Seventh Malaysia Plan. The other 
is, the Industrial Energy Efficiency Improvement Program, IEEIP administrated by PTM. 
  
The Department of Electricity and Gas Supply (JBE&G), has under the Electricity Supply Act 
1990, prepared “The energy efficiency regulation” which has been submitted to the parliament for 
approval. JBE&G expect the regulation to be approved and implemented in late 1999. The 
regulation covers the following areas: specified installation, energy efficiency officers, scheduled 
products and energy using products. [JBE&G, 1999:3] 
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Specified installation is referred to as electricity installations with an operating voltage of 11 kV or 
plants with an average monthly electricity consumption of more than 500,000 kWh. For these 
specific installations there has been planned numerous tasks, among them is the obligation of 
appointing an Energy Efficiency Officer, besides that these companies must keep record of energy 
production, consumption and conservation. The Officer’s primary tasks are to identify possibilities 
and make plans for energy efficiency within the installation and to encourage the management to 
improve efficiency. Furthermore the Officer is obliged to inspect the installations according to the 
regulation. Furthermore the company is obliged to follow the Energy Efficiency Officer’s 
recommendations to a certain extent. There are numerous ways to become an Energy Efficiency 
Officer but all applicants have to pass an exam held by JBE&G. The applicant has to have certain 
degrees within the engineer trade, or a science degree and working experience in the field. It is also 
possible to get appointed without an academic background, by following courses held by the 
JBE&G or three years experience in the specific installation working with energy efficiency.  
 
It is only legal to advertise with the concept of Energy using Products or a Scheduled Product if the 
Director General issues the product with a valid Certificate of Compliance. It is the JBE&G 
intention to make a list of these products when SIRIM is finished drafting the specifications. Some 
minimum standards of scheduled products have however been set but only on Fluorescent Lamps.  
 
Another very important thing in the future is the newly established program “Industrial Energy 
Efficiency Improvement Program“ IEEIP. It is mainly sponsored and established by UNDP and is 
supposed to run under PTM, with an estimated start in May 1999. The projects aim is to minimise 
the CO2 emissions from the Malaysian Manufacturing industry. This is intended by reducing some 
of the barriers for implementing energy efficiency in Malaysian companies and in particular 
capacity building and demonstrations incentive schemes. 
 
The improvement target of the programme is to reduce the industrial sector’s energy intensity, and 
thereby the emissions of greenhouse gasses, by 10% by the year 2004, based on the 1995 level. The 
project is designed to enable the government of Malaysia to fulfil its obligation under Articles 4 and 
12 of the framework Convention on Climate Change (the Kyoto Protocol). [UNDP, 1999:20] 
The project’s objectives are embodied in various project components: 
 
1. Energy Use Benchmarking Program 
2. Energy Auditing Program 
3. Energy Rating Program 
4. Energy Efficiency Promotion Program 
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5.  ESCO9 Support Program 
6. Energy Technology Demonstration Program 
7. Local Energy Efficient Equipment Manufacturing Support Program 
8. Financial Institutional Participation Program  
[UNDP, 1999:20] 
 
All the various project components actors are described. In summary the actors and organisations 
involved in the different project components are: 
 
• PTM is the administrator of the project. Research organisations such as 
universities and SIRIM will benefit by having equipment test facilities.  
• Government organisations such as MECM, EPU and MIDA will participate in co-
ordination meetings and discussions.  
• The industry will benefit from audits carried out and this will establish the level of 
energy efficiency of the respective industry. Industrial associations will benefit by 
having available a trained energy audit team for the particular sector.  
• The industries selected for energy demonstrations projects will benefit by being 
able to implement proven energy efficient technologies at subsidised costs and 
expert advice from the project consultants. 
• The manufacturers of energy efficient equipment will benefit from the increasing 
demand for energy efficient equipment, which will encourage these industries to 
produce more energy efficient equipment at competitive costs.  
• The Energy Service Companies (ESCO’s) will have the opportunity for 
involvement in various project activities as consultants. 
• The Federation of Malaysian Manufactures10 (FMM) will be involved in 
dissemination activities and this will enhance FMM roles as a focal point for the 
manufacturing industry. 
• Financial institutions will be able to appreciate and participate in energy efficient 
projects.  
[UNDP, 1999:10] 
 
The Industrial Energy Efficiency Improvement Program is not established yet so whether it is 
going to work after the intention or not, cannot be described.  
                                                 
9 Energy Service Company 
10 FFM is a federation of the manufacturing sector in Malaysia. Different kind of companies are members both large 
and small & medium-size industries. FFM concerns various tasks like guidance and advice on all matters, establishing 
trade and business contacts and provide the industry information on government policies. Besides that FFM has a 
comity, which addresses issues related to the manufacturing sector’s energy consumption.  
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The programme is only focusing on electricity but we see it as a major advantage for our selected 
mechanisms since it involves some of our selected mechanisms in some form. Signatures from 
UNDP and the Malaysian government secure the economical foundation for implementation. An 
expansion in the near future for our proposals is realistic as we see it. 
4.7. Sum-up 
 
• Malaysia is well supplied with various types of energy resources, such as oil, 
natural gas, coal and hydropower. Renewable energy sources are also present 
where biodegradable waste and solar energy contribute with 10% of the total 
energy consumption. 
• The main objectives in Malaysia’s energy policy are the supply, utilisation and 
environmental objective, which are from 1979. Subsequent to the national energy 
policy, a four-fuel/diversification policy was formulated in 1981. 
• In 1996 Malaysia was exporting more than 50% of their primary energy 
production, which made Malaysia a net exporter. 
• The industrial sector was accounting for 48.3% of the final commercial energy 
consumption in 1996 (including agriculture). 
• Malaysia’s energy planning is structured on a three-tier framework. At the top of 
the hierarchy the Cabinet Committee on Energy is located. This energy policy-
making unit is linked to several different ministries and energy related agencies 
that commonly support Malaysia’s energy planning and development. 
• In the Mid-term Review of the Seventh Malaysia Plan it is mentioned that focus 
will be given to productive energy utilisation through improvements in plants, 
equipment and processes as well as end-use improvements in the manufacturing 
industry. There are two future objects which concern energy efficiency in the 
manufacturing industry. One is the Energy Efficiency Regulation, which is 
mentioned, in the Mid-term Review of the Seventh Malaysia Plan. The other is 
the IEEIP initiated by UNDP and administrated by PTM. 
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5 The industry in Malaysia 
We will now describe the development in the manufacturing industry since the country’s 
independence. After this historical view we will describe the industry’s market conditions and its 
competitive situation in the 1990’s and the situation as it is today. All of this will include a 
description of the main events and political documents that have influence on the industry’s line of 
action. To end the chronology we will present the overall goals and aims of the future visions.  
5.1. The industrial development in post-British colonial Malaysia 
5.1.1. From Independence to Present Time 
During the time of British occupation, there was little activity in the manufacturing industry in 
Malaysia. The British more or less expected colonies like Malaysia to be a supplier of raw materials 
and to import goods made in United Kingdom [Jomo, 1993:1]. In 1957 the Manufacturing industry 
only accounted for 6.3% of GDP. [Jomo, 1997: 90] That figure has risen to 34.3% in 1996 [Werner, 
1998:49]. 
 
In the years after independence the government tried to promote import- substituting industry to 
attract foreign capital to invest “behind” the custom barriers. The strategy was to encourage foreign 
capital by subsidising, both directly and in-directly e.g. tax holidays, new factories in industrial 
zones and establishing of credit facilities. A lot of the new industries only replaced the import of 
finished goods with semi-finished goods and often it did not create any new jobs as the intentions 
were. Four main problems were encountered with the Import-Substituting Industrialisation (ISI) 
[Jomo, 1997:94]. 
 
• There were no pressure on the companies to promote export 
• Import-substitution was limited to high protection on final consumer goods and less 
on intermediate manufactures 
• Almost all the ISI’s were foreign owned 
• A regional concentration of the companies on the west coasts of the Peninsular, and 
hereby also the development 
[Jomo, 1997:96] 
 
During the 60’s the limitations of the current ISI politics became more and more clear to the 
government of Malaysia, and in order to promote industrial investments The Malaysian Industrial 
Development Authority (MIDA) was established in 1965. In 1968 the “Investment Incentives Act" 
was introduced and with it the Country shifted strategy and began an export-oriented 
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industrialisation (EOI). The changes were made mainly due to the fact that many multinational 
corporations began to move their labour intensive production to Southeast Asia and at the same 
time Malaysia wanted to promote industry diversification. [Jomo, 1997:97] 
 
In order to realise Malaysia’s new policy for attracting EOI, new measures were introduced, such as 
a favourable investment climate, generous fiscal incentives and an English comprehending labour 
force. In the attempt to make the Malaysian market as lucrative as possible, the government 
furthermore controlled the labour force especially in the labour intensive industry by making efforts 
so factory workers were unable to form unions. [Jomo, 1997:98] 
 
In 1980 an industrialisation programme for heavy industry was launched. The Malaysian 
government was very eager to get heavy industries established in the country. They were inspired 
by South Koreas “Look East” model that successfully had promoted heavy industries in South 
Korea from 1972-1979. The programme included among other things better linkages with the 
domestic economy and especially companies owned by Bumiputras. The main objective with the 
Heavy Industrialisation Programme was to diversify the industry and to promote establishment of 
Bumiputra owned SMI’s. The heavy industry that the Malaysian government succeeded in setting 
up, was a steel and iron factory, the national car manufacturer Proton, two cement plants, three 
motorcycle engine factories, a petroleum refinery, a petrochemical plant and a pulp and paper mill. 
Generally these government-sponsored companies did not manage well or as it was concluded in 
the midterm review of the Fifth Malaysian Plan; their performances were far from satisfactory. The 
problem was that the costs of the production and the costs of management were too high in 
comparison with international standards. [Jomo, 1997:101] 
  
In 1986 the first Industrial Master Plan (IMP) was introduced, and with it new incentives for export, 
training and R&D has been given greater attention. Specially chosen companies have had the 
benefit of investment tax allowances and pioneer status. As of 1991 it was companies with at least 
30% of domestic sources of input that were given some of these incentives. [Jomo, 1997:108] 
 
Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) is an area that the government of Malaysia has considered to be 
very important for many years especially because they supported growth and development. There 
have been taken various measures to attract FDI and in 1989 the inflow increased rapidly. Malaysia 
was actually one of the top five recipients of FDI in the period 1987-1991. [Chowdhury, 1997:53] 
Today FDI is seen as one of the measures that are needed to get Malaysia back on track when the 
economic crises is over [EPU, 1998:55&153]. The major contributor to foreign direct investments 
in the late 1980’s as well as up to the latest source we have found from 1994 were, when ranked as 
the biggest investor to the smallest; Taiwan, Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore and the USA. The 
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country that has contributed the most has changed over the years, but the countries are still the 
same. [Tan, 1998:158 & Chowdhury, 1997:53] At the same point where Malaysia is very interested 
in FDI it also tries to reduce dependence from the multinational companies to a ratio of 60:40, 
between domestic and foreign investments. [Chowdhury, 1997:54] 
 
Up through the first half of the 1990’s the growth in the manufacturing industry was 12-13% per 
annum and it continued at the same pace, at least until the crises started in the middle of 1997. It 
was during the same period that the second Industrial Master Plan was among other things launched 
with the encouraging objective to make foreign firms relocate their suppliers to Malaysians.  
 
The last thing that we will mention in this historic review is Vision 2020 and the part of it that 
concerns the industry. In the speech from 1991, Dr. Mahathir speaks of a range of areas that is 
necessary to develop in order to reach the objective of full industrialisation. The areas that needs 
specific attention is: Diversification of the major export products, education of the labour force, 
improving the strength of the SMI, diversification of markets, gain stronger export and finally 
development of the domestic market. [Mahathir, 1991:9] As with other things in Vision 2020 it is 
not stated how Malaysia will actually achieve the assignments. The one thing that Malaysia seems 
to find most important is probably the one about gaining stronger export. It is also stated several 
times during the speech that Malaysia shall relay on export-led growth. 
5.2. The competitive situation and the market 
In this section we will first describe the competitive situation in Malaysia and then afterwards the 
market for the Malaysian manufacturing industry. The reason for dealing with the competitive 
situation and the market is that it can be an obstacle or a possibility for making the manufacturing 
industry energy efficient. 
 
During our own interviews and analysis we have found out that it is difficult to state any general 
tendency concerning the competitive situation of the companies that we have in our sample. The 
interviewed companies were represented both on the domestic market and on the export market 
while some were operating at both places. Among the companies that exported we have met some 
that exported to other less developed countries and some that exported to OECD-countries. One 
thing though, is that several companies were running on lower capacity, around 70 - 90% of before-
crises level, due to the economic crises [Pers.com. Sheng, 25/2-1999 & Guan, 15/3-1999]. On the 
other hand there is also a company like Asian Pacific Microspheres that has gained market share 
because of the economic crisis. The companies had a lot of competitors in Indonesia and since 
Indonesia were suffering more from the economic crisis a lot of them had closed, so there were less 
companies to fulfil the market demand [Pers.com. Kee, 24/3-1999]. As it can be seen the 
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competitive situation in the current economic state is quit different. It seems like it is dependent on 
where the company buys their semi-manufactured articles and where their market is located. 
 
The competitive situation is different for the export-oriented companies than it is for the companies 
that are oriented towards the domestic market. This is because of the decrease in the value of the 
Malaysian Ringgit. That makes the Malaysian merchandise cheaper to buy for the foreign 
customers on the world market because they can get more Ringgit for their own currency. That 
might in some cases raise the market share but at the same time the companies do not earn as much 
as they used to, measured in for instance US$. For some companies the raise in market share has in 
some way equalised the decrease in value of the Ringgit. A general problem though, has been the 
slow down of the Asian market, which is important to many companies. [EPU, 1998:151] On the 
other hand the companies that are very dependent on imported raw materials have had a very hard 
period. With the drastic drop in the exchange rate, these companies, in a few months, had severe 
extra expenditures and at the same time their profits became lower. [EPU, 1998:20] Also the 
companies that were producing for the domestic market has been affected by the economic 
downturn, since their market also have become smaller.  
 
One thing that will affect Malaysia in the years to come is that the country, as mentioned earlier, 
almost has zero percent unemployment. This has an impact on the wages in terms of rising expenses 
in the labour force. Other Countries within the region e.g. Indonesia, Vietnam and India can offer 
attractive lower wages for foreign investors. This is going to affect the competitive situation 
because it raises the production costs and thereby also has an effect on the market share that 
Malaysia will hold in the future. [Tan, 1998:157] 
 
We will now come with a short description of the main market that the Malaysian companies are 
competing for.  
 
In the last plan period – the sixth Malaysia master plan from 1990 to 1995 - the manufactured 
exports in total increased from 58.8% in 1990 to almost 80% in 1995 of the total Malaysian export. 
The electrical and electronic products were the main reason for this increase, this sector alone 
stands for 65.7% of the manufactured export in 1995 [EPU, 1996:266]. By the year 1997 the 
manufacturing industry accounted for 81% of the total exports and still the leading roll is taken by 
the electronic industry that stands for 66% of the manufactured export or 52% of the total export. 
[EPU, 1998:154] 
 
As it can be seen, Malaysia’s exports are dominated by extreme large sub-sectors. Besides electrical 
and electronics then the textile industry is very large. [Tan, 1998:159] The overall goal in 
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diversifying the product and market has not succeeded very well. The diversification strategy is still 
there as an objective, and measures will be taken to create new export sectors especially through 
development of SMI companies and promoting of resource-based industries. [EPU, 1998:151] 
 
If one looks at the export markets in figure 6 they are also dominated by a few large one’s. The 
main markets for Malaysian exports in 1998 were Singapore (20.1%), United States (18.6%) and 
Japan (12.4%) to mention those that had more than a 10% share. This means that more than half of 
the export is going to three countries [MITI, 1999]. In 1998 the total export accounted 286,7 billion 
RM, divided on the following regions.  
 
         Figure 6: Malaysia's Major Export Markets, 1998 
Source: [http://miti.gov.my/trdind/annu2.htm] 
5.3. Sum-up  
 
• Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) is an area that the government of Malaysia has 
considered very important for many years and since 1989 the inflow has increased 
rapidly. 
• During the first half of the 1990’s Malaysia encouraged foreign firms to relocate 
their suppliers to Malaysians.  
• There are different competitive situations for the companies that are orientated 
towards export compared to companies that are oriented towards the domestic 
market. The slow down of the Asian market has affected the export and prices on 
raw materials to go up.  
• The expenses of the labour force are going to affect the competitive situation of 
Malaysian companies in the years to come. 
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• By the year 1997 the manufacturing industry accounted for 81% of the total 
exports. The lead roll is taken by the electronic industry that stands for 66% of the 
manufactured export or 52% of the total export.  
• The export markets are dominated by a few large ones. The main export markets 
in 1997 were Singapore (20.0%), United States (18.6%) and Japan (12.6%). More 
than half of the export is going to these three countries. 
5.4. Framework for the conclusion 
This section is a discussion of the information we have presented so far. This is relevant because the 
information about Malaysia presented in chapter 3, 4 and 5 makes up a framework for the 
conclusion of this project. Furthermore this is the first part of the analysis.  
5.4.1. Historical conditions 
Malaysia is a multiethnic society, which includes a mixed population of Malays, Chinese and 
Indians. The different population groups are still separated and have their own ethnic traditions. 
Even though that Malaysia since the British governance has been a multiethnic society, there are for 
instance, still Chinese who see them selves as Chines, even though they live in Malaysia. Most of 
them still speak Chinese together and they keep together either when they make friends, business or 
get married. All the persons we interviewed within the companies, except three, were Chinese. In 
the governmental institutions it has been more mixed, but mostly Malays. The relationship between 
the authorities and the companies has in the last years developed in a direction of more positive 
communication, but there still exist some problems. One refers to the New Economic Policy that is 
a positive-discrimination programme against the Malays. The Chinese expected it at the time it was 
introduced back in 1971, but they do not understand why it still is in force [Pers.com. source 
confidential]. In connection with the problem of this project there can be more difficulties when the 
companies that mostly are presented by the Chinese have to work together with the authorities that 
mostly are Malays. During our stay we experienced these problems in many areas, but at the same 
time our observations cannot be substantiated scientifically enough to state how big the problems 
really are.  
5.4.2. Environment 
In the years after the independence the government of Malaysia introduced a lot of policies that 
could contribute to economic growth, but the government has also tried to develop the 
environmental protection. This was initiated with the Environmental Quality Act in 1974 and the 
establishment of the regulatory agency, Department of Environment. The environmental authorities 
have, with the introduction of the Environmental Quality Act 1974, been reducing emissions, 
discharges and waste through traditional end of pipe solutions. During the last couple of years 
Malaysia have partly shifted to other methods such as prevention, reduction and recycling at the 
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source. This is a result of the increasing awareness among some parts of the authorities that by 
solving the problems at the source they can prevent rather than treat the symptoms. The increased 
awareness about solutions of environmental problems is positive when energy efficiency within the 
industry has to be argued, but there is still a lack of awareness especially concerning the relation 
between energy and environment. The Environmental Quality Clean Air Regulation is nevertheless 
an example of the awareness of pollution costs on the energy demand side activities. Seen from an 
optimal point of view there is a need of integrating environmental and energy planning completely 
so that energy planers no longer can ignore the environmental and social cost. The future task for 
the energy planners is to focus on the energy supply and use, and on their effects on the biological, 
physical and social environments in order to achieve sustainable energy planning.  
 
Among JBE&G there exists a general attitude that defends Malaysia’s less stringent environmental 
quality standards due to the country’s big areas of rainforest and surrounding sea areas that 
compensate for the CO2 emissions from the use of fossil fuels. The abovementioned point of view 
expresses the lack understanding of the problem and furthermore it shows the necessity of arguing 
the importance of energy efficiency in the manufacturing industry in an economic perspective. 
Otherwise the argument against energy efficiency might be that it is not necessary because the 
forest cover as well as the large body of water surrounding the country serve as a large sink with an 
immense assimilative capacity. If that argument is going to be determined, then it will be difficult to 
convince the industry of the necessity for making energy efficient innovations.  
5.4.3. Present economic situation 
Economic growth and privatisation have since independence been the country’s main policy 
priorities. The structure of the economic planning was made with the first Five Year Malaysia Plan 
in 1966. The present plan is the seventh in the sequence. The most important objectives in the 
Seventh Malaysia Plan are productivity and efficiency both in private and governmental sectors and 
in the education system. Malaysia is a country where all policy-making has had and still has a 
relationship to the economy of the country. This means that regulations often have a relationship to 
the economy in Malaysia. This is why mechanisms for energy efficiency within the industry have to 
be argued for, in an economic perspective and even more at present time because the economic 
crisis is the main concern in Malaysia. The National Economic Recovery Plan (NERP) is an 
illustration of the economy as the country’s main concern, but it would of course not have been 
initiated if they did not face an economic crisis. In the plan there is a summation of the problems 
caused by the crises on different sectors in the country and an action plan for how to overcome the 
economic downturn. 
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The economic state of the country can be divided into two areas of concern for our project. One is at 
the industrial level and the other is the consequence for the country as a whole. Looking at the 
impact of the economic crisis on company level it is obvious that some companies are more affected 
in proportions to others. During our interviews we found that the ones who have been affected 
mostly, in general, were the companies that trade their raw material or produce products in foreign 
currency as for instance Central Sugars Refinery. In the Mid-term Review of the Seventh Malaysian 
Plan it is mentioned that the industries most affected by the economic depression were equipment, 
manufacture of machinery and construction-related industries such as cement, iron and steel. [EPU, 
1999:197] All the companies that are negatively affected by the present economic situation have to 
some extent had influence on their productivity levels. In some companies this has fallen to around 
90% and in the worst cases to 60% of their normal productivity levels. At the same time the crisis 
can be seen both as an obstacle and a possibility. A company with generally lower customer 
demands and profit has to work with minimising their expenses in order to survive on the market. 
This can turn out either as an obstacle or as a possibility depending on the company, the leaders’ 
attitude and the amount of energy the company uses (see also chapter six for the categorisations). 
The reason why it can be seen as a possibility is obvious because if the company has to become 
more overall efficient, then they must at some stage begin to deal with energy and make the 
consumption of energy more efficient. On the other hand energy can also be an area that the 
company specifically has chosen not to work with or make any investments in. This is because a lot 
of the interviewed companies think that the potential for saving money is too small and therefore 
they will not spend money and time on such minor problems. This applies especially when the 
economy is contracting. Here it is important to keep in mind that the individual company only has a 
certain amount of money that can be invested and that they often will be investing in areas that are 
necessary for the company to survive [Ingerslev, 1996:66]. For the companies in our sample it is 
mainly minimising of raw materials that would give the companies a better economy. If the costs 
related to energy are not a large enough part of the total production costs, the risk is that the area 
will only get minor attention. From the interviews we found that energy has to account for about 
10% of the total production costs before the company itself think of it as a large consumption. 
[Pers.com. Guan, 15/3-1999] As several companies expressed, it would also be relevant to 
rationalise in this area, if they had the above mentioned level of energy consumption in order to 
strengthen their competitiveness and prepare them for the less protected domestic market [Pers.com. 
Guan 15/3-1999 & Dr. Mahathir 1997]. In such case the present economic crisis can be seen as a 
possibility for making parts of the high energy consuming industries more energy efficient.  
 
If the focus is changed towards the country as a whole, the economic crisis ought to act as a 
possibility for the authorities to introduce different energy efficient initiatives pointed towards the 
industry. We state this when taking the country’s present energy situation into consideration. As 
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mentioned earlier Malaysia is expected to increase their electricity generating capacity due to the 
growing electricity demand especially among industries. As we see it there is a short-term and a 
long-term economic problem related to the increasing energy demand. The short-term problem is 
that as the demand for electricity raises and the present surplus of capacity is used there has to be 
built new power plants, which is very capital intensive. As mentioned elsewhere the amounted 2 
billion RM per year has been calculated for the prognosed development [Business Times, 1997]. 
This will of course not be a problem the first couple of years, because Malaysia right now only uses 
9 out of the 13 MW installed capacity. During the economic crisis the expansion of new power 
plant capacity has been postponed for three to four years, but now that the demand for energy has 
started to rise again, the Malaysian government points at the necessity to start building new power 
plants [Pers.com. Rajoo, 27/5-1999]. This means that Malaysia will be spending a lot of money on 
expanding their capacity in the years to come. Nevertheless there are profound signs that the 
Southeast Asian region has managed to get through the worst part of the crisis [Mahathir, 1999]. It 
will take some years before Malaysia will reach the former development level with high economic 
growth. Therefore we see this part of the economic situation as a possibility to introduce energy 
efficiency regulation and thereby postpone the need for extra capacity. We have experienced from 
Mr. Jaya Singam Rajoo [Pers.com. Rajoo, 27/5-1999] that the government of Malaysia does not 
want to raise the price of electricity for the industry because they are afraid that it would affect the 
productivity and decrease exports. The pricing of coal, oil and gas is not in the hands of the 
government of Malaysia to regulate because the pricing follows the world market.  
 
The long-term problem related to the growing consumption of energy is connected to the present 
energy situation. As written earlier, Malaysia will most likely become a net-importer of energy 
before the year 2020 and that means large expenses will be put on Malaysia. Today Malaysia earns 
money by exporting energy, and this national income will be change to expenditure once they have 
to buy the necessary energy for keeping the country and the development going.  
5.4.4. Future plans  
The Vision 2020 illustrates Malaysia’s overall goal; to be a fully developed country by the year 
2020. Seeing that Malaysia wishes to gain status as a fully developed country, the Seventh Malaysia 
Plan supports the most important Vision 2020 objectives. This does not directly mean energy 
efficiency within the manufacturing industry, but to focus more on energy efficiency within the 
industry, can be argued in a line for the objectives in the Seventh Malaysia Plan. 
 
When looking at the content of the documents that describes the future plans of Malaysia such as 
Vision 2020 and the Seventh Malaysia Plan, nothing really goes against the development of energy 
efficiency initiatives. Actually we see them as indirect support for introducing energy efficiency 
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regulations. This is because both of them and furthermore the NERP talks about the need for 
improving efficiency in the Malaysian industry. None of the mentioned plans talks about energy 
efficiency, which is why we only see them as representing an indirect possibility.  
 
In one of Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir’s speeches concerning Vision 2020 he states that the 
objective of the plan can be reached if Malaysia proceeds with the development with even greater 
tenacity, greater creativity, and even greater effectiveness [Mahathir, 1997:4]. Especially the last 
part is interesting when it comes to the industry. As described these development-visions focuses on 
many aspects of the country both socially, cultural etc., but the one that really can push the country 
forward is the manufacturing industry that is the main contributor to the required economic growth. 
Well aware of the present crisis and the economic changes, the Prime Minister requests his people 
and especially the industry to overcome the setback. The emphasis to overcome the setback was on 
greater efficiency, effectiveness and productivity in order to sustain growth and development. 
[Mahathir, 1999]. Because of this request the plans must be seen more as a possibility than as an 
obstacle, since energy efficiency innovations in the industry can improve competitiveness and 
contribute to the Nation’s overall development. Because the vision, as previously stated, has an 
effect on all policies made, this conclusion is important, and reveals a large potential for the 
introduction of energy efficiency regulations. One thing that could affect this potential is if energy 
efficiency is seen as an obstruction for the objective of the vision, because it often is related to some 
degree of extra investment in energy efficient equipment. Furthermore this energy efficient 
equipment is often bought outside Malaysia and thereby it does not contribute to the Malaysian 
market and affects the national trade balance negatively. The last mentioned is one of the things that 
the NERP puts focus on, as something that should be limited in order to get the Malaysian economy 
back on track [EPU, 1998:ix]. We do not think that these obstacles outline the potentials of Vision 
2020 as a positive contributor to getting energy efficiency regulation into Malaysia at a greater scale 
than it is seen today. This is because the government policy indicates that the described obstacles 
are not perceived as problematic. The most important is the approval of the UNDP-sponsored 
energy efficiency project that we have described above. Another clear sign is the establishment of 
PTM in 1998 that are suppose to run some energy efficiency programmes. Therefore we see vision 
2020 as a possibility for introducing energy efficiency regulations in Malaysia. 
5.4.5. Present energy situation 
The present energy policy is a result of the energy situation from the world oil crisis in 1973. As 
many other countries Malaysia was economically influenced by the crisis. The main objectives in 
Malaysia’s energy policy are the supply, utilisation and environmental objective, which were 
formulated in the national energy policy from 1979. The main goal with the national energy policy 
was to reduce the dependence on oil as a source of energy by developing and using alternative 
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energy sources. Subsequent to the national energy policy the four-fuel diversification policy from 
the year 1981 was formulated. These policies are still in force because they are included in the 
Seventh Malaysia plan, but the present energy situation has also influenced the present energy 
policy.  
 
Even though the government of Malaysia has a certain policy concerning energy, the resources and 
conditions in the different institutions related within the field of energy supply and demand are 
determining factors for a process of designing energy regulations. Seen from a higher-level 
Malaysia’s energy planning is structured on a three-tier framework. At the top of the hierarchy the 
Cabinet Committee on Energy is located. This energy policy-making unit is linked to several 
different ministries and energy related agencies that commonly support the Malaysia’s energy 
planning and development. It has to be considered then, which influences the resources and 
conditions within the different institutions have on the regulatory process.  
 
In the Mid-term Review of the Seventh Malaysia Plan it is mentioned that focus will be given to 
productive energy utilisation through plant, equipment and processes improvements as well as end-
use improvements in the manufacturing industry. There are two future objectives that concern 
energy efficiency in the manufacturing industry. One is the Energy Efficiency Regulation, which is 
mentioned, in the Mid-term Review of the Seventh Malaysia Plan. The other is the IEEIP 
administrated by PTM. These two objectives are good indicators of the increased attention, found 
among the government of Malaysia, about prioritising energy efficiency among end-use activities. 
Upon the writing of this project none of these objectives have been introduced. [Pers.com. Rajoo, 
30/3-1999] In this context it is worth mentioning that the government before the introduction of 
these objectives have made small energy efficiency considerations for instance when they 
established the technological centre SIRIM. A part of the Energy and Environment Centres 
activities is to perform energy auditing and energy efficiency assistance. One of the reasons that the 
government has started a priority for energy efficiency in the manufacturing industry is that the 
government is committed to deal with energy efficiency through the Kyoto Protocol.  
 
The present energy situation can be seen as an obstacle as well as a possibility, but at the same time 
it represents the framework for the future energy efficiency regulation. As we have explained before 
Malaysia has energy resources of gas, oil, coal and hydropower. Because of these resources 
Malaysia has so far only been dealing superficial with an efficient utilisation of the energy.  
 
In 1996 Malaysia was exporting more than 50% of their primary energy production, which made 
Malaysia a net exporter. Today Malaysia does not have any problems with fulfilling the energy 
demand of the country, nevertheless the government of Malaysia has just started to consider the 
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future energy situation. The energy demand is expected to increase in the years to come and that 
will make Malaysia a net-importer of energy by the year 2020. This will effect the economy of the 
country and we see this as a major advantage for the changes to come through with energy 
efficiency measures in Malaysia. This can also be seen from the fact that the government of 
Malaysia with the Mid-term Review of the Seventh Malaysia Plan has included the energy 
efficiency regulations. Two main problems will occur if Malaysia becomes a net-importer of 
energy. One is the creation of some sort of dependency to other nations and the other is related to 
the economy. When Malaysia in some years from now become a net-importer of energy, they could 
get dependent upon the countries that sells the energy to them, which cannot be seen as a favourable 
situation. It is very difficult for us to predict the consequences of such a dependency, but as history 
has shown several times, conflicts can emerge over energy matters. We are aware that introducing 
energy efficiency in the manufacturing industry cannot avoid the situation where Malaysia becomes 
a net-importer of energy, but it can postpone the situation and create more time to find alternatives. 
All in all we can see from the interviews we have made and from the IEEIP that Malaysia in the 
years to come will be taking this area serious. 
5.4.6. Institutional conditions 
Within the environmental field there is a relatively developed legislation to prevent and to abate any 
form of pollution. One exception though is the Clean Air Regulation from 1978 that refers to 
emissions from either production or consumption of energy. This legislation is pointed both towards 
the power plants, oil fields and every industrial manufacturing plant. Nevertheless it is, from the 
authority’s side, still a priority as to what to control, because there is not enough staff for 
supervising all the plants [Pers.com. source confidential]. The priority has been made between the 
manufacturing industry and energy producing units, for which there exist no control on the last 
mentioned even though they are included in the legislation. Another thing is that the legislation 
makes it impossible to collect any fees from plant or facilities wholly owned by the government of 
Malaysia. The government of Malaysia is not only involved in the energy planning and regulation, 
but also in large parts of the National energy generating activities. Ministry of Finance wholly owns 
Petronas and possesses approximately 70% of the stocks in Tenaga Nasional Berhad. This means 
that there cannot be collected any fees from Petronas if they infringe the legislation’s laid down for 
emission levels from the energy production. Meanwhile the state involvement in these corporations 
may explain why the authorities give priority to control industrial plants instead of controlling their 
own power plants.  
 
A more straightforward possibility to change the priority of energy efficiency is present within 
EPU. The unit, which is a policy-making unit, has influence on the working areas within the other 
ministries related to energy planning and development. Since EPU is the connecting part between 
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the cabinet and the ministries they possess a lot of power and decide which task should be given the 
highest priority for a later distribution to the ministries. It is the only place within the authorities 
where all aspects of the energy field are gathered, but this is only in order to plan and develop and 
does not include the creation of the actual regulation. Even though the energy area includes coal, 
oil, gas and electricity, the awareness about the relation between environment and energy and the 
needed integration of these areas is not fully achieved. The employees within the energy section in 
EPU, MECM and JBE&G do not have an understanding of the environmental problems related to 
consumption of coal, oil and gas. In all these areas the environment-energy integration is not clear, 
and furthermore nobody is responsible for such a one. The reason for these institutions to deal with 
the efficiency of electricity shall not be seen from an environmental point of view, but rather as a 
result of Malaysia’s submit to the Kyoto agreement. In respect of the fossil fuels EPU points out 
that if some should begin working with a more efficient utilisation of coal, oil and gas the initiative 
must be taken by Petronas [Pers.com. source confidential]. This statement is paradoxically though, 
since Petronas is fully owned by the government of Malaysia for which it actually is EPU that 
should instruct Petronas to work with this. In this way EPU’s policies and objectives influence the 
work within the other institutions.     
 
Economic growth is dependent on the use of energy. As a result of this close relation, it could be 
expected that energy has a high priority within the authorities at least when it concerns planning. 
This is actually the case, but when looking at the regulation and consumption of energy, it seems 
clear that it is not a high priority. Another area that indicates the low priority is pictured in how 
many employees the area has to disposal. At the present time there are only nine people working 
with the energy field in the Ministry of Energy, Communications and Multimedia – this also 
includes the employees that are not directly involved in the energy planning, but deal with the 
secretarial work. A couple of months ago the Ministry of Energy, Communication and Multimedia 
changed its name from Ministry of Energy, Telecommunication and Post. We were told that the 
ministry handles the same tasks, but now that Malaysia is supposed to be the new multimedia super 
corridor, IT development has a very high priority in the country and allocation of personnel is a 
necessity [Pers.com. Rajoo, 30/3-1999]. It should therefore be expected that the staff have to be 
transferred from the energy section in MECM to the multimedia section that will act as an obstacle 
for future energy efficiency initiatives.  
 
The people in MECM and JBE&G are very engaged in their work, which results in an adoption of 
more tasks than the overall policies formulate for them. According to JBE&G they have too many 
tasks. Nevertheless they see the adoption of new ones as a necessity, since somebody have to deal 
with them. [Pers.com. Yin, 10/3-1999] This is in one way very positive but their actions are at the 
expense of the results visibility. Most of the time these are difficult to carry out because the 
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employers have to follow the objectives and tasks that EPU gives them. Even though they work 
very hard and long hours every day they cannot manage to solve all the delegated tasks, because 
there is a lack of manpower. A common obstacle found among the governmental authorities is that 
the employees have the possibility of being transferred to another ministry without having any kind 
of experience within ones future working area. These changes in the employer’s function are often 
related to a promotion and since it can be very difficult to advance in degrees in ones present 
ministry of employment advancements happens across the ministries. We have heard of an example 
where one of our interview persons had been transferred from the Ministry of Health to the energy 
section in EPU. [Pers.com. Hua, 24/3-1999] It must be expected that these changes in position, 
which normally happens every three to four years, has a negative effect on the spreading of energy 
efficiency. We state this because it can be very problematic and resource acquiring to build-up 
capacity in form of relevant energy related knowledge. 
 
A possibility for changing the priority of energy policy on a higher level is a pressure from this 
ministerial level. The people working here are well absorbed in their tasks and have an interest in 
pressuring the energy planners to carry out their ideas on a higher level as EPU. The obstacle is that 
these persons are afraid of having different opinions than the government of Malaysia, which in 
other terms is against the Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir. This puts a stop on the initiatives for 
changes. 
 
There is a lack of communication between the institutions related to energy planning and 
development. This is partly why the government of Malaysia has developed the institution PTM, 
but it had its establishment in May 1998 and is not yet developed to perform its tasks optimally and 
among other things acts as a connection point for the different energy institutions. In the years 
before 1998 there was no direct connection between the institutions.  
 
PTM has not existed long enough to act as a co-ordinator and creation of a better communication 
transversely, to the energy-related institutions, that are represented in the board of directors, have 
for that reason been impossible. The communication between PTM and the other institution is 
relative good, but it is the internal communication between the ministries that is the problem. There 
is also a problem connected to the task distribution between the institutions. None of the institutions 
have consumption of coal, oil and gas as a working area. A possibility for making the 
communication better mainly depends on PTM’s development of its own role in the state apparatus.  
 
Not all see PTM as the great solution. Mr. Jaya Singam Rajoo from MECM states that PTM does 
not have the necessary capacity since the working field is new to a lot of the employees. It is at the 
present time not realistic to think that PTM can manage their projected functions. Professor Kannan 
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from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia supports, to a certain degree, this attitude. He thinks that PTM 
is too wide in their task description, for which they should derive their responsibility from some of 
their energy efficiency tasks. It seems to us that PTM’s ambitions are too widely defined and 
therefore we support the criticism stated from the above mentioned persons. On the other hand 
setting up PTM indicate that the government after all pays attention to the problems related to 
energy. It shows that they take the responsibility of submitting themselves to the Kyoto agreement 
and the obligation to work with energy efficiency. The financing of the organisation is mainly from 
the MECM, UNDP, GEF, JETRO and other interested organisations e.g. DANCED, if they want to 
participate. Among the donors there is a lot of foreign organisations. At some point in time these 
donors might want to withdraw their financial support and that could shut down all the initiatives. 
That also goes for PTM as a whole and especially for some of the initiated project i.e. the Industrial 
Energy Efficiency Improvement Project. It seems to us that the future of PTM is quite vulnerable 
when the objective is so broad and it is solely being financed through sponsorship. 
5.4.7. Competition and market conditions 
The government of Malaysia has since independence connected economic growth with industrial 
development and has because of that, supported the industry during the years by e.g. promote 
import- substituting industry to attract foreign capital to invest “behind” the custom barriers. Also 
Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) is an area that the government of Malaysia has considered very 
important for many years especially because they support growth and development. The link 
between industrial development and economic growth is still in force. This means that the industry 
is the most important actor when it comes to economic growth. This situation can be used in 
different ways both to argue for energy efficiency in the manufacturing industry, because the 
industry can reduce their production costs and in that way gain a better competitiveness on the 
region market as well as the world market. This can also be an argument against energy efficiency 
in the manufacturing sector because the companies only should deal with things that can reduce the 
production cost the most e.g. to minimise the cost of labour. One thing that will affect Malaysia in 
the years to come is that the country, as mentioned earlier, almost has zero percent unemployed. 
This has an impact on the wages in terms of risen expenses for the labour force. Other countries 
within the region e.g. Indonesia, Vietnam and India can offer attractive lower wages to foreign 
investors. This is going to affect the competitive situation because it raises the production costs 
compared to other ASEAN countries and thereby also have an effect on the market share that 
Malaysia will hold in the future. 
 
The competitive situation is different for the export-oriented companies than it is for the companies 
that are oriented towards the domestic market. This is because of the decrease in the value of the 
Malaysian Ringgit. A general problem though, has been the slow down of the Asian economy, 
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which affected many companies. If the companies on the other hand had been very dependent on 
imported raw materials they would have experienced even harder times. Also the companies that 
were producing for the domestic market have been affected by the economic downturn, since their 
market also has had a contraction.  
 
By the year 1997 the manufacturing industry accounted for 81% of the total exports and still the 
lead roll is taken by the electronic industry that stands for 66% of the manufactured export and 52% 
of the total export. The export market is dominated by a few large ones. The main markets for 
Malaysian exports in 1997 were Singapore (20.0%), United States (18.6%) and Japan (12.6%) to 
mention those that had more than a 10% share. This means that more than half of the export is 
going to three countries. 
 
All these information presented in the discussion above is the framework of our conclusion. In other 
words it is the conditions that have to be considered during the development of the 10 selected 
mechanisms. The general obstacles and possibilities discussed either have an indirect or direct 
influence when designing the mechanisms. The findings from this part of the analysis will be 
enrolled in the second and third part of the analysis.  
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6 Malaysian companies according to our own findings 
In this chapter we will make the second part of our analysis which in the first section “findings from 
our company visits” is build on our findings from the 19 company-interviews. The purpose is to 
create a picture of how the Malaysian companies function in terms of management, investments in 
energy efficient equipment, decision making and network relations. It also includes a description of 
what kind of energy intensive processes the companies have and what kind of energy efficiency 
measures the interviewed companies have made. The reason for presenting the energy intensive 
processes and energy efficiency innovations is that we want to illustrate what kind of processes that 
are major consumers of the energy and to give a picture of what some of the companies already 
have done. It is important to state here that we only will come up with examples and that some of 
the interviewed companies have made no effort to become energy efficient. In the end of this 
chapter we have divided the 18 companies, the mechanisms are pointed at, in four categories based 
on their reason to deal with energy efficiency or not. 
6.1. Findings from our company visits 
6.1.1. Environmental understandings 
One of the few answers that was more or less the same through our sample of companies was their 
relation to environmental problems as something visual. They must see the actual pollution in order 
to react. Furthermore the companies focus a lot on wastewater due to the legislation from DOE. 
They see environmental problems as being polluted wastewater, black smoke, dust and noise. The 
only companies where the interviewed person expressed a different relation were Jebsen & Jessen 
and partly Nestlé. They are both foreign companies from respectively Denmark and Switzerland 
and are both heavily affected by standards set by their mother company. Multinational companies 
like ASTEC, Nestlé, Jebsen & Jessen and Penfabric had their own environmental policy where their 
goals for efficiency exceeded the legislative demands. The higher standards often relate to 
efficiency measures and are linked to economic reasons, while they seldom have internal standards 
on polluting levels that are higher than the Malaysian law determines. They see the potential of 
savings on raw material and cleaner production, but they do not want to spend money on 
minimising pollution if it is not necessary. Among our sample there are also companies like 
Ayamas Food Co-operation and Asian Pacific Micropheres that are part of multinational companies 
but do not have an environmental policy or only one that is equal to the Malaysian laws. 
Environmental policies can therefore not be stated as a general factor among the foreign owned 
companies. Another common thing for our sample of companies is that when they talk about 
reducing the pollution from their plants, they talk about end-of-pipe solutions. Only the first 
mentioned multinational companies’ think of the possibilities of reducing the pollution through 
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efficiency, which mean reducing at the source. Some of the companies have gained a reduction in 
their level of pollution as a side effect to an optimisation of production. Reducing at the source was 
not seen as a pollution prevention measure. 
 
The companies that have their market or a part of it, in OECD-countries have a tendency to possess 
greater awareness towards environmental issues. This is illustrated by the fact that a lot of the 
OECD exporting companies had an ISO 14000 certificate or was planning to get it. Of the 19 
companies in our sample 10 exported parts or all of their production to OECD-countries and five of 
them have, or is working towards ISO 14000. Furthermore three companies have or are going for 
ISO 9000. Antara Steel Mills had two ISO 9002 certificates; one from SIRIM and one from an 
international certification unit called DNB [Pers.com. Haron, 23/2-1999]. The reason for having 
two certificates is that some of their customers did not believe in the Malaysian one. In order to be 
able to co-operate and sale to these European markets they had to use an international issued 
certificate. Still the companies we interviewed expressed that they were not forced to get ISO by the 
foreign markets but they expected a rise in demands towards ISO 14000 certificate in relation to 
export to these countries in a couple of years. The companies expressed that they hardly got any 
demands regarding environmental concerns from their customers or suppliers at this stage. 
 
It can be argued that the link between energy and environment can be used as a lever for the 
introduction of the selected mechanisms. In Malaysian companies the understanding of the relation 
between energy and environment is limited to electricity and environment. Therefore the chances 
are immense that Malaysia will miss some potential of energy efficiency due to this rather narrow 
understanding of the link between energy and environment. This can also be seen by the fact that 
the most common perception on the term energy is solely related to electricity. Furthermore, it is 
quite common among the industry not to think of the connection between energy efficiency and 
money savings. For that reason the bettering of the competitive situation, is not seen. This means 
that at present time the creation of awareness of energy savings and bettering the competitive 
situation is very important, because it is a meaningful argument for dealing with energy efficiency 
within the different companies.  
6.1.2. Energy Efficiency       
Looking at the samples of companies that we have, it becomes clear that there is a big difference in 
the effort that the industry in Malaysia puts into becoming energy efficient. We have found that in 
two cases there was a relation between how much had been done to promote energy efficiency and 
one person working at the specific plants. The two companies are ASTEC and ENG Technology 
and seen from an energy-consuming point of view the two companies are quit different. The first 
mentioned has an energy consumption that puts the company in the category of high consumers and 
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the other only has minor energy consumption. But both the companies have a person on the energy 
field that personally finds energy consumption and energy efficiency very interesting. Both 
companies have made energy efficiency measures and are looking into different options to become 
more energy efficient. If the person in charge of this particular area finds it interesting, much is 
being done otherwise the efforts made can be quite moderate or even non-existing. If the company 
does not have such a person it is the potential for economic savings that is the main determined 
factor for the effort that is given to this area. Of course the knowledge necessary to see the potential 
has to be present. 
 
When looking at the simple efficiency measures, which refer to the facilities such as fluorescent 
lighting, air conditioners, etc., we found that almost every interviewed company was quite aware of 
the simple things that could be done. It does not mean that something had been done, or even that 
they were planning to do so. At some places like ENCO Engineering, Jebsen & Jessen and Hwa Tai 
Industries they had posters and stickers at the doors telling people to shut off the lights when 
leaving the rooms. Several of them had also de-centralised air conditioners installed. This was 
actually the case in all the companies contrary to most of the official government buildings where 
the temperature was controlled centrally and for all rooms at a time. Air-conditioning and light 
seems to be the only areas where all the companies have either done something or knew that 
something could be done.  
 
Regarding the more complex efficiency measures the involvement rose with the size of the 
company and the size of turnover. It must be profitable to have staff working with energy 
optimisations. Furthermore the company has to have a huge energy consumption before there is a 
potential for substantial savings. The amount of energy consumed is often interrelated with the size 
of the company. When the company’s total energy consummation exceeds around 10% of their total 
production cost, they see themselves as having a huge consumption [Pers.com. Hoe, 22/2-1999]. 
That of course makes it relevant to work with energy efficiency. The companies in our sample 
where this is most distinct are the two steel companies Antara Steel Mills and Amsteel Mills where 
the energy consumption accounts between 15-20% of the total production cost [Pers.com. Haron, 
23/3-1999; Ramamuthie, 31/3-1999]. Some companies spend a lot of money on energy even though 
the amount is less than 10% of the total production cost, they can still save a substantial amount of 
money through energy efficiency measures. An example of this is Proton where the energy only 
accounts for 0.5% of the total production cost, but still they spend close to 20 million RM a year on 
energy, which make it profitable for them to work with energy efficiency [Pers.com. Ahmad, 17/3-
1999]. 
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All together we can see that the interest for working with energy efficiency is variable. Some 
companies like Nestlé express that the price of electricity is too low to get them to deal with it. The 
potentials for saving money are simply too small. The opposite situation is present for Central 
Sugars Refinery who has to become as efficient as possible in all areas in order to survive. The 
government of Malaysia defines the market price of sugar so they cannot raise the prices on the 
main part of their products. At the same time the actual price on raw sugar has risen due to the drop 
in the exchange rate on the Ringgit [Pers.com. Chaun, 5/3-1999]. If a company used a lot of MFO 
or diesel then the picture would be a bit different because these energy products are more expensive 
and more dependent on the world market price and the exchange rate of the Ringgit. Central Sugars 
Refinery is depending on MFO since they produce their own electricity with it, and that is also one 
of the reasons why they have to become more energy efficient [Pers.com. Chaun, 5/3-1999]. As it 
can be seen, it is the economic reason that makes the industry work with energy efficiency, at least 
in the cases where it is not driven by a personal interest in the field. 
6.1.3. Process description and EE innovations 
The purpose of this section is to give a picture of what kind of technical processes that use the main 
part of the energy. This is done in order to clear out what type of processes it is important to work 
with if the companies are to become more energy efficient. We will not refer to all the processes, 
only to those that are necessary to achieve such understanding. 
 
As we went through the different companies it turned out that the most energy intensive processes 
were related to temperature, which was in line with what we had expected. We have therefore 
chosen to describe a few processes that in different ways relate to temperature. Common for all of 
them is that they use a lot of energy. 
 
The first one is Ayamas Food Co-operation. The most energy consuming part of their production is 
the cooling of the food and production area. The company is butchering and cutting up chickens and 
therefore the need for cooling both in the production- and in storage- areas is immense. The whole 
production area is constantly cooled down to 12 degrees Celsius. The final products are stored just 
above the freezing point. 60% of Ayamas Food Co-operation total consumption of energy is cooling 
and freezing. At present the company has only been working with energy efficiency in the 
production area. [Pers.com. Hai, 23/3-1999] 
 
The second company that we will discuss for this description is Straits Timber. This company is 
interesting because they have to dry the wood, and the creation of the high temperature requires a 
lot of energy. The company makes different kinds of wood material, for instance doors and window 
frames. In making these products they have to dry the wood. That is done by the use of steam. The 
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drying process is the most energy intensive process in the company. After that comes the use of 
saws and grinding machines. They burn the sawdust and leftovers that are smaller than six inches 
(15.25 cm) and produces steam from this. Therefore this particular company does not use as much 
conventional energy as one would expect. Until today the company has not done anything particular 
on the energy efficient field. [Pers.com. Boo, 9/2-1999]  
 
The third company, which we will include in this section, is Hwa Tai Industries. This company 
produces biscuits. They have two production lines with several ovens. After the ingredients have 
been mixed, the biscuits will be placed on baking sheets at the beginning of the automatic 
production line, where they slowly pass the different ovens on the production conveyor. Since it 
does not require much machinery to produce biscuits, the most energy consuming area in the 
production is where the biscuits are baked. The company has just started focusing on optimising 
their energy use after they participated in an energy efficiency seminar given by JBE&G. The 
company has only made production optimisations in connection with the overtaking of the 
company. These production optimisations make the burning of natural gas, in the ovens, more 
constant by installing vaporisers for the gas. These will act as an atomiser and spread out the gas in 
fine doses. Besides saving money converting to natural gas from diesel fuel, the optimisations have 
resulted in a more efficient usage. It is then possible to bake at the same temperature as before.  
 
In the future the company plans to reuse some of the surplus heat. This could be done by using heat 
from the ovens and chimneys to pre-heat water elsewhere in the production. Besides some of these 
more complex production optimisations they have also been focusing at simple optimisations. In 
respect of changes they have a certain kind of “turn off” policy when the employees are having their 
breaks. During our interview we suddenly saw how every office worker had moved out into the 
reception area, because both light and air-conditioning was turned off inside the offices. [Pers.com. 
Velmaran, 22/3-1999] 
 
The following three companies have made changes in their production with the intention of saving 
costs on their energy consumption. The first one is Central Sugars Refinery, who produces sugar in 
both solid and liquid form. Since the establishment of the company in 1965, they have focused on 
optimisations through out the production. The company’s continuous focus on energy related 
optimisations has first of all been historically determined. This is because the factory was build 
outside the centre of Kuala Lumpur and at that time it was dense jungle, with no connection to the 
national electricity grid and no fresh water supply. The company has therefore been producing both 
resources since its establishment. The electricity is produced by the use of steam created by MFO, 
in a boiler and turbines. From the beginning, the focus has been on efficiency and today it has 
spread to all the production related areas. The optimisations have, among other things, resulted in 
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the reuse of the heating surplus from the production process. The raw sugar is heated until it 
becomes liquid and that is the most energy consuming process. Later in the process the temperature 
of the sugar drops and it crystallises and ends up looking, as we know it. This is only for the solid 
sugar. The heating of the sugar uses as stated a lot of energy, and to minimise this consumption the 
company reuses the surplus of heat from the electricity production as a preheating process before 
they start to heat directly on the process. They could not tell us exactly how much the consumption 
had been improvement, but only that it had given them a reduction in their overall energy costs. 
[Pers.com. Chuan, 5/3-1999] 
  
The next company that will be presented is Proton who is one of Malaysia’s two national car 
producers. When we were shown around in their big production halls we saw how the stamping line 
supplied parts to the car body, got assembled, painted and how it was tested. The energy-demanding 
activities at the main plant are primary related to the operation of machines or robots whose 
function is to work up material, join and drill, but also to the running of the assemble lines. The 
single most energy demanding process is the construction of the central parts of the engine, but we 
did not see that since it was made at another factory. Even though the energy consumption at this 
plant only consists around a half percent of the total production cost, they have done considerable 
energy efficient improvements. The first optimisations and cost savings began a couple of years 
after its establishment where they decided to install meters that could measure the energy 
consumption of the production in strategically selected places. The innovations that have been in 
focus concern both simple and complex optimisations with not only electricity as an energy source 
but also natural gas. The complex optimisations have been related to the implementation of high 
efficiency motors in the production, installation of a capacitor bank that stabilises voltage of 
electricity that have minimised their electricity costs by 40%. Some of the simple optimisations are 
related to installation of silver reflectors for fluorescent light, which makes the light much brighter 
in the production halls even when using the regular type of fluorescent tubes. [Pers.com. Ahmad, 
17/3-1999] 
 
The companies with the most energy intensive production types we have interviewed are the steel 
producers. In our final process description we would like to present Antara Steel Mill. Since the 
company produces steel, their related energy consumption corresponds to an amount around 20% of 
their total production cost. They use an evenly divided amount of both electricity and medium fuel 
oil. Once again the big energy consumption is related to the process where something to be heated 
up is required. In respect of energy efficiency the company has installed a unit to improve the 
electricity quality and thereby become more efficient. [Pers.com. Haron, 23/3-1999]  
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6.1.4. Investments 
In terms of new investments it is almost always the very top that gives the final acceptance. Some 
of the interviewed persons stated that it was relatively easy to convince the top managers about 
investing in energy efficient equipment. It might not be so strange that they feel it is relatively easy 
to convince their leaders since those companies are the companies where one person is the primary 
reason for dealing with energy efficiency. The interviewed persons who stated the above were from 
ASTEC and ENG Technology. Among other companies there seems to be a lack of proper skills for 
the manager to distinguish between the various parameters in specific production equipment like 
energy efficiency. They tend to look only at the bottom line. Such a statement is not easy to get 
directly from an interviewed person since it aims at their leaders, but from Ayamas Food Co-
operation the statement was quiet clear. From Jebsen & Jessen it was explicit stated to us that 
friendship and business relations between the leaders have a great influence on the final decision 
and not the rational facts.  
 
Generally, when they buy new equipment, they often have a payback horizon of three to four years 
and tend to focus mainly on service availability, flexibility within the machine itself, and price 
level. That is the general picture for our sample, but for instance ASTEC and Central Sugars 
Refinery operate with a payback time that has to be less than two years. On the other hand we have 
Penfabric, Proton and Southern Acids that allows a payback time up to five years for regular 
investments. Furthermore we can see that the companies are very focussed on minimising the use of 
raw material in the production, which counts for the biggest single economic post in the budget. 
QEP, Xie-Li Dying and ENCO Engineering that are the Small and Medium Scaled Industries we 
have in our sample, have smaller budgets and therefor their investment potentials are much lower 
than the large co-operations. A large part of the companies among them Antara Steel Mills 
expressed that investments in energy efficiency equipment had low priority in times where they had 
economic difficulties, for instance right now. This can be ascribed to the fact that each company has 
a limited potential for making investments, and that the expenses related to energy often are not 
those that determine the overall situation for the companies [Ingerslev, 1996:65]. Furthermore the 
amount of money that can be saved is in most cases too small to get the companies to invest when 
the economic situation is problematic. 
6.1.5. Economical conditions 
The companies, which are affected by the economic crisis in Asia, do not have the money to invest 
in energy efficiency. In the Mid-term Review of the Seventh Malaysia Plan [EPU, 1999:197] it is 
stated that transport equipment, manufacture of machinery and construction-related industries such 
as iron and steel, wood and wood products, and cement are most affected by the economic 
downturn. We have experienced the same through our interviews. We asked about what priority 
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energy efficiency would have when new investments were made but e.g. Antara Steel Mills could 
not answer the question because they were affected by the economic crisis. At present their 
productivity level was only at 60% so they did not have the possibility to invest in anything. Antara 
Steel Mills now try to increase their export, but the company gets a lower price for the products 
than at the local market [Pers.com. Haron, 23/3-1999]. It is an obstacle for energy efficiency when 
the companies do not have money for investments. This is true even when it is a large company. 
 
The economic crisis has influenced the competitive situation in other ways. Some companies have a 
higher productivity than before the economic crisis. This is because the other Asian countries are 
more affected by the economic crisis so many companies have closed in e.g. Indonesia. This has 
resulted in a better competitive situation for the Malaysian companies because their competitors 
have closed the production [Pers.com. Kee, 24/3-1999]. 
 
In 2003 the market between the ASEAN countries will open up. This will pressure the Malaysian 
companies to be more efficient in their production. The Malaysian industry has to be more efficient 
in every matter than the other ASEAN countries because Malaysian industry has a higher 
expenditure on labour. This motivates the companies to reduce expenditures in other areas.  
Another pressure on the Malaysian industry in the years to comes from World Trade Organisation 
(WTO). Malaysia is an active member of WTO and has co-operated fully in trade policy-making 
[Werner, 1998:43]. In the years to come, Malaysia has to open up the market even more by 
reducing the import taxes but Malaysia has a strong commitment to the WTO mechanisms. This is 
also a wish from the Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir. In a speech the Prime Minister says that it is time 
to stop protecting the Malaysian market because the Malaysian companies have to learn to be more 
competitive. [Mahathir, 1997] These things can be seen as a possibility of making the Malaysian 
industry more energy efficient so they can compete on the world market.      
6.1.6. Relation to the Authorities  
Just about all the companies that we have interviewed claim they have a good relationship to the 
energy and environmental authorities. Only Asian Pacific Microspheres, Hume Fibreboards and to 
some extent Perudua characterised their relationship to the authorities as a bit intense. This was due 
to some corrections and fines they had received because they had exceeded the limit of discharge 
either in their wastewater or in the level of dust emissions. Some of the other companies expressed 
that they thought the wastewater regulation is too tight. Apart from these exceptions they where 
satisfied with the regulatory authorities and several times we have heard that DOE has improved 
over the last couple of years. The companies’ clamed that the people from DOE all together had a 
higher level of education and a better understanding for the problems that they are working with. 
Due to lack of manpower in the above-mentioned departments, the companies do not get inspected 
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often. Generally the interviewed persons stated that they receive visit from DOE about once a year. 
This could have an influence on the good relationship they all claim to have.  
 
From our interviews with Hwa Tai Industries and Antara Steel Mills it seems like companies that 
are located in rural areas tend to have a closer relationship to the authorities than for instance the 
companies in the Kuala Lumpur area. This can be ascribed the fact that the businessman and the 
DOE officer live in the same small city and therefore know each other much better. It can be 
difficult to state what effect it has in the everyday life for the company, but it would most likely 
mean that the companies get an extra chance to fulfil the limits set by the authorities [Pers.com. 
source confidential].  
 
Most of the Multinational companies with higher environmental standards do not mind if the energy 
regulation was to be tightened up, but it seems like these companies without too much trouble 
would be able to live up to a more restrict regulation. Some of the companies mentioned it would be 
fair to set demands to the industry even though they would rather avoid them. Almost all the 
interviewed expect the energy regulation is going to be tightened up in the near future. ENCO 
Engineering was the only one that expressed that the energy regulation would not be tightening up.  
 
Among the companies that we have interviewed it is not normal to try to influence the authorities 
directly. At ENG Technology we were told that they participate in workshops, and thereby tried to 
influence the authorities. The two steel companies Antara Steel Mills, Armsteel Mills and Hwa Tai 
Industries have also participated in a workshop. But most of the time the industry is invited, so it is 
in a sort of passive way they try to exercise influence. Meantime the efforts made by the companies 
themselves in making the authorities change the regulation has according to Hume Fibreboards 
mostly been a waste of time. A large part of the companies stated that if they try to get influence it 
is only done through the Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM). Several times a year 
FMM sends out questionnaire to their members and it is through filling out these that the companies 
try to influence the authorities [Pers.com. Sheng, 25/2-1999]. Antara Steel Mills and Armsteel Mills 
try to influence the regulation through the national steel association [Pers.com. Haron, 23/3-1999]. 
 
Most of the companies did not know what to answer when we were asking them about what kind of 
energy regulation they would prefer. From Ayamas Food Co-operation, Penfabric and Proton we 
were told that they would be positive towards a programme where the industry delivers data about 
their energy consumption to the authorities to use for statistics and benchmarking. This is 
interesting because we believe that such a programme would have an effect on the energy efficiency 
of the industry. The interviewed person from Proton also mentioned that the large companies should 
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make a report to the authorities every year about the company’s plans to comply with energy 
efficiency. 
6.1.7.  Information network  
The companies in Malaysia are very closed and are not always willing to give information about 
their production. In other words they are not willing to let competitors see their technologies. This is 
a problem because the companies also say that they have to see the technology working before they 
will invest. The manufacturing Manager from Hwa Tai Industries explained that a lot of companies 
travel to Europe to examine new equipment when the company next door maybe has the very same 
equipment [Pers.com. Velmaran, 22/3-1999]. Another possibility for more openness is companies 
such as Xie-Li Dying and QEP, which have been supported by DANCED and also the companies, 
which have been supported by SIRIM. These companies have committed themselves to open up for 
visitors. Among the open-minded ones was Proton who gave a lot of useful information. Proton is 
the largest transport equipment manufacture in Malaysia for what reason they may not have to be 
afraid of competitors. This could however be an opportunity for the smaller companies to see that 
openness does not reduce the competitive situation. 
 
When it comes to making investments in new equipment almost all the companies that we have 
interviewed said that they went out and examined the market themselves. They have some sort of 
regular supplier but still they examine the market to look for better offers. Besides the mentioned 
visits to other companies, they also get a lot of the necessary information through exhibitions and 
magazines. Some of the companies were part of network group where they got a great deal of their 
knowledge. This concerns ASTEC, ENG Technology, Penfabric, Southern Acids, Antara Steel 
Mills, Amsteel Mills and Nestlé. Antara Steel Mills are a bit different from the rest of the 
companies we have mentioned. That is because there exist an informal network among some of the 
steel companies in Malaysia, which they are a part of. Furthermore some of the companies told us 
that they use FMM as a source of knowledge. 
6.2. Categorising of the interviewed companies 
In this section we will categorise the companies that we have interviewed during our stay in 
Malaysia. There are many possible ways of categorising the companies. The 10 selected 
mechanisms, except “sale to the grid”11 is not process dependent. This means that the conditions, 
which make a mechanism fit to a company do not depend on the production process. In other terms 
the 10 selected mechanisms fit to all different kinds of production process. Therefore a categorising 
based on production processes will not be suitable. Other examples of possible categorisations 
                                                 
11 The mechanism “sale to the grid” is only interesting for companies that have a biodegradable waste or surplus of 
other resources that can be used in production of electricity.   
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could be the size of the company, the annual turnover, the consumption of energy, the ownership or 
it could be whether the companies are oriented towards export- or domestic- market. In our study 
we have chosen to categorise them according to their primary reasons for paying attention to energy 
efficient measures or not. This categorisation is used because it will give us a picture of the different 
ways that Malaysian companies react to the subject, and thereby we also get a picture of how they 
would respond to an energy efficiency regulation. On the other hand it also tells us what kind of 
regulatory mechanisms that shall be introduced in order to get the different categorised companies 
to start working with energy efficiency.  
 
In analysing the interviews we have found a pattern in the answers regarding the companies 
attention given to energy efficiency. There is one group of companies where the primary reason for 
dealing with energy efficiency depends on a person. In these companies there is one person that has 
energy as part of their working field and who personally are interested in the subject. This person is 
not in charge of the company, but since they are so interested in the matter they try heavily to 
influence their leaders. The two companies we have placed under category one are to a certain 
degree succeeding, and by that we state the companies have an overview of the potential for making 
energy efficient measures. Besides that, the companies have already implemented some of them, 
and have some sort of plan for the future on this area. A common thing for these two companies is 
that the economy is not the most important reason for working with energy efficiency. They look 
into different possibilities even though they might not be economically liable. Of course they will 
have difficulties in getting a green light with those that are not profitable, if they do not serve other 
purposes according to the company’s strategy. The important thing is that they pay attention to the 
energy field and therefore they are relatively easy to get to work with energy efficiency. 
 
The second category represents companies who believe they can save money by introducing energy 
efficient innovations. The category can be divided in two groups. The first finds expenses used on 
energy as a substantial part of the total production cost. The other part do not feel that way, but the 
amount of capital spending on energy is large enough to make a 10% saving interesting for them. 
This category includes 8 of the 18 companies and they all use a lot of energy. They are all going to 
be affected by the up-coming energy efficiency regulation that demands an energy officer for 
companies with a consumption of more than 500,000 kWh (see chapter 4). All the companies in this 
category have already implemented energy efficient measures, some very simple ones, and others 
have implemented more complex ones. There is a difference in the reasons for dealing with energy 
efficiency. For a few it is a matter of surviving for what reason they have to become efficient in all 
aspects of the production, and for others it is just another way of cutting down expenses. 
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The third category includes companies that do not believe they can save any money by becoming 
more energy efficient. At least they think that the amount is not big enough for them to bother 
spending neither time nor money on it. This category contains four companies. Most of them have 
not done anything to become energy efficient. Their view on the subject is that they do not spend 
enough money on energy, to give it any priority. 
 
The last category is the one where the companies have not been paying attention to this field before 
some out coming factors affect them. This factor has either been DANCED or a seminar on energy 
efficiency that was held in February 1999. The category contains four companies. One common 
thing for these companies is the lack of knowledge about energy efficiency but they have responded 
positively to the knowledge once it was presented to them. They all have a potential for 
implementing energy efficient measures but they are not aware of the potential. We believe that this 
category in general will respond positively to the selected mechanisms, but they will not go far on 
their own. 
 
In table 3 we have presented all the companies in the four categories and along with it some data on 
the number of employees, amount spend on energy per month and whether or not they have an 
Appointed Energy Responsible Person (AERP). Such a person has energy as a part of their primary 
area of work. 
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     Table 3: Categorisation of the interviewed companies 
A S T E C  ( 1 ) 1 2 5 , 0 0 06 0 0 - 1 , 0 0 0
D e p e n d i n g  o n  o n e  p e r s o n
E N G  T e c h n o l o g y X3 , 0 0 07 0 0
P o s i t i v e  f o r  e c o n o m i c  r e a s o n s
C e n t r a l  S u g a r s  R e f i n e r y X4 0 0 , 0 0 0  +  ? ?2 9 0
P e n f a b r i c  ( 2 )
1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 03 6 0H u m e  F i b r e b o a r d
X5 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 04 , 3 0 0
P r o t o n X1 , 7 0 0 , 0 0 05 , 0 0 0
N e s t l é XN o t  a v a i l a b l e2 , 0 0 0 - 2 , 5 0 0
A y a m a s  F o o d  C o r p . N o t  a v a i l a b l e5 0 0
A r m s t e e l  M i l l s X3 , 7 8 0 , 0 0 08 0 0
S o u t h e r n  A c i d s 8 5 0 , 0 0 03 0 0 - 4 0 0
E N C O  E n g i n e e r i n g 4 , 0 0 04 0 - 5 0
N e g a t i v e  f o r  e c o n o m i c  r e a s o n s
S t r a i t s  T i m b e r 5 0 , 0 0 02 0 0
A s i a n  P .  M i c r o s p h e r e s N o t  a v a i l a b l e7 5
P e r u d u a 1 , 3 2 3 , 0 01 , 0 0 0
A f f e c t e d  b y  o u t  c o m i n g  f a c t o r s
A n t a r a  s t e e l X8 3 0 , 0 0 09 7 3
H w a  T a i  I n d u s t r i e s X1 5 5 , 0 0 07 2 0
X i e - L i  D y i n g N o t  a v a i l a b l e6 0
Q E P 4 6 5 08
C o m p a n y  n a m e A E R P
E x p e n s e s  o n  
e n e r g y / M T h  i n  
R M
N u m b e r  o f  
e m p l o y e d
R e a s o n s  f o r  d e a l i n g  w i t h  e n e r g y  e f f i c i e n c y
 
(1) The variation in the number of employed is caused by the seasonal workers.  
(2) The figures for Penfabric are for the whole corporation Pengroup. See 
         e.g. Company profiles for further details. 
  
Not surprisingly it is difficult to find a pattern in the companies. This categorising will be used 
when we argue whether or not it is reasonable to believe that our proposed mechanisms can work 
the way they are supposed to. This goes for all the categories. From table 3 it can be seen that all the 
companies that believe they can save money if they introduce energy efficiency measures spend a 
substantial amount of money every month on energy. This is of course not a surprise since one 
could expect an increase in interest according to the amount spend, but it is important to keep in 
mind that the different companies has different reasons for their interest. On the contrary it can be 
seen that the companies that are not interested in dealing with energy efficiency are the ones that 
generally do not spend a lot of money on energy. Just as with the first category it can be difficult to 
establish a line between the companies in the last category. 
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6.3. Mechanisms and the categorisation  
In this subsection we will go through each of the four categories, argue how the selected 
mechanisms fit into these and how the mechanisms can result in a process of making the 
manufacturing industry of Peninsular Malaysia more energy efficient. We will not mention a 
specific mechanism in a category if the mechanism does not fit into the category.  
6.3.1. Category 1 – Depending on one person 
General awareness about what potential cost saving the company has is not needed for this 
particular category. The companies already know that economic savings can be a reality if they 
optimise their energy consumption and thereby their production. The companies in this category 
have already made some energy-related investments. Last year Astec made a roof coating to reflect 
the sunlight and thereby reduce the necessity for air-conditioning in the production area. Category 
one may need some other information about how optimisation can be made, which possibility exits 
e.g. in other countries, what is their overall consumption compared with overseas companies, etc. 
Awareness between environment and energy relation is needed. In general for all four categories the 
link between environment and energy is missing. We find it important to communicate that a 
positive side effect of minimising cost of energy efficiency also has a positive impact on the 
environment. 
 
The companies could in respect to rating and labelling of simple parts and equipment like air-
conditioners, fluorescent tubes, etc. definitely take advantage of these innovations. Since it is in the 
energy responsible person’s interest to upgrade the level of energy efficiency in the company, they 
will naturally examine the potential savings with the simple optimisations. For instance had ENG 
Technology made several investments within the simple optimisations in form of shifting to low 
energy light bulbs and other energy efficient measures, concerning their facilities. Astec had an 
ongoing programme concerning environmental understanding at all levels in the company, 
furthermore it was all employees explicit duty to work with energy cost minimising. 
 
If minimising the import tax were introduced as a mechanism, it would have a positive effect on 
these two companies. Their chances for convincing the managers to buy energy efficient equipment 
would be higher, because it would be cheaper to buy energy efficient machinery, which are 
primarily available in foreign countries. Its worth noticing that they may have bought the machinery 
even if the mechanism was not introduced, since they pay attention to energy efficient equipment 
and are willing to spend the extra money. 
 
When focusing on benchmarking for this category it is important to notice that the companies 
already, to some extent, are aware of the need and possibilities for becoming more energy efficient. 
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Even though the purpose of the mechanism is some how to create awareness or just make them 
realise the possibilities of introducing energy efficient innovations, we see these companies could 
take advantage of the suggested mechanism in another way. The participating companies in the 
benchmarking programme have to be obliged to deliver information about their production, energy 
consumption, etc. with the intention of getting ranked to compare how energy efficient they are in 
proportion to other companies. As a starting point the companies would be able to see how far 
ahead they rank. The two companies in this category will definitely rank above the average in 
Malaysia.  
 
If the collected information for the benchmarking also include data from well-developed and 
efficient companies outside Malaysia, e.g. Europe, the situation would be even more interesting for 
the category. A direct comparison with European companies would give them bigger challenges. 
 
Regarding the mechanism concerning rating and BAT, we see it addressed towards companies who 
are planning to make complex innovations in their production lines. There is in fact nothing that 
speaks against this category’s usage of such a programme, even though the company in advance 
would have done a good research on the existence of available energy efficient machinery with 
some of the methods described under information network in the previous section. It is obvious 
though that they would prefer the best available technology, because they want to be ahead of all 
the other companies. At the same time we must expect that it will be in the company’s interest to 
save money and time on examining the equipment and market conditions.  
 
In this category “sale to the grid” is not an option because the two companies do not have any 
surplus of energy that is required to convert to electricity.  
 
Generally it is in the company’s interest to receive cheap loans. In some incidents the energy 
responsible person’s positive attitude may not affect the managers to a degree that can influence the 
company to make energy efficient innovations due to lack of investment potential. At Astec it took 
hard calculations and a lot of convincing, before the roof coating was a reality. 
6.3.2. Category 2 – Positive economic 
In this category it is essential to create a broader awareness. The category represents companies 
with high energy efficiency potential and for the country as a unified whole, there could, through 
energy efficiency be a lot of energy saved. The awareness should aim for savings in Ringgit due to 
the fact that not all of these companies have realised what potential there exists for minimising their 
production expenses. The amount of consumed energy and their possibilities of optimising the 
production should be enlightened. There is divergent awareness throughout all levels among the 
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companies. Among some of the engineers, energy efficiency optimisations already exist as a part of 
their awareness. At Proton, Amsteel Mills, Nestle and Central Sugars Refinery they had ongoing 
efficiency programs with special staff allocated to address the subject. The engineers are well aware 
of what should be done to address energy related issues, but sometimes it can be very difficult to 
convince the managers to buy energy efficient equipment, because they focus on factors like high 
productivity, good service etc. when investing in new equipment. The aim of the mechanism should 
especially be pointed towards the top managers. The electrical engineer at Ayamas Food Co-
operation gave us the impression that the management solely focused on the bottom line when 
buying new equipment, due to the fact that they did not have the proper skills and awareness 
concerning the more advanced technical parameters in equipment.  
 
Rating and labelling on simple parts or technical equipment can become useful for category two as 
well. It can be difficult for the companies to find out what equipment to choose, because they do not 
know, for instance, how one type of equipment differentiates with another. By making use of the 
suggested mechanism they will be able to find out more easily what parts or equipment that are 
most energy efficient and how it would fit into the company, when taking their investment 
possibilities into consideration. 
 
Regarding minimisation of the import tax they will use it and take advantage of the cheap imported 
machinery. Almost all the companies receive a lot of their production equipment from overseas. 
Ayamas Food Co-operation had just invested in a new cooling system from a Danish company. 
Likewise all the other companies were going for quality brands from abroad. 
 
Within this category there is an immediate need for an establishment of the mechanism “energy 
related data” that can motivate the companies in a direction where they begin to register more 
specific energy information. By doing so the companies should meter their total energy 
consumption shared on different areas in the production. In that way they can be aware of how 
much the various machines actually use instead of relying on the monthly consumption report they 
receive with their electricity bill that comes from TNB. Hopefully the companies will respond with 
energy optimising innovations when seeing their saving potentials - “Seeing is believing”. The 
regulations should be pointed towards companies that have more than 500,000 kWh responding to 
approximately 100,000 RM in energy cost pr. month. If they do not exceed this limit we expect it 
will become too costly to install energy meters and the expenses would be higher than the potential 
savings. Besides focusing on the companies’ electricity consumption it would also be a good idea to 
point the regulation towards the high consumers of energy sources. In such case the regulation 
should be adjusted to include consumers of oil, MFO and diesel. 
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There are many economic reasons to get these companies to join a benchmarking programme, since 
they can save a lot of money if they see the potential. At Nestlé they were already rated and 
benchmarked with other companies within the Nestlé concern. Armsteel knew very well how they 
were rated in comparison with other steel mills in Malaysia, and had a feeling about their 
consumption in comparison with foreign steel mills. They used this information quite a lot and were 
proud to say that they were rated in the top end of Malaysian steel mills.  
 
As for rating and BAT we are dealing with a mechanism that requires heavy investments. It would 
be a step in the right direction if the category preferred such machines, which they most likely will 
due to their huge optimising potential. At Proton they have already made huge investments in 
energy efficient equipment, likewise at Amsteel the management was interested in almost all energy 
savings. It is not possible for them to scan the whole market when replacing equipment, therefor a 
centralised BAT centre could contribute positively to the final selection of a vendor.  
 
The audit model should be established. It has a very simple purpose, in line with above mentioned 
energy information mechanism – to make the companies aware of how introduced optimisations 
can result in saved total production costs. Once again “Seeing is believing”. All companies could 
make use of the mechanism since the participation does not require big resources. At Hume 
Fibreboard they were very interested in an offer concerning a free energy audit from a Finnish 
development fund. 
 
If the category includes companies that have a lot of unused waste resources, they will most likely 
make use of the possibility to sell produced electricity to the grid. Another reason for them to begin 
selling to the national electricity grid is that they use a lot of energy, which they can reduce by 
producing their own energy. At the same time, they can improve their profit. Hume Fibreboard for 
instance, has a lot of waste that easily could be converted into electricity.  
 
All of the companies represented in this category would be interested in getting cheap loans. Some 
of them need more support than others to make energy efficient innovations a reality. The category 
is solely represented by quite large co-operations, but most of them are under a great competitive 
pressure due to a business with small profits. Central Sugars Refinery is for instance obliged to 
provide the home market with sugar before exporting the probable surplus. Amsteel Mills has a lot 
of competitors and the Malaysian market is over represented. Southern Acids is also producing at 
lower capacity due to a crowded market. 
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6.3.3. Category 3 – Negative economic 
We are aware of the problem of motivating this category because of their minimal energy efficiency 
potential. Nevertheless we think that awareness should be introduced because there might be 
companies that could have potentials worth optimising. Perodua actually uses a lot of energy, but 
does not see the potential in saving money from energy efficiency. Furthermore the awareness 
should also integrate environment and energy, to promote the message that energy consumption has 
a negative impact on the environment. Asian Pacific Microspheres had a small division who only 
looked at the working environment. Their interest in other environmental issues was also big but 
there was a lack of awareness. As explained earlier most of them do not focus on energy efficiency; 
therefore, the savings should be seen quite fast if a change in attitude should be a reality. 
 
If the import tax were minimised, they would not buy energy efficient equipment unless the price 
level were the same when buying any other preferable machinery with same production 
specifications, service etc. That is if the awareness was created. Perodua could benefit from this 
mechanism because some of their production equipment comes from abroad.  
 
Rating and labelling on simple parts and equipment, could be the first step in the process of making 
these companies more energy efficient. At ENCO Engineering they had stickers at the door telling 
people to turn off lights and air-conditioners when leaving the offices. They also had a main switch 
for the whole building so that the last person leaving the plant could shut down everything. As this 
example shows improvements concerning the facilities are possible. On the opposite side, we have 
Asian Pacific Microspheres who has not done anything at all, and was not planning to. The 
electrical engineer had other obligations. 
 
Energy related data is needed, in order to make them aware of their energy consumption shared out 
on different areas in the production.  
 
Benchmarking could be in some of the company’s interest, if awareness were created. But it should 
include benchmarking with companies in OECD countries that commonly have a more efficient 
utilisation of energy.  
6.3.4. Category 4 – Affected by out coming factors 
This category includes small, medium and large consuming companies, but they have one thing in 
common. All of them need comprehensive energy efficiency information support in order to raise 
their general awareness. An awareness programme would also expand their knowledge about the 
relation between environment and energy issues make them realise their potential and begin 
incorporating energy efficient innovations into their business plans. 
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Labelling of simple equipment is a good solution when energy efficient innovations shall be made. 
The four companies reacted positively towards an import tax reduction and would include these in 
their investment considerations. As the whole category will do in general, their reaction will be 
positive when they hear about the possibilities of how to save money on energy efficient equipment 
and at the same time optimise their energy consumption. If the price on energy efficient equipment 
can compete with non-efficient equipment, they will buy the first mentioned products. 
 
Because of their lack of knowledge concerning energy efficiency potentials, energy related data is 
needed. In that way they will realise how much their production lines use in energy and the 
companies will then gain the possibility for benchmarking. Since the category is represented by big 
and small energy consuming companies the regulation should only be pointed towards companies 
that have more than 500,000 kWh or 100,000 RM in energy cost pr. month. It would include Antara 
Steel Mills and Hwa Thai Industries. 
 
In this group the cheap loans would have the most positive effect. Some of them do not have the 
required money to make energy efficient innovations but, if loan possibilities were improved, they 
would definitely make optimisations.  
 
The companies have an energy saving potential for which they would most likely engage in BAT. 
Furthermore, they will be very eager to have the savings. There exist some problems when it comes 
to BAT, where big investments are required. Xie-Lie Dying and QEP will therefore have minimal 
possibilities for optimising to better technologies. These companies are relying on good loan 
possibilities.  
 
The audit model will be introduced with same conception and effect as passed through in category 
two. QEP expressed a great wish in getting their production examined. They knew something was 
consuming a lot of energy but not where in the production this occurred. QEP was a company that 
had received DANCED support and was therefore in a better way of thinking about cleaner 
production. 
 
On the basis of the second part of the analysis we can conclude that the 10 selected mechanisms as 
unified will have an effect on all of the 18 interviewed companies. The categorisation of the 18 
companies has shown what their primary reasons are for paying attention or not paying attention to 
energy efficient measures. Each mechanism fits into one of the several categories presented. This 
gives a picture of how the interviewed companies will respond to different forms of regulation. By 
our diverse sample of interviews we have shown what kind of various regulatory mechanisms that 
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shall be introduced and how these can be pointed at a wide range of companies to make the 
categorised companies start working with energy efficient improvements.
7 Selected mechanisms   
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7 Selected mechanisms 
We will now present the third part of the analysis where the 10 mechanisms, which can be seen as 
an element in an overall optimisation of the industrial energy consumption of Malaysian, will be 
described thoroughly. We will develop the form of each selected mechanism according to the 
theory mentioned in the method chapter. This will be done in relation to the actors involved where 
we have found out that the actual choice of actors is important. A discussion of obstacles and 
possibilities of the practical conditions in Malaysia will also be included. Furthermore we will argue 
each of the 10 selected mechanisms in a context with the 18 interviewed companies. The 10 
selected mechanisms will be discussed according to the grouping in chapter 1. Some of the 
mechanisms depend on its counterpart in the specific group, while others are possible to introduce 
alone. 
7.1. Awareness programme 
During our stay in Malaysia we have found that there is a general lack of awareness regarding 
energy efficiency, environment and the connection between these and between energy efficiency 
and the economic state of the industry and the country as a whole. We have discovered this lack of 
awareness in the public, at some parts of the authorities and to some extent among different levels 
within the interviewed companies. The form of this mechanism is to inform at different levels in the 
country. The mechanism is special because it actually includes the regulator. In this case the 
regulator may realise the lack of awareness within the institution. The problem can exist if there are 
internal conflicts between different regulator’s objectives. 
 
We see a great importance for awareness among the engineers. This is the most important, at least 
in the short run. Therefore we suggest some sort of educational module build into the education of 
the engineers. They are the ones who are dealing with the energy consumption and environmental 
matters in the everyday life at the factories. They have to become aware of the problems regarding 
energy and the environment and see the connection between energy efficiency and lower cost both 
for the company and for Malaysia. It will make them capable of start convincing the leaders and 
owners of the companies that this is an area that deserves more attention and hopefully it will make 
the companies working towards becoming energy efficient. 
 
For the public awareness we believe that the best result is reached through a long-term plan, that 
takes its starting point in the public school. We had the opportunity to discuss the subject with Mr. 
Lee from Penfabric and five of his associates. It will be a lot easier to influence the younger people 
since it shall take place in the public school as part of the learning process it will affect everybody 
in the generation. There is an NGO in Malaysia called Malaysian Nature Society (MNS) that is 
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trying to get permission by the government to introduce this in the public schools. At this point in 
time it is still not a part of the curriculum [Pers.com. Yang, 6/4-1999]. We find it essential that it 
becomes part of the students study, because it has to affect everybody for what reason there is a 
need for a regulation that supports this. As it is now, it is voluntary to join the classes, so it is only 
attended by some of the school children. Professor Kannan from Centre for Energy Studies at 
Technical Universiti Malaya expressed the view that education has to take place at all levels in 
society. We suggest that it could be done by complying to the NGO’s wish for gaining permission 
to run the classes and support them with the necessary literature, etc. By doing it this way there will 
be almost no expenses for the government and if a regulation like the above described is introduced, 
it will create public awareness in the long run. But this cannot stand alone, since there is a need for 
this kind of understanding right now. Therefore we see it as a possibility to make some sort of 
public campaign on the subject, maybe through the newspapers to build up and support awareness 
of the public. The campaign should contain basic information about the environment. Here it is 
important that the message gets out to all the three groups of people in Malaysia. An environmental 
journalist has told us that there is a great difference between the amount of articles on 
environmental issues in the English written newspapers and the papers written in Chinese and 
Basah Malaysia [Pers.com. Pang, 6/4-1999]. Therefore it is essential that such a campaign also 
reach the Malays and the Chinese.  
 
Just as a campaign would help increase the awareness among the people, there could be made a 
campaign towards the industry, to raise their awareness. It should aim at both the leaders/owners 
and the engineers level as mentioned. Some companies already relate and respond to their energy 
consumption, but we have found that a great part of our sample of companies either do not work 
with this area at all or only in an insufficient way. A campaign on energy efficiency would 
contribute in getting the industry to put energy on the agenda in the years to come. During our 
interviews we heard a lot of people support such an idea, because they (both engineers and people 
from the public administration) felt that it sometimes could be difficult to get through to the leaders 
of the companies. We believe that such a campaign could be a remedy for this problem. 
 
All of the above will help raising the awareness in general in Malaysia, and that could in the end be 
reflected in policies and politics of the country. 
7.2. Minimising the import tax on energy efficient equipment 
Most of modern machinery that the Malaysian industry buys is from foreign countries. This was 
told to us be Professor Kannan during our interview. He told us that energy efficient equipment 
always comes from abroad and almost always from Europe and Japan. Some of the companies also 
expressed that they travel to Europe and Japan to examine the market and buy new equipment. 
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Thereby the machinery is subject to import taxes. The import duties in Malaysia vary from 5-300% 
[MIDA, 1999:28] and today there are certain types of products that are entirely free of import taxes; 
that is, for example environmental control equipment. We see this deduction possible to also 
include equipment for energy efficiency. Another possibility is that the Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir 
in a speech from 1997 pointed out that it is time to stop protecting the Malaysian market because 
the Malaysian companies have to learn to be more competitive. This means that the policy in the 
years to come will focus on minimising import taxes. If energy efficient equipment got the lowest – 
or none at all – import tax, it would give an incentive for the industry to buy such equipment, when 
they are making investments. It will, of course, be necessary to define what equipment there can be 
considered as energy efficient. We believe that the best way of limiting the labour burden could be 
if the companies were applying for the incentive, up front. Thereby the staff allocated to the job, 
could look into the specifications and follow the precedence. The equipment selling companies who 
already had enjoyed the benefit of getting rated energy efficient could then use it as a sales 
argument, and thereby contributing in creating a larger demand among the Malaysian 
manufacturing industry. We know from various interviews that many companies think that the 
equipment bought abroad is expensive. This is stated as the major practical condition why the 
Malaysian industry does not have such advanced machinery as they could hope for [Pers.com. 
Sheng, 25/2-1999]. At the same time the foreign produced equipment is recognised as better and 
more efficient equipment, which is why they after all, are interested in it. Malaysian companies 
think quite a lot about quality when buying new equipment and most of them seem to know where 
to get it. The Malaysian industry has to seek abroad for energy efficient equipment because the 
production of such machinery is limited in Malaysia. There are just a few companies like for 
instance ENCO Engineering that actually produces goods that can be defined as energy efficient 
equipment. A result of this lack of local energy efficient equipment producers allows the foreign 
companies to more or less, control the market. This results in higher prices and that means that the 
government has to subsidise the products, if the objective is to promote investments in energy 
efficient equipment. 
 
If a regulation that minimised the import tax was introduced it would be a way to try to guide the 
industrial investments in a more energy efficient way. 
 
We suggest this mechanism to be introduced before or at the same time with labelling. Minimising 
the import tax can work with mechanisms from some of the other groupings, but the connection is a 
necessity for labelling to function in the intended manner. 
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7.3. Labelling 
When a Malaysian company decides to make investments in some sort of machinery and is actually 
taking energy consumption into consideration, they have to examine the marked for the most energy 
efficient machinery. A lot of companies, especially the SMI, do not have the resources for a market 
scan. The SMI is often scanning the market for cheap investments [Pers.com. Hoay, 26/1-1999]. It 
can also be the case that such an investigation is not economically profitable, when the savings from 
the use of the energy efficient equipment is minimal compared to just buying from their regular 
supplier. The form is to promote energy efficient equipment by organising information centrally so 
that the industry can use it. The practical conditions, which have influenced the set up of this 
mechanism, are needed to create an effective information structure within the industry. We believe 
that promoting investments in energy efficient equipment will be more effective when the collection 
of information about products is centralised, and can probably get more companies to use the 
programme due to its easy access.  
 
Rating and labelling should be made for what could be called general production equipment and 
elements used for the facilities such as compressors, light bulbs, fluorescent tubes and air-
conditioners. It is important that it is a government-initiated project, since it will give greater 
respect in the industry, and show the industry that the government is interested in the matter. Once 
it is started it should be maintained as a non-profit unit, paid either by the industry or sponsors. This 
attitude was stated by most of the companies in our sample. We suggest it is an actor under PTM 
that runs the programme. This is because PTM already is funded by various organisations, and is 
supposed to be financed only by these funds. Besides that, PTM is the only one that deals with 
energy at the implementing level and deals with a lot of aspects in the energy field. The IEEIP 
programme also suggests labelling as a way to achieve efficiency, which we see as a major 
possibility. Another possibility is the introduction of minimising the import tax on energy efficient 
equipment, as we suggest, grouped with labelling. We believe it is important to introduce the 
minimising of the import tax before or at the same time as introducing labelling because it will 
create the demand for efficient equipment that is competitive with the products the industry usually 
buys. In order to work properly from the beginning there has to be quite a lot of preparations, which 
could be seen as an obstacle. Specifications have to be drafted and staff allocated. To get the 
industry’s attention and trust in such a programme it has to work properly from the beginning; it has 
to prove it works. This is a very important part of setting up such a programme. Almost all the 
companies that we have interviewed had the impression “seeing is believing” and several times we 
were told that such programmes and organisations have to prove their worth before the industry 
starts to take it seriously. Therefore there has to be a certain amount of products that are rated and 
labelled from the start of the programme. The rating that has to be done before the programme can 
start could be done by SIRIM for instance. Right now they are working with ratings on air-
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conditioners, but they have been working on that for a couple of years and are not yet finished. The 
advantage of SIRIM is that it has been in existence for several years and the industry is familiar 
with it, even though part of the companies are dissatisfied with it in some way. When companies 
produce items that are relevant for this programme and want to get them rated they have to be the 
active part and come to the rating unit and present their product. In that way it will not be the rating 
and labelling unit that has the responsibility to update the programme, but the industry itself.  
7.4. Establishing energy related data 
This mechanism is founded on the idea that knowledge about the actual size of the consumption and 
the location of the most consumable parts of the production can awake the companies’ interest for 
this area. Experiences, made by for instance Proton, shows that it often leads to energy efficiency 
measures in the companies if they know the size of the problem before they address it. In 1989 
Proton started to measure their consumption very closely and has managed to reduce their 
consumption with by much as 40%. 
 
By using a normative regulation form it is possible to force the companies to start metering their 
production, so that they will come up with data telling them where in the production the primary 
part of the energy is used. The regulation should be pointed towards the companies that use a lot of 
electricity or have parts in their production that are energy intensive. It is only necessary to measure 
the consumption of electricity. That is because electricity is used many different places in the 
production, whereas the energy sources such as oil, typically are used at only one place, for instance 
in a boiler. For a measurement of whether the company uses a lot of energy or not we suggest using 
the definition that could be in the upcoming energy efficiency regulation, about an energy manager 
(referred to in section 4.6.). The companies that fall under this category are the companies with an 
annual electricity consumption of 500,000 kWh or more. On the basis of our own studies we can 
see that the most energy intensive processes among our sample of companies are those that involves 
cooling or heating processes (as described in 6.1.3.). The argumentation for the companies to 
introduce such a mechanism should be a descriptive argument for the fact that knowledge often 
creates an interest for working in the field and that money can be saved by such work. 
 
Establishing energy related data is essential for the other mechanism in this group to work.  
7.5. Benchmarking 
Throughout this project we focus on getting the manufacturing industry more energy efficient. One 
of the barriers for a specific company is that it might be difficult to relate to the term “energy 
efficient”, because they might not have anything to relate to. If the potential for energy 
optimisations is not determined then it can be difficult to understand the need and possibilities for 
becoming more efficient. That is why there is a need for benchmarking in Malaysia.  
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A necessity for benchmarking to be effective is based on the previous introduced mechanism, 
establishing of energy related data. In order to be able to use the data for a benchmarking, the 
companies must monitor their production carefully. 
 
The whole idea is that knowledge about the potentials for savings eventually will make the industry 
go for these savings. There are different ways of making a benchmarking system, but we have 
chosen to build up a model that is heavily inspired by models from England and Canada. In the 
UNDP programme IEEIP, one of the eight objectives is the “Energy Use Benchmarking Program”. 
This part of the programme is only briefly described at this point in time. Most of the work done in 
this area is concerning the actors for the programme once it is launched. It is going to be an 
assignment for PTM, and it shall run through some kind of a database, but who, how and when the 
necessary data will be produced, is not yet decided. Still we see it as a possibility that the area has 
been given attention from UNDP.  
 
We have found two very interesting models during our literature studies. They basically look alike 
but there are some differences along the way. We present a mixture of the two models adjusted to 
Malaysian conditions. The differences in the models as they work in Canada and England, and the 
model we suggest for Malaysia is primary in the form and amount of economic support from the 
government. It is important to stress that this programme shall run on a voluntary basis. The 
companies that decide to join the programme, obligates themselves to deliver certain data about 
their energy consumption, number of produced goods, etc. Besides this data, we assume they shall 
describe the measures taken to become more energy efficient, if any. These descriptions could for 
instance contain the basic idea of problems to watch out for and good ideas for implementation. 
They could be anonymous if that is required by the industry. The data needed for this programme is 
just a little more detailed compared to the data they publish in relation to their yearly account 
presentation. All the data then goes into a database and the companies will get feedback on their 
consumption related to the average in the industry. The quantitative data about the different 
measures should be accessible for all companies in the programme, so that they can be an 
inspiration for the rest of the companies. An obstacle is if the companies, despite our survey, do not 
bother to use the benchmarking system once it is established. The unit that administrates the 
programme will have two different kinds of tasks. One is related to the work regarding the data that 
the companies contribute, and the other is to gather experiences from other energy efficiency 
programmes, workshops, etc. around the world. These experiences should be published along with 
those the Malaysian companies have made. Just as with the other programmes the authorities should 
start this one. This also includes the expenditure to get started. The reason once again is that it gives 
a signal to the industry, and that it should be seen as an offer to the industry, something that the 
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government does in order to improve the industry’s competitive situation. We suggest that the 
government makes the guidelines and that FMM operates the programme on a daily basis. In that 
way it will be the industry itself that pays for the programme. The reason for choosing FMM for 
this task is that FMM already has a good contact with the large companies, and to some extent also 
to the small and middle sized companies.  
7.6. Cheap loans for energy efficient technologies 
Once a company has decided that it will make an energy efficiency project, the next problem can be 
raising the capital that is necessary for going through the decided project. Therefore there is a need 
for establishing a possibility for getting access to loans that are earmarked for energy efficient 
equipment. By then the companies have obtained the awareness and received the necessary 
overview of the possible optimisation. It should be possible, especially for the small-scale 
industries, to get cheap loans. In Malaysia there already exists a possibility for cheap loans on 
production equipment. The amount of lend money has been increased due to the economic crises. 
We here see a possibility for this mechanism since there already exists a possibility for cheap loans 
on production equipment in the Malaysian. A possibility for getting this mechanism to work is, that 
it will give the companies a possibility to get loans for new energy efficient technology, that often 
will have a positive side effect by optimising the production in other ways. An obstacle is that it 
demands specifications on what is to be considered energy efficient equipment. We have linked it 
closely to BAT, which is the other mechanism in this group. BAT is by definition energy efficient 
equipment but we also see the possibility in getting cheap loans for other efficient equipment. The 
reason for establishing a system that supports cheap loans for energy efficient technologies is that 
there is a limit of how much each company can borrow from their bank. Since investments on 
energy efficient equipment are not a high priority in the companies, they often do not want to use 
their loan options for such investments [Pers.com. ZamZam, 2/2-1999]. 
 
The purpose of the mechanism is to help the industry begin the process of energy efficiency. The 
regulatory form is an indirect economical help. At the same time it is establishing an arrangement 
with one of the capital loaning companies where the industry can get cheap loans for buying energy 
efficient technologies. Another regulating influence of the mechanism is the banks. They are not 
eager to lend money for such investments. This is partly because the payback on the investment is 
too small and partly because the amount of money lend are too small. Therefore we suggest that a 
central agreement is to be made between the industry and the relevant parts from the financial 
sector. It could be done through PTM as they suggest themselves. They should make an agreement 
once and for all that states the interest rate and pay back time, etc. It is important that the interest 
rates are relatively low because it will create an incentive for the industry to make the investments 
even though they are not essential to the companies. When companies want to borrow money 
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through this programme they should go to PTM and get a confirmation that the loan is for energy 
efficient equipment. When this has been done the loan negotiations should go through as normal. 
Since the financial company does not earn as much on such loans, due to the low interest rate, we 
imagine that requests for loans could be gathered and treated once a quarter to minimise the cost for 
the bank.  
 
The mechanism can be introduced without BAT but not visa versa.  
7.7. BAT 
A large part of the energy used in the manufacturing industry is used by complex and specific 
machinery, which is often related to a specific line of business. Therefore we suggest that a 
programme for rating the Best Available Technology (BAT) will be initiated. The interviewed 
persons from SIRIM are very supportive to this idea. Again it has to be established by the 
authorities, and maintained by a semi-governmental organisation. In this case we assume that the 
Malaysian Industrial Development Authorities (MIDA) will be an ideal place to fulfil such an 
assignment. MIDA has a high credibility among the companies and it is already divided into a lot of 
different departments, each dealing with a specific line of business. Again it is important that the 
programme gains trust from the industry, if not, it will not be used even though there will be money 
available to them. It is important that they believe that it actually works, and that the information is 
reliable and impartial. Therefore SIRIM has to work out some standards that each product has to 
live up to, in order to be entitled BAT. And just as with the rating and labelling, there has to be 
some sort of BAT defined when the programme starts, so that the industries can see it works. Once 
again it has to be the producers of the different machinery that make contact with MIDA to get rated 
once the programme is running. MIDA is also an actor in the IEEIP program. An obstacle is that 
technical specification on what is to be considered BAT has to be drafted, and thereby people 
allocated to the job. In order to get the industries attention we suggest that BAT is introduced after 
or at the same time as the previous mechanism has been introduced. We believe that BAT will get 
the highest acceptance if connected to cheap loans. 
7.8. Three-step EE programme 
A couple of years ago Thailand developed an energy efficiency programme whose main focus was 
to provide the companies with professional expertise. We suggest that a similar programme be 
introduced in Malaysia. Here the programme has to be made with participation from the industry 
because collaboration between the industry and regulatory authorities is needed in the process. 
Furthermore we see the need for some changes in comparison to the way the programme worked in 
Thailand. 
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This three-step EE programme includes energy audit, development of a strategic plan for energy 
efficiency and finally the implementation. The programme has been in use for a couple of years in 
Thailand, but only with a moderate outcome. The programme as it is presented here is modified a 
bit, partly to try to avoid the problems that they have in Thailand and partly to adjust it to Malaysian 
conditions. The difference between the Thailand programme and the one we present here, lies 
primarily in the amount of subsidising from the government and the use of consultants. The 
programme shall be voluntary to join, but once a company has joined, they have obliged themselves 
to go through the programme. In reality this means that step one and two have to be made, whereas 
it can be difficult to demand that step three, implementation, is fulfilled. If a company goes through 
the entire programme and implements the plan, step one, the energy audit is free and tax incentive is 
possible when savings have been documented. If on the other hand the company newer fulfil step 
three the company has to pay for step one, the energy audit. 
 
The first step is the energy audit. The company should carry it out with assistance from the 
authorities. Many companies have expressed a wish for DOE to become more educated instead of 
just controlling. Getting DOE to assist the companies will give the whole programme a positive 
start. There is a need for setting up a special unit to deal with this matter. It could for instance be 
under DOE or PTM. Right now there is not qualified staffs enough to fulfil such an assignment, but 
we see it as essential that the assistants to carry out the audit are sponsored by and as a minimum, 
guided by the authorities. Besides giving the professional counselling it is also an indirect support 
to the companies, because they will take over the function of private consultants, and they should 
make sure that the audit is carried out properly. If the company has an Appointed Energy 
Responsible Person (AERP) then the audit shall be made in co-operation with this person. The audit 
shall reveal the consumption and the potentials for optimisations at the plant. On behalf of this audit 
step two is made. Step two concerns the making of a strategic plan for the different energy 
efficiency measures that can be made at the plant. The company makes this part alone, and the final 
strategic plan shall be given to the authorities, partly as a proof that they have carried out the second 
step of the programme but more importantly because the authorities needs to know what the goals 
are for the company. The reason why they need to know this is that there shall be a reward for 
reaching these goals, or at least a goal above a certain percentage. If the goal is reached it redeems 
some sort of tax reduction. The tax reduction is used instead of giving direct funds to the companies 
in the implementing phase.  
 
We see some obstacles regarding the institutional conditions. First of all we suggest DOE to have a 
more pro-active role in promoting efficiency by conducting the audit at the various plants. We see a 
problem if the responsibility is not made completely clear for all parts. If for instance DOE makes a 
miss-judgement in their suggestions and it means increased expenses for the company, who is then 
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to blame. Therefore it is essential that the responsibility is clear for all parts. We do not think 
DOE’s recommendations will be worth anything if DOE is to be blamed for a possible non-profit 
investment within the company. Another obstacle for this specific mechanism is manpower and 
economy. Our suggestion puts a great labour burden at DOE’s shoulders for audit and a labour 
burden on the people that are suppose to lay down guidelines for the whole programme and for 
approval when the various participating companies fulfil their part of the agreement and are entitled 
to receive incentives. A possibility would be to use DOE’s employers to consult the companies, so 
that the staffs employed in DOE do not rotate among the other institutions. Then there is an 
opportunity for educating and developing competence among the staff that consults with the 
companies. We also see a possibility in the Malaysian practice, because according to EPU it is very 
possible to offer these kinds of tax- incentives. Direct support is difficult and not commonly used, 
but an indirect incentive is the Malaysian way.  
 
We have chosen to link this mechanism to forced openness. The three-step EE programme can 
perfectly work without forced openness but it is a positive side effect.  
7.9. Forced openness  
Since “seeing is believing”, it is essential for overcoming the sceptical attitudes of people in 
Malaysia. There is a need for options to get to the results of energy efficiency projects. The purpose 
of the mechanism is to promote energy efficiency within the manufacturing industry in a form that 
forces the industry to open up. Industrial conditions influence this mechanism because the objective 
of the regulator is openness but the company may not be willing to give information. As it is today 
it is a bit difficult because the Malaysian business culture is quite closed which we see as an 
obstacle. If it became easier to get access to the knowledge and know-how gained through different 
projects, it would be possible to use this nation-wide help in spreading the energy efficient 
equipment from one company to another. Before companies decide to make investments in 
equipment they almost always insist on seeing the new equipment in action before they buy it. In 
several interviews it was stated that the product had to prove itself before they bought it. The 
paradox is that even though there often exist, companies that uses the specific piece of machinery 
and have experiences with it, it is difficult for other companies to get access to information about 
the specific machinery [Pers.com. source confidential]. Sometimes companies have to go to Europe 
to see it and to learn about it. In a developing country like Malaysia there are companies that 
receive financial support from organisations like DANCED to go through different kinds of projects 
to make the production more efficient. The knowledge gained through such a supported project can 
be used constructively in other companies. That is why we suggest a mechanism that put demands 
on companies that participate in such programmes. We see this mechanism linked very closely to 
the previous, the three-step EE programme. If a company fulfils the programme it is compulsory 
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with openness. It should be compulsory to share some of the knowledge obtained through the 
programme, and furthermore to show the actual machinery to other companies. There will of course 
be a certain fair visitor rate pr. year, which needs to be defined in the regulation. Today, there exists 
a regulation that forces companies that have made projects in relation to SIRIM to open up and 
reveal some of their experiences [Pers.com. Tay, 2/3-1999]. It is a regulation, like this one we 
suggest or it could be to expand the existing regulation so that energy efficiency projects became a 
part of it. 
Since the mechanism in this situation includes many individuals it is necessary with an open 
regulatory process so the industry can be informed about the regulator’s objectives. Then the 
companies will be more willing to give information to each other, if they feel they have influence 
and can achieve something from it.  
7.10. Sale to the grid 
The next proposal is for a mechanism that can make the industry start working with energy 
efficiency by allowing them to sell electricity back to the National grid. There are companies in 
Malaysia that have the possibilities of producing their own electricity by burning their 
biodegradable waste or by re-use of other resources e.g. steam. This means that the relevance of this 
mechanism is dependent on the specific production process. The palm oil industry is the industry 
that will benefit the most from such a regulation, but also other parts of the industry e.g. wood 
manufacturing industries would be able to gain profit from such a regulation. Today, it is mostly the 
palm oil industry that actually applies for the permit and invests in the necessary equipment. Among 
our 18 interviewed companies only Central Sugars Refinery produces their own electricity. They 
are capable of producing their own electricity cheaper than if they had to buy it from Tenaga 
Nasional Berhad (TNB). The wood company Straits Timber has a potential for it as well, and they 
are planning to produce their own electricity at a new plant that they are just about to start building 
[Pers.com. Boo, 9/2-1999]. 
 
According to various interviews there are two primary reasons for companies not to get involved in 
self-generating electricity. The price on electricity is too low for the companies to bother to upgrade 
and the other reason is that they are not allowed to sell their surplus of electricity back to the grid. 
Most of the companies do not use enough electricity themselves to pay back the investment in the 
necessary equipment. If a normative regulation that would allow them to sell back to the grid were 
introduced, they would find it very profitable to reuse the energy from their garbage. In that way the 
company can save money from disposal of waste, earn money from the sale of electricity and for 
their own electricity use. Furthermore it will reduce the overall request for electricity from the 
industry and thereby the need for central produced electricity.  
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If this mechanism should be introduced we see that there could arise a conflict in the regulator’s 
objective. This is due to the Ministry of Finance’s 70% ownership of the stocks in TNB. In that way 
the government is at one point interested in earning money from sale of electricity, but at the same 
time the country could save money since it would not be necessary to build the same amount of 
power generating plants. This conflict is actually related to all the suggested mechanisms since they 
aim at reducing the overall consumption of electricity and thereby the earnings of TNB.  
 
If the mechanism were to be launched, each company would have a different potential for energy 
savings. Apart from the palm oil industry that is very interested, there are other branches that could 
produce electricity to the grid. Generally it would be helpful to all the companies that have a 
process that gives a substantial surplus of organic waste, steam, water or air under pressure etc. 
Producing electricity from the industrial waste whether it is steam or material will reduce the 
overall request for electricity from the industry. Furthermore it will reduce the amount of electricity 
that is required from the traditional power plants. The amount of wasted energy for the whole 
process is minimised and thereby there is an increase in the energy efficiency for the system as a 
whole. Today, it is possible to get a license to produce electricity for use within the company. The 
license can be acquired if the company can live up to certain standards regarding efficiency, 
stability and quality. It is obvious that these standards shall be kept, but furthermore there is a need 
for a regulation that can stimulate the price level.  
 
Institutional conditions and technical details are two of the obstacles faced when introducing this 
mechanism to companies that could produce extra electricity. The producers also need planning and 
guidelines. Professor Kannan only believes selling to the grid will happen for sustainable energy 
sources. The supply is too fluctuating, so it will create technical difficulties in letting the industry 
sell to the grid [Pers.com. Kannan, 15/3-1999]. 
 
This mechanism is not grouped with any other mechanism and we see it possible to introduce 
production of electricity whenever the details are in place. 
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8 Conclusion  
In this project we have been working to solve the following problem: 
 
“How can selected mechanisms support the process of making the manufacturing 
industry of Peninsular Malaysia more energy efficient?” 
 
We will conclude on how the 10 selected mechanisms in a developed form, which include obstacles 
and possibilities of the specific conditions, can support the process of making the manufacturing 
industry more energy efficient. We have reached our conclusions through analyses and 
categorisation of the interviewed companies, examining the institutions related to energy, and 
through literature studies. The grouping and most suitable time order of the 10 mechanisms that is 
presented in chapter one was determined for the effect of the 10 selected mechanisms. Apart from 
“awareness” and “sale to the grid” the rest of them are connected in pairs.  
 
We find that there is a need for an increased environmental awareness in Malaysia. Regarding the 
awareness among the companies, we suggest that an environmental awareness module should be 
built into the education of engineers. Besides that, we see it as important that an awareness 
programme specifically pointed at the industry and more specific to the company leaders/owners 
should be introduced. As a long-term strategy, we see a need for establishing a programme that is 
pointed at the public schools. This programme could be driven by NGO’s, and it should be a part of 
their curriculum. The awareness mechanism is more or less the basis for a successful introduction of 
the other mechanisms, and it is therefore important that this task is fulfilled as the first.  
 
The mechanisms “minimising the import tax on energy efficient equipment” and “labelling” are 
linked and should be introduced together in order to gain the most effective outcome of the 
regulation. Minimising the import tax on energy efficient equipment will create an incentive for 
companies to invest in the complex energy efficiency innovations. A task that has to be handled for 
introducing this mechanism is to define the parameters for what can be described as energy efficient 
equipment. This is an obstacle that Malaysia has to overcome in order to get this part of our 
suggested mechanisms to work effectively. A possibility for this mechanism is to expand the 
already existing programme that except environmental control equipment from imports tax. 
Furthermore the use of tax incentives in line with the common way of giving incentives in Malaysia 
can also be seen as a possibility for introducing this mechanism. All technology defined as BAT 
shall also have minimised import taxes. 
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If the labelling programme has to support the process, it has to be pointed towards general 
production equipment and elements used for facilities. The programme shall be government 
initiated but driven under PTM. In order to achieve the attention of the industry towards the 
programme, a substantial part of the products in this programme have to be labelled before 
launching it. We see SIRIM as a suitable institution for working out the specifications that are 
needed for labelling the different products. This part of the mechanism is also the most significant 
obstacle since it is a major task to investigate and rate the different products on the market. The 
lowering of the import tax that this mechanism is related to also represents a possibility. This will 
make the labelled products cheaper and raise the chance that the programme will be a success. 
 
By being introduced together “Establishment of energy related data” and “Benchmarking” can 
support the process of making the manufacturing industry of Peninsular Malaysia more energy 
efficient. The establishment of energy related data should be pointed at the companies that use a lot 
of electricity (more than 500,000 kWh per month) or have energy intensive processes in their 
production. An essential obstacle is that it is necessary to carry out a study that can define which 
processes that are energy intensive. Another obstacle is that the government of Malaysia only 
seldom uses regulations that force the industry to do something on the field of energy and that 
might create a negative attitude in parts of the industry that is towards this kind of regulation.  
 
To get the benchmarking programme to support the process it has to be used voluntarily all along 
and as with some of the other programmes it should be started by the authorities. The companies 
have to send in specified information to a central database that shall be maintained by FMM after 
guidelines made by the authorities. The largest obstacle is to get the industry to participate and 
share their information with others, but in general this would not be that problematic since the 
attitude towards such a mechanism is quite positive. Getting this regulation to work effectively 
depends on the introduction of the mechanism above, since it will create the necessary data for the 
programme.  
 
The next pair of mechanisms that we have linked together is “cheap loans” and “BAT”. The reason 
for establishing a system that supports cheap loans for energy efficient technologies is that there is a 
limit to how much each company can borrow from their bank. The programme for cheap loans shall 
be built upon a central agreement between the industry represented by PTM and the financial sector. 
The agreement shall give all companies the same loan options and the same low interest rate for the 
loan. One obstacle for this mechanism is to get the financial sector to participate, due to the lower 
interest rate and thereby the amount of money they earn. A possibility for this mechanism to work is 
that there in Malaysia already exists a programme that supports the industry with cheap loans to 
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promote new investments. Another possibility is that the government support financial incentives to 
facilitate transfer of “clean” technologies. 
 
“BAT”, which is the second half of the group, shall be introduced under MIDA using the different 
divisions as centralised units that the industry can contact before they examine the market for 
equipment and make their investments. Each unit has to be responsible for the industrial division 
that they work with on a daily basis and they should gather and rate the information about BAT. A 
substantial part of the information has to be gathered and rated when the programme opens up, so 
that the programme is functionally from the beginning. The most decisive task for making this 
mechanism support the process in a successful way is getting the industry to approve it. An obstacle 
for this mechanism is that before the programme can be carried through, an overview and rating of a 
lot of products has to be gathered. Before this can be done it has to be defined which parameters 
shall be used to determine the best available technology. We see these two assignments used most 
effectively by being introduced later in the process, because presentation of BAT demands a certain 
level of awareness and believing in the concept. Cheap loans can be introduced across the other 
groupings, but especially BAT depends on cheap loans. 
 
The “three-step EE programme” includes an energy audit, development of a strategic plan for 
energy efficiency and finally the implementation phase would be linked to “forced openness”. The 
three-step EE programme shall be voluntary to join, but once a company has joined, it obligates 
itself to go through the first two faces of the programme. The company should carry out the 
programme with assistance from the authorities. The assistance authorities shall be DOE, because 
many companies have expressed a wish for DOE to become more educating instead of just being 
controlling. If the company has an Appointed Energy Responsible Person (AERP) then the audit 
shall be made in corporation with this person. Tax reduction will be used instead of giving direct 
funds to the companies in the implementing phase. This is a possibility because the government of 
Malaysia already prefers to reduce the taxes instead of direct subsidising.   
 
Forced openness is closely connected to the three-step EE programme. “Seeing is believing” is 
essential for overcoming the sceptical attitude for investing in energy efficiency. An obstacle is that 
the companies might not be willing to give information or open up their factory for visitors. If a 
company fulfil the three-step EE programme and thereby receives the tax reduction, it should be 
compulsory to openly share some of the knowledge obtained through the programme, and 
furthermore to show the actual machinery to other companies. A possibility is that Malaysia already 
today has existing concepts that can forces companies to open up and reveal some of their 
experiences if they have made projects in relation with SIRIM.  
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The mechanism “sale to the grid” can make the industry start working with energy efficiency by 
allowing them to sell electricity back to the grid. There are companies in Malaysia that have the 
possibility of producing their own electricity by burning their biodegradable garbage or by re-use of 
other resources e.g. steam. Two obstacles for introducing this mechanism are conditions within the 
institutions related to energy and technical details. A positive argument for producing electricity 
from the industrial waste whether it is steam or material is that it will reduce the overall request for 
electricity from the industry. Furthermore it will reduce the amount of electricity that is required 
from the traditional power plants. 
 
All together we can conclude that the abovementioned 10 mechanisms can support the process of 
making the 18 companies in our sample work with energy efficiency. Since the selected 
mechanisms cannot support the process in all the 18 companies it is important that all the 
mechanisms, in the described grouping, is taking into consideration.  
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9 Future prospects 
We will now broaden our problem field to get a larger perspective on the subject and suggest how 
future work can be done in this area. 
 
Looking at our sample of companies and the methodology that we have used to reach these 
companies, it is obvious that it cannot be stated scientifically that we have covered the whole 
manufacturing industry in a satisfactory way, but we have shown that a pattern of various 
mechanisms has an effect on divergent companies. On the other hand it can also be argued that our 
sample to a certain degree is representative for the Malaysian manufacturing industry. This is done 
on basis of the Department of Statistics definition of the manufacturing industries composition 
where our sample represents seven of their nine sector divisions. [Department of Statistics, 
1998:85]. The divisions that we did not cover in our sample only account for 11% of the total 
number of establishments. This shows that we in our sample of interviewed companies covered 
around 90% of the whole manufacturing industry in Malaysia. As a result of this there is a 
significant chance that the 10 mechanisms are suitable for achieving an energy efficient 
manufacturing industry. It might turn out that these mechanisms is not the only ones that there has 
to be used. If another methodology were used for choosing the companies in a similar study the 
results might be somewhat different. Such a study will probably come up with some mechanisms 
that we have not included in this project. This project will in all cases only be a theoretical study, 
which can predict whether our selected mechanisms will work successfully or not under a practical 
implementation. This actually counts for all theoretical studies, but in a planning process of the 
manufacturing industry these studies are needed and our project can be the first element in building 
up the whole planning process. In this context we see the 10 selected mechanisms as an element, 
among others, which can support this process. We will in the following present some of the other 
elements that we see as a good idea to add into the planning process.  
 
One perspective, when introducing the mechanism ”sale to the grid”, is that the planning of this 
mechanism should be connected to the planning of the electricity supply industry. If a normative 
regulation were implemented that allowed the manufacturing industry to sell electricity back to the 
grid, it would then be necessary to consider how many resources the industry actually has. The 
future planning of the electricity supply sector depends on how many resources the industry has. 
Today the palm oil industry already produces their own electricity from biodegradable waste, but 
not in an effectively way. The companies have to pay to get rid of the surplus of biodegradable 
waste and because of that they use non-efficient boilers to minimise the waste [Pers.com. source 
confidential]. If it were possible to sell electricity back to the grid the palm oil industry could make 
a profit from the more efficient boilers by selling electricity back to the grid.  
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Another perspective of selling back to the grid is the role of the Independent Grid System Operator 
(IGSO). The Mid-term Review of the Seventh Malaysia Plan states that an IGSO will be created. If 
sale back to the national grid will be allowed the role of IGSO is to ensure a sufficient energy 
supply and to deal with technical difficulties such as fluctuating electricity in terms of quality of the 
electricity. 
 
In the perspective of making the whole manufacturing industry of Malaysia more energy efficient, 
an examination must be initiated that can identify how much energy there actually can be saved. It 
is important to see the potentiality for energy savings in the same context as with the resources of 
the palm oil industry and add this perspective in the planning of the energy supply industry. The 
ASEAN 2020 study already focus on energy efficiency potentials in the manufacturing industry but 
the point is, that these studies should be connected more with the actual planning of mechanisms 
that both are pointed at the manufacturing industry and at the planning of the energy supply 
industry.  
 
The government of Malaysia has already committed themselves to carry through the IEEIP as a part 
of fulfilling the commitments by signing the Kyoto protocol. Malaysia is committed to reduce the 
increase in CO2 emissions and a way of doing that is through a more efficient utilisation of the 
energy in the manufacturing industry. This reduction of CO2 emissions has a relation to the Bakun 
project on Borneo. This hydropower plant will be able to supply electricity at an amount of 2400 
MW [Pers.com. Yin, 10/3-1999]. Today Malaysia has a peak load at approximately 9000 MW. The 
Bakun project has temporary been postponed because of the economic crisis, but technically it 
should be possible to transmit electricity from Borneo to the Peninsular Malaysia [Pers.com. Yin, 
10/3-1999]. If the project is carried out the increase of the electricity demand can be achieved with 
no increase in CO2 emissions which will mean that the declaration of reducing the increase of CO2 
emissions can be fulfilled without more energy efficiency in the manufacturing industry. It is 
important to keep in mind that the Bakun project will result in a rise in the country’s expenses 
related to the electricity supply industry, whereas energy efficiency within the manufacturing 
industry will minimise the expenses.  
 
Other elements to be considered in the planning process are perspectives related to the mechanisms 
benchmarking, awareness, three-step EE programme, BAT and forced openness.  
 
The awareness programme can in relation between energy and environment be connected with other 
subjects concerning environment such as waste separation by sources in connection to reuse of 
sources or efficient utilisation of water. These other subjects could also be introduced in public 
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schools together with awareness about the relation between energy and environment. In that way 
resources in the planning process would be saved.  
  
Benchmarking has one positive side effect when the companies compare themselves with others. As 
explained earlier the companies shall send in information about their energy consumption in order 
to be compared. When this is done it would be a good idea to expand the database so that the actual 
energy efficient improvements were described and the database also could function as an 
experiment data bank. In that way it would be possible for the companies to obtain more technical 
information on how improvements can be made. Including companies from other countries around 
the world could further develop the benchmarking programme. If the ASEAN countries were to be 
included these would gain energy efficiency knowledge from the, in most cases, more developed 
industries in Malaysia. When seeing this in a greater perspective it could in general, make the 
industries in the ASEAN region more energy efficient. The participants from Malaysia could 
achieve even more optimisation challenges if the programme were expanded to embrace industries 
from western countries. 
 
The mechanisms BAT, three-step EE programme and forced openness will together support the 
process of making the company culture more open. Today the last mentioned mechanism has to a 
limited degree assured more openness. With basics in the companies which already have joint either 
the BAT or the three-step EE programme a large number of companies could be invited to the 
companies or at seminars where information about the openness should be given as an advantage 
for the competition and not a disadvantage.  
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Appendix 1 - Company profiles  
 
ENCO Engineering Sdn. Bhd.  
ENCO Engineering has since 1993 produced high efficiency boilers. The company is located in 
Rawang, Selangor. ENCO Engineering was established in 1975 and back then it was a service 
company for the local boiler industry. Today the company is co-operating with the Danish company 
Völund Danstoker A/S and it is their boilers they produce on license and installs. The boilers 
produced are sold at the domestic marked to companies such as Xie-Lie Dyeing. The company 
employs about 50 full time workers. 
 
Established in the year: 1975 
Owned by: The majority of the stocks is owned by the general 
manager Mr. Lee  
Number of Employees: 50 
Yearly turnover: Not used 
Electricity bill per month RM 4,100 
MFO bill per month: Not used 
Diesel bill per month Not used 
LPG Gas bill per month Not used 
[Pers.com. Lee, 29/1-1999 and ENCO Engineering, 1999] 
 
 
Hwa Tai Industries Bhd. (HTI)  
Mr. Tan Hua Teck started Hwa Tai Biscuits and Confectionery under a sole proprietorship way 
back in 1962. Hwa Tai Industries is located in Batu Pahat, Johor. Today the company has changed 
owner, been converted into a public limited company and renamed Hwa Tai Industries Berhad. The 
principal activities at their three factories are manufacturing and distribution of their 60 different 
biscuits such as cream crackers, sugar crackers, cheese crackers, Marie biscuits, cream biscuits etc. 
 
HTI’s production accounted in 1990 for 23,3% of the domestic market. Through their 18 overseas 
agents they have managed to penetrate the overseas market exporting approximately 10% of its 
production to Taiwan, United States of America, Nigeria etc. 
 
Established in the year: 1962 
Owned by: Hwa Tai Industries Berhad Group.  
Number of Employees: 759 
Yearly turnover: RM 49,414,109 
Electricity bill per month RM 36,851 
MFO bill per month Not used 
Diesel bill per month RM 63,063 
LPG Gas per month RM 55,020 
[Pers.com. Velmaran, 22/3-1999 and Hwa Tai, 1992; Hwa Tai, 1998] 
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Hume Fibreboard Bhd. 
The company was established in the late 1980’s, in Nilai, Selangor, but it was actually a couple of 
years after that the production line was running optimal. Their main activity is production of 
fibreboards, which are used in all sorts of other productions, as example its possible to mention the 
production of speakers, furniture and so on. In total the company produces 200,000 square meters of 
fibreboards. Of the total production 65% are exported to 20 foreign countries, where the most 
important are within the Asian Pacific Region, but they also deal with some Southern European 
countries for instance Greece.  
 
Established in the year: 1989 
Owned by: Hume Industries Berhad, is a part of the Asian Hong 
Leong Group, was incorporated in 1961 and got public 
listed in 1963.  
Number of Employees: 350 
Yearly turnover: RM 110 million 
Electricity bill per month RM 84,000 
MFO bill per month RM 1,666  
Diesel bill per month Not used 
LPG Gas bill per month Not used 
[Pers.com. Guan, 15/3-1999 and Hume Fibreboard, 1998] 
 
 
Central Sugars Refinery Sdn. Bhd. (CSR) 
The company is Malaysia’s second biggest sugar plant. They produce both sugar in solid and liquid 
form. The company was established in 1965 in Rawang, Selangor where they produced 150 tons 
sugar pr. year where as they today produces 1300 tons pr. year. They primary sell their products to 
the industry where 70% goes to the domestic market and the remaining 30% exported. Their foreign 
customers are located in the Asian Pacific region. At the domestic market Nestlé and Coca-Cola are 
their biggest consumers. All their materials are being imported from Australia and South Africa. 
 
Established in the year: 1965 
Owned by: Tradewinds Berhad was incorporated in 1974 and is 
today public listed as a holding, management and 
investment company. Most of their stocks are held by 
Malaysian’s 
Number of Employees: 290 
Yearly turnover: RM 370.7 Million  
Power Consumption12 per month 1,918,700 kWh 
MFO bill per month 2,009 Tons 
Diesel bill per month Not used 
LPG Gas bill per month Not used 
[Pers.com. Chuan, 5/3-1999 and Central Sugars Refinery, 1998] 
 
                                                 
12 Due to the fact that Central Sugars Refinery produce their own electricity, they do not get any electricity bill each 
month. Therefor the figure is in kWh. 
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ASTEC Advanced Power Systems Sdn. Bhd. 
The company Northern Telecom, which in 1998 was overtaken by ASTEC, are manufactures of 
telecommunications components and products. ASTEC is located in Penang. ASTEC sells all their 
products to Nortel, which were the former owner of this specific plant. The different parts are 
assembled at a factory in Canada.   
 
Established in the year: 199813 
Owned by: Astec, which is an American co-operation, has its domain 
in Hong Kong.  
Number of Employees: 600-1000 
Yearly turnover: RM 400 Million  
Electricity bill per month RM 1,5 Million  
MFO bill per month Not used 
Diesel bill per month Not used 
LPG Gas bill per month Not used 
[Pers.com. Hoe, 22/2-1999] 
 
 
Proton 
The company was established in 1983 in Shah Alam, Selangor. Protons business activities is 
manufacturing, assembling and selling motor vehicles and related products, including accessories, 
spare parts and other components. In short terms Proton produces cars. Proton has 63% of the 
market share in Malaysia. The rest is exporting to UK/Europe, Indian and Subcontinent, Africa and 
the Middle East. The largest export market is UK and Germany. The total numbers of export 
countries are 51.  
 
Established in the year: 1983 
Owned by: HICOM Holdings Berhad – 27.20% 
Khazanah Nasional Berhad – 16.80% 
Mitsubishi Corporation – 8.03% 
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation – 8.03% 
Other Local and Foreign Investors – 39.94% 
Number of Employees: 5000 
Yearly turnover: RM 6,041.7 million 
Electricity bill per month RM ca. 1.6 million 
MFO bill per month RM ca. 0.14 million 
Diesel bill per month Not available 
LPG Gas bill per month Not available 
[Pers.com. Ahmad, 17/3-1999 and Proton, 1998] 
 
                                                 
13 Astec took over the company in September 1998. They were a member of the Northern Telecommunication before 
which has existed in numerous years. 
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Xie-Li Dyeing Sdn. Bhd. 
Xie-Li Dying is a middle size company located in Rawang, Selangor. In the beginning the main 
activity was commissioning dying of knitted fabrics only. Later on they expanded their activities to 
include garment washing and dyeing, towels re-dye.  
 
Established in the year: 1982 
Owned by: Not available 
Number of Employees: 60 
Yearly turnover: Not available 
Electricity bill per month Not available 
MFO bill per month Not available 
Diesel bill per month Not available 
LPG Gas bill per month Not available 
[Xie-li Dyeing, 1998]] 
 
 
Straits Timber  
The company produces different kinds of lumber items. Doors, windows etc. Exports 100% to 
Australia. Straits Timber is located in Kuala Lumpur, Selangor and is the largest single exporter of 
lumber in Malaysia. They are a part of a business chain that has branches 4-5 different places in 
Australia. Each branch is economical independent and therefor responsible for their own accounts.  
  
Established in the year: 1969 
Owned by: Not available 
Number of Employees: 200 
Yearly turnover: Not available 
Electricity bill per month RM 50,000  
MFO bill per month Not available 
Diesel bill per month Not available 
LPG Gas bill per month Not available 
[Pers.com. Boo, 9/2-1999] 
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Amsteel Mills Sdn Bhd.  
Amsteel Mills is a steel producing company located in Klang, Selangor. Since its inception in 1978, 
Amsteel Mills Sdn Bhd has become one of the South East Asia’s most modern and progressive 
Steel Mills. Combining human skills and experience with latest production technology and 
equipment, Amsteel Mills has established a reputation for quality products at the international 
market. Amsteel has an ISO 9002 Quality System certificate. The company export to USA, 
Australia, New Zealand, China and other parts of Southeast Asia. Amsteel is a member of the 
Chinese Lion Group. 
 
Established in the year: 1978 
Owned by: The Lion Group 
Number of Employees: 800 
Yearly turnover: RM 5.6 billion 
Electricity bill per month RM 35 million kWh14  
MFO bill per month & Diesel bill 
per month15 
38 million litre  
LPG Gas bill per month Not used 
[Pers.com. Ramamuthie, 31/3-1999 and Amsteel, 1997] 
 
 
Antara Steel Mills Sdn. Bhd. 
Antara Steel Mills was established in 1981. The company produces steel from their plant located in 
Batu Pahat, Johor. They have a close co-operation with JBE (South Asia Steel industries) and 
MISAM (a branch organisation for steel). The company sells both to the Malaysian and 
international market. Amsteel Steel Mills has an ISO 9002 certificate issued by DNB, which is an 
international certification organisation. 
 
Established in the year: 1981 
Owned by: Not available 
Number of Employees: 973 
Yearly turnover: RM 5.6 billion 
Electricity bill per month RM 6 million  
Fuel oil bill per month RM 4 million  
LPG Gas bill per month Not available 
[Pers.com. Haron, 23/3-1999] 
                                                 
14 The amount given was in kWh, due to the price politic it is not possible to convert it directly to RM. 
15 The amount given was for both MFO and Diesel.  
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Southern Acids 
The company is a part of the Southern Group. Southern Acids are in the oleo chemical line of 
business and is located in Klang, Selangor. They produce acids. 95% goes for export. The industry 
is today over-represented in Malaysia why Southern Acids only runs on 70% capacity. They 
produce 7,000 tons per year.  
 
Established in the year: 1980 
Owned by: Southern Group 
Number of Employees: 3-400 
Yearly turnover: RM 204,028,551 
Electricity bill per month RM 400,000 
MFO bill per month RM 300,000 
Diesel bill per month RM 150,000 
LPG Gas bill per month Not used 
[Pers.com. Sheng, 25/2-1999 and Southern Acids, 1998] 
 
 
Ayamas Food Corporation 
Ayamas is owned by the worldwide Kentucky Fried Chicken fast-food chain (KFC). The company 
is located in Klang, Selangor. They butcher 60.000 chickens a day, which they distribute to KFC’s 
restaurants in Malaysia and Singapore. The sale to KFC is 60% and the rest is sold to other 
restaurants and some are exported to Hong Kong and South Arabian countries.   
 
Established in the year: 1980 
Owned by: KFC 
Number of Employees: 500 
Yearly turnover: RM 350 Millions 
Electricity bill per month RM 200,000 
MFO bill per month RM 30,000 
Diesel bill per month Not used 
LPG Gas bill per month Not used 
[Pers.com. Hai, 23/3-1999 and Ayamas Food Corperation, 1998] 
 
 
Eng Technology 
Eng Technology started as a little tool company 25 years ago. The fabric is located in Penang. 
Today there are seven companies collected under the Eng Group. They produce tools and parts for 
computers, among their customers are the Intel Corporation. They have 12% of the world market.    
 
Established in the year: 1974 
Owned by: Eng Group 
Number of Employees: Not available 
Yearly turnover: RM 13 Millions 
Electricity bill per month RM 3,000 
MFO bill per month Not used 
Diesel bill per month Not used 
LPG Gas bill per month Not used 
[Pers.com. Heng, 19/3-1999 and Eng Technology, 1998] 
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Nestlé Foods Sdn. Bhd. 
Nestlé is a Swiss corporation with branches all over the world. The company produces a range of 
provisions, and the one that we visited was located in Kuala Lumpur, Selangor. Nestlé in Malaysia 
produces mainly to the domestic marked, but they also export a small amount to some of the other 
Southeast Asian countries. The company employs about 2,500 people shared among 8 plants. Due 
to illness on the day of the interview, we interviewed another person than the one we had an 
appointment with. Unfortunately he did not have the figures that we requested. That is the reason 
for the lack of information in the scheme below 
 
Established in the year: Not available 
Owned by: Nestlé Products 
Number of Employees: 2,500 
Yearly turnover: Not available 
Electricity bill per month Not available 
MFO bill per month Not available  
Diesel bill per month Not available 
LPG Gas bill per month Not available 
 [Pers.com. Hong, 12/3-1999]  
 
 
Asia Pacific Microspheres Sdn. Bhd 
The company was founded in 1965 and is located at Shah Alam in Selangor. The company 
produces mainly glue and they export most of their products. The company policy on revealing data 
was very strict – even the interviewees did not know the figures for the energy consumption. 
  
Established in the year: 1965 
Owned by: Kok Group 
Number of Employees: 75 
Yearly turnover: Not available 
Electricity bill per month Not available 
MFO bill per month Not available 
Diesel bill per month Not available 
LPG Gas bill per month Not available 
[Kee, 24/3-1999] 
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Quality Electro-Plating Sdn. Bhd. (QEP) 
QEP is a small family run electroplating company, which has been in business since 1974. Located 
in Shah Alam, Selangor. The number of employees attached to the production has due to 
improvements and introduction of automatic machinery been reduced from 16 to 8. The company 
have participated in a cleaner technology project made in collaboration with SIRIM and DANCED. 
The purpose with it was to reduce the amount of chemicals in their wastewater. All of the 
company’s suppliers and customers are owned by Malaysians. Among the customers their biggest 
one is Proton. 
 
Established in the year: 1974 
Owned by: Chong Kok Seng 
Number of Employees: 8 
Yearly turnover: RM 1,800,000 
Electricity bill per month RM 4,660 
MFO bill per month Not used 
Diesel bill per month Not used 
LPG Gas bill per month Not used 
[Pers.com. Fam, 9/2-1999 and QEP, N/A] 
 
 
Penfabric Sdn. Bhd. 
The company that produces yarn was established by Toray business cooperation in 1973 and is 
located in Prai, Penang Since the energy crisis they have been optimising in several areas in the 
production. The improvements have meant that they in 1996 with a fuel oil consumption of 
approximately 1 mill. Litre produced 11 mill. yards of yarn. Of the finished fabrics 95% are 
exported to around 30 countries.  
 
Established in the year: 1973 
Owned by: The company is a part of Pengroup that furthermore is 
owned by Toray, a Japanese company with 
approximately 200 companies throughout the world. 
Pengroup owned companies are all located in the area 
around Pulau Penang.  
Number of Employees: 4300 
Yearly turnover: RM 3 Billions 
Energy bill per month RM 5,000,00016 
[Pers.com. O.K. Lee, 18/3-1999 and Toray, 1998; Toray Pen-group, 1994 ]  
 
 
                                                 
16 Figures are based on the Pengroup 
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Perodua Sdn. Bhd. 
The company was actually established in an attempt to create Malaysia’s second national car 
producer. The company is located in Rawang, Selangor The company have been producing cars for 
the last five years and today their market share constitute around 20% of the Malaysian car market. 
Perodua prefer to have local suppliers for which they get 60% of their car parts within Malaysia 
while 40% are imported from Japan.  
 
Established in the year: 1994 
Owned by: Not available 
Number of Employees: Not available 
Yearly turnover: Not available 
Electricity bill per month RM 763,000 
MFO bill per month Not used 
Diesel bill per month Not used 
LPG Gas bill per month Not 560,000 
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Appendix 2 - Interview Guide 
 
Introduction 
• Our presentation of whom we are and what our project is all about.  
• The interviewees presentation; Full name, position, educational background, years of 
employment     
 
The company in general 
• Description of the company’s history, products and production processes/production flow.  
 
Attitude towards environmental issues 
• Can you tell us something about the environmental attitude inside your company? 
• There is a rising interest among the industry in general for ISO 14000 and environmental 
management, how do your company respond to that? 
• Does your company have an environmental policy (written as well as an unwritten)? 
• Why does your company have an environmental policy? 
 
Efficient- energy consumption 
In the following we would like to talk about energy-efficiency within the company. What have you 
done, for what reasons and do you have any future plans. 
 
• Has your company done anything to make the energy-utilisation more efficient? (If no) Is your 
company thinking of making any in the future? 
• What would make your company think about energy efficiency? (Only economical, from also 
an environmental point of view or because the regulation says so?) 
• What do you do to get an overview of the consumption of energy, within the company? Why or 
why not? 
• Do you have any experiences with the use of private consultants or energy managers that could 
assist you in decision making of new equipment, optimising the production? 
• Have your company ever considered to reuse the energy reserves i.e. steam, biodegradable 
waste or pressure to produce electricity? Why? What could make you do the considerations? 
Would it make any difference if it were possible to sell electricity back to the Tenaga National’s 
transmission net?  
• How much money do you spend on energy pr month or year on respectively coal, petroleum 
products and electricity? 
• How much is your energy consumption in percent out of your total production cost?  
 
Investment policy 
Within the next theme we will like to talk about your investment priorities and how you minimise 
your cost, who decides what in terms of investments in new equipment, payback time etc. 
   
• Can you describe what the priorities of your investments are, in relation to new equipment? 
• Can you describe the procedure that goes ahead for energy related-investments? 
• Why does energy efficient equipment not has a high priority in the company? 
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• What payback horizons do you operate with? 
• Is there any difference in the level of decision making within the company when small and large 
decisions are being made? On which level is decisions about investments in energy efficient 
equipment made? 
• Have your company applied for subsidies by the government in terms of making your plant 
more energy efficient? 
• Which production factors do you focus on when you try to minimise the overall cost at the 
plant? Where on that list is energy located? 
 
Relation to the regulatory authorities  
Next we would like to hear about your relation to the regulatory authorities.  
 
• Which part of the regulatory authorities does your company has contact with? 
• How would you characterise the relationship? 
• What kind of demands do the authorities put on you? 
• How do you respond to the idea that the authorities would start to enforce a regulation on your 
company’s energy consumption? 
• Can you tell us if your company report your energy consumption to the authorities? (If no 
report) You said that you didn’t report your energy consumption, but does the authorities 
monitor your energy consumption on a regular basis? 
• In what way do you think the authorities uses the collected energy data? 
• (If it’s a big consumer) Can you tell us whether the authorities have contacted you with the 
purpose to tell you that you should use less energy or for instance tell you to consider how it 
would be possible to optimise your energy consumption? 
• Do you feel that the authorities are restraining your business in anyway e.g. is the energy act too 
tight?  
• What would you say if the authorities were to tighten up the energy act for instance if they 
demanded energy managers in your company? How would it influence your company? Why do 
you think they would tighten up the energy act and do you expect them to?  
• Have the authorities informed you about the coming energy efficiency regulation there is 
supposed to be implemented this year? 
• What do you think of the idea of an energy officer that was proposed on the “seminar on energy 
efficiency and conservation for industrial sector” that included representatives from your 
company? 
• Does your company see it as a way to gain competitiveness/market shares if the regulation was 
to be tightening up? 
• What would make you interested in having influence on the regulation e.g. does your company 
try to influence the law? How would it be possible to influence the regulation? 
• If you were to regulate the manufacturing industry to make their energy consumption more 
efficient, what kind of regulation would you use? 
• We see it as a possibility to label energy efficient products. Who do you think could make the 
labelling? Who would you thrust? 
• A possibility would also be a benchmarking-data bank, where you could get energy information 
from other companies. Who would you give information about your company’s energy 
consumption, so other companies could use the information to make their energy utilisation 
efficient? FMM, MIDA or business of line associations? 
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Relations to business network 
We would like to hear something about your company’s relation towards customers and your 
suppliers. 
 
• Would you characterise your company as having many or just a few suppliers?  
• Do you see you self as a large or small-scale customers at your main supplier? If large scale: Do 
you have any influence on this supplier? 
• Have you ever replaced any of your suppliers? (List the 3 most important reasons for replacing a 
supplier). 
• What would happen if one of your main customers demanded that the components used in your 
product was more environmental friendly produced? (Change in supplier?) 
• Would you characterise the company as having many or just a few customers? 
• Do you see you self as a large or small-scale supplier at your main customers? 
• If large scale: Do the customers have any influence on you and your product? 
• Whom do you compete with? On which market do you operate; local market, ASEAN or the 
world market? 
 
Information network 
The last thing that we would like to hear about is how you get the necessary information to make 
innovations and progress in the company? 
 
• Do you have contacts with information centres, like for instant SIRIM? Other companies? If 
not, how do you get necessary information? 
 
